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INTRODUCTION

It is with much hesitation that the present work is
issued, it has been made neressaiy by the demand
for some up-to-date work on the Social Evil ques-
tioip the two small pamphlets issued by the writer
seven years ago being out of date. There have been
a few works published in English on the subject, and
immediately after “ Free Cessation " there were a
number of pamphlets issued in Japanese, mostly for
the purpose of upholding tlie right of keepers to
restrain the liberty of prostitutes, but none of them
contained material that was of any permanent value.
Ibis work is of nccessit}' original, that is, in so far as
a work that is principally a compilation of facts can
be considered originaL

It would be very much better were tlie present
wor ' translation of an original Japanese work,
written by a Japanese, but as there is no such work
in^existence, it is necessary to reverse the order, and
this work will appear in Japanese later. It is the
fervent hope of the writer that an}ong the iiiany
intelligent, capable young men now to be fousEd in
every trade and profession in Japan there will arise
some who will take up this question and be respon-
sible for whatever may be done in the future. 1

hope that it will not be necessar}’’ for a “ foreigner
"

to take a prominent part in this work much longer.
in issuing this work, i am cunscioirs ^)f tiie inipos-

sibilit}^ ot beiiig absolutely exact in many details.
J he more one studie.s the Social E\'il prol>lem, the



HKfrc diflicult ;iad complex it seems to become. It

seems to me that unless a natiofi can have reason to

believe that absolute prohibition and prevention of

tJie evil is a rcasojiable possibility
j
all attempts at

regulation liad as well he given up. Still 1 feel' very

little is to be gained by dogmatizing. The first

thing is publicity. One thing is certaiig this ques-

tion, witli tlic many ot.her things tliat arc inseparably

connected with it, must receive the attention of the.

solid middle classes to a greater extent than ever

before. In saying this I refer not only to Japanese

but to all other nations,

JJiiring the many years Ih^ve been engaged in

investigating this in rescue

work I have recei’^-^ ^^^niable aid' from a great

number of ])cople. officials have^ in many'

cases, undertaken tedious researches in order to

furni.sh me the desired facts. Often months have

been spent in getting a very smali item, 1 wish to

express my gratitude to the many frieEids, both

Japanese and fortign, who have assisted iia'securing

.statistics, suggesting lines of investigation, and for

criticising the inaniiscript of this work.

1 shall be grateful for any criticism of__this work
that will enable me to issue a more pCi.. ""^111100

in the future.

U. G. Murfhv.

Nagoya, September, S906



Zbc Social Bvil in Japan.

ORIGIN OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM.

The present system of regulating the social evil

was introduced in 1872, on the advice of a British

Array Surgeon, then in the employ of the Japanese

Government. Previous to September 1872 there

were only four regular licensed quarters in the whole

country, though hotels and restaurants kept women

for immoral purposes. The inmates of both the

regular quarters and the regular licensed houses

began their business as early in life as fouitccn years

of age,* and fourteen years was considered as the

maximum term of service. iJuring that length of

time these inmates were under the absolute control of

their masters. A small proportion only lived to

complete the fourteen years of service, and as those

Avho did survive'were more likely to become a burden

rather than a profit to their owners even if they were

continued in service, the limitation was as much to

the interest of the keepers as of the girls.

No record was kept of the girls in the unlicensed

houses and there was no medical examination of

either the regular or secret prostitutes. In the country

districts only the larger towns had houses where

women were kept for immoral purposes. Even the

£-eiska was unknown in the portions of the country

that lay outside of the main lines of travel.

^ At present a girl must be not less than 18 years of age to

become a prostitute. There is no age limit for geisha.
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The abolition of the ancient regime in 1872 was
not caused by any agitation or demand, on the part

of the people. A ship loaded with slaves bought iu

China and bound for Peru, put into Yokohama
harbor under stress of weather and while laying at

anchor one of the slaves escaped by jumping over-

board and swioimisig to a British warship that lay

near=

The captain of the warship reported the matter to

the authorities and requested that the slaves be
released, as the dealing in human flesh was contrary

to tlie principles of civilized governments. As at

that time Japan felt it necessary to do everv thing

possible to keep in the good graces of foreign-civiliz-

ed—nations, the ship was detained and an order was
served on the captain of the slave ship requiring the

cargo of slaves to be released. The captain filed a

protest, and' when the case came up before a special

court, he presented a copy of the contract, or bill-oT

sale, of a girl then serving as a prostitute in Yoko-
hama, and claimed that he could not be ioterferred

with because the sale of human beings was permitted

by the Japanese authorities themselves. The British

captain was much exasperated at this turn of affairs

as he did not know that the sale of girls for immoral
purposes was allowed in Japan and it looked as

though his efforts for the enslaved Chinese would be

of no avail. The court also was very much perplex-

ed and postponed the case. When it was called up

for a final heating the court decided that traffic in

human beings was not legal iii Japan ;
that the fact

that such a traffic was being carried on was because

no one had invoked the law against it In the pre-

seiit case the. law had been invoked and the court

claimed that it had the power to order the release of
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the slave carpo. The order of the court was carried
out and the Chinese were released and sent back to
Ctana. A few weeks later the Department of Home
Attairs, or wiiat now corresponds to that ])epart-
ment, issued an order emancipating- all women held
under contract for immoral purposes. This order
incliided geisha*- as this class of women has always
been regarded by the authorities as a kind of prosti-
tute. An order from the Judicial Department
immediately followed which protected the released
women by forbidding the courts to entertain suits
against them for debts due tlicir masters.

While this abolished the legal .status of the social
evil at that time, still the business was continued but
under a somewhat different form. it Avas then thatty present system was established, the term for
licensed houses being changed to kashiznshi.H,—
parlor renting. Tersons desiring to conduct brothels
were required to locate their places of business in the
quarters selected by the prefectural authorities and
on receiving permission to begin business, tliey were
supposed to rent their rooms to women who had
received permits from the police to become prostitu-
tes. If the owners of brothels had confined them-
selves to renting rooms to licensed women, the social
evil could never have assumed anything like its
present proportions. In practice the system at
present is very different from the plan the autliorities
apparently had in mind when the first set of brothel
regulations were issued. By a small advance of
money and change of contract the keepers were able

_

Young girls who smg anil perform hand dances. Whensinging they accompany themselves on a kind of banjo called aFormerly their chief employment was to furnishentertainment at banc^uets.

\
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to retain many, probably most, of the ! iris released

by tlie order named above. At first die contracts

between keepers and the brothel inmatf 5 were drawn
according to loan forms and a time limit, generally

tliree years, was specified as the time of service in

consideration of the sum of money loaned.

With the establishment of the present system the

terms used to designate the various kinds of lewd

women were changed. The general term for im-

moral women is skugydfu : shogi^ means the licensed

women who are confined to the licensed brothels,

while the uiiliccnsed women who prostitute them-

selves are called imbaifn or mitsubaifu^ meaning,

lust selling women, or secret selling women. The
geisha are not allowed to prostitute themselves by
law, though as a matter of fact they do, and when
detected in “ selling ” themselves are punished. The
shakuftij ladle women, who are employed in restau-

rants and tea houses are considered as belonging to

the immoral class, but they carry no permit to com-
mit prostitution.

While the regulations of the 'central Government
require that ail prostitutes must be registered and
examined regularly, the details of management are

left to the prefectura! offices. The police depart-

ments of the different prefectures make the rules and
they are put into force by the order of the governor

after having received his signature. There is still

another set of regulations made by the keepers

themselves for their own protection and guidance.

When these guild regulations secure the approval of

the police or prefectaral authorities, they are binding

on all keepers and inmates of the quarters issuing

them.

I
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GENERAL FEATURES.

Under the present system, when a prefecture

wishes to license prostitution, the governor must

make applicatioEi to the Home Department, and

houses of ill-fame cannot be opened until ^the

Minister of Home Affairs signs the application. 1 he

prefectural assembly must vote the funds necessary

for the regulation of the business.
^

rrefectuial

Assemblies cannot establish, or abolish^ licensed

prostitution by enactment, lesolutioiis being mere

expressions of opinion that the local executive

authorities may, or may not, heed, tfowevei the

refusal of a prefectural assembly to grant funds

necessary for the regulation of licensed prostitution,

would amount to its prohibition. When application

is made to the Home Department for permission to

open houses of ill-fame,' rules for their regulation and

plans and maps of the proposed location must also

be submitted and approval secured.
_

The prefectural

regulations must be in harmony with, and supple-

mentary to, the general regulations issued by the

Home Department. Until 1900, however, there

v/as no definite set of Home Department regulations.

Previous to that time the Tokyo city regulations

were taken as a guide.
_

The Home Department desires to secure the

location of licensed quarters on the outskirts of

cities and towns, as far away from the centre ot

pooulation as possible.

Permission having been secured from the Horne

'Department, the local authorities must act on the

application of persons who wish to open brothels.

In addition to the brothel license fee, the keepers
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must pay busiiiesSj iiouse and income taxes. When
appiication is made the keepers must file an exact

plan of the builditigSj giving size of each rooiiij

niunber of women to be kept, number of servants

and the number of the members of the keeper's

family. No keeper is allowed to keep more women
than his permit calls for and no onCj except

members of the keeper’s family^ licensed prostitutes

and their guests, and servants is allowed, to stay

over night in a brotheL Every guest must be
registered in a book kept for that purpose and daily

reports must be made to the police of the number
of guests and the amount of money spent by each
of them, Ail books must be inspected by the

police, soinetinies including the accounts the keepers

kept with the inmates. Keepers must allow police

inspection of the premises at an}'- time, must report

all suspicious guests and assist the police in finding

characters that are “ wanted." They must also

sliow police men to rooms adjoining those occupied

by suspicious characters that the police may spy
on them.

A woman who wishes to become a prostitute must
apply in person to the police station-h^.ying charge

of the quarters in which the applicant wishes to

ply her trade. The application must be signed by
parents, guardian, or nearest kin. A copy of the

contract with the keeper must be filed showing the

amount of money the girl has received in advance

and the term of years she is to serve. In most
cases now, however, no length of term is specified,

the girl agreeing to serve until her debts are

cancelled.* Even though the applicant be of adult

tJenerally contracts specify Ibat girls shall receive one half

uf their earnings where they furnish tlieir own rooms; and two
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age and head of her own house, yet these rules
must be complied with, thus preventing girls being
kidnapped and sold into prostitution, something
very common under the old regime.

^

The signature of the keeper in wiiose house the
applicant Is to ply her trade and the signature of the
procurer must also be aflixed to the coiitract. If it

is discovcied tliat a girl has been induced to become
a prostitute against her will, all persons concerned
are liable to fine or imprisonment. Prostitutes must
remain and ply their trade in the house named in
their permit. In case of a change to atiother house
the whole application, contract and all, must be
made anew. Licensed women are

,
not allowed

outside of the licensed quarters for any purpose
except on permit of their masters, countersigned by
the police. The police may allow an inmate of a
brothel to go outside of licensed quarters without
the consent of the keeper, but this is seldom done.
The regulations specify the reasons for which a
prostitute may be allowed to go outside of the
quarters, such as to visit a doctor, secure medicinej
attend the funeral, or visit the grave of pareito.

fifths where the keepers provide the furnishings. The keepers
provide food and lodging. With the portion of their earnings
received the girls must buy their clotliing, pay hospital ex-
penses, pay interest on the “loan,” and apply all the surplus
to the reduction of the principal of the loan. In addition
to the parents two or three sureties to the contracts are
required. These sureties make themselves respo?)sible for the
original loan and all debts contracted by tlie girls after
becoming prostitutes, should tiie girls break any of the
provisions of the contract. The death of the girl cancels the
contract. The amount «nd quantity of clothing “needed” by
girls are decided by the keepers and enormous prices are
charged for everything provided by them CHrls tare held
responsible by the keepers for ail unpaid bills of lovers or
regular guests.
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Previous to the issuance of the Hotiie Department
regulations in 1900, prostitutes were not allowed to

meet any one but guests and parents, or guardians,

without the keepers* permission* While in the

segregated hospital even parents could meet girls

only by
]
5erniission of the keepers and the manager

of the brothel guikl All reports and requests from
prostitutes must be signed by the keepers, and in

some cases by the manager of the brothel guild

before the police will receive them. Since the

issuance of the Prostitute Regulations by the Home
Department in 1900, an exception has been made
in the case of reports of cessation of business.

Ail licensed inmates of brothels must be examined
once each week, or oftener, by physicians in the

government employ and at a place especially set

apart for that purpose within the precincts of the

quarters. Those found to be suffering from in-

fectious diseases of any kind are sent to a segregated
hospital, where prostitutes only are treated.

in places where the number of prostitutes is

small, ' the examination is conducted by some
physician under police permit, and the girls are

detained in a part of some local hospital. Cases of

ordinary illness may be treated either at the home
of the keeper, or in ordinary hospitals, but in each
case police permission must be secured.

The length of detention in the segregated hospital

varies with the nature of the complaint and the

strictness of the physicians in charge. The brothels

are divided into classes and the prices charged
guests are fixed by police regulation. Any guest

who thinks he has been overcharged for food,

drink, or the services of a prostitute may appeal to

the police, and likewise any guest who refuses or
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fails to pay the prescribed fee is liable to imprison-

ment. Robberies and quarrels are not as frequent

as iiifthe “ red light ’’ districts of foreign countries.

The girls are generally not exposed to view from

the street, and can be seen only by entering the

large passage ivay that opens directly into the

street. Altogether a Japanese would have more

reason to have his moral sense offended at an

evening dress ball in a foreign country than a

foreigiier would at anything to be seen around the

entrance of a brothel in Japan.

When a girl makes application to become a

prostitute, the police immediately refer the matter to

the police in whose jurisdiction the girl lives, and

a minute inquiry into the private affairs of the ap-

plicant's home is carried out. It is generally under-

stood that girls shall be allowed to become prosti-

tutes only when there is no other way of making a

living for herself and parents or near relatives.

When permission is once granted, it is understood

on the part of the girl that all liberty over her body

is surrendered to the keeper. It is not intended that

any way or hope of reform shall be considered.

The theory underlying licensed prostitution in Japan

is that prostitution is not only unavoidable but

necessary, and no good is to be accomplished by

making it easy, or even possible, for a girl to cease

her trade, for this makes it necessary for another girl

to fill the vacancy thus caused.

Though the present Regulations make it possible

for a prostitute to cease her trade without the consent

of the keeper, or relatives, the spirit of the system

has ill no way changed and things are conducted

pretty much as before. The authorities generally

disapprove of the free cessation movement made
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possible by the Regulations of 1900^ as it makes
strict supervision very difficult, causes keepers much
trouble, anxiety and financial loss and makes it

necessary for keepers to secure a larger supply of
new girls to take the place of those who leave.

At first many prefectures fixed the length of the
service of prostitutes within their boundaries at three
years, but as the girls' debts always increase while
in service according to the accounts kept by the
keepers, it simply resulted in the women being
transferred to other prefectures before the expiration
of the time limit. Hence this rule was gradually
dropped as useless and the determination of the
proper length of the service of licensed women left

with the keepers.

The present system has grown to mean that in

order to have effective regulation, brothel inmates
must be kept in the power of the keepers as long as
they are of any service. The reform of one girl is

regarded as meaning the degradation of another to
take her place. It is regarded as unavoidable and
even essential that the licensed women be sacrificed

for the sake of the system and the general welfare
of societ}-^. So far as the authorities are concerned
no reform in the present system is contemplated.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

It was the purpose of the Government in establish'

ing the present system of regolaiiou to minimize the

e\^l results of the social evil by segregation and to

keep in check venereal diseases by the strict exami-

nation of brothel inmates^ In other words it was an

honest attempt to localize an already existing evil

and then render it as harmless as possible by strict

siioervision. Inasmiich as Japan has been undei ^the

necessity of laying stress on militaiy niatteis, It is

but natural that the health of the young men from

whom her soldieis must be chosen should receive

very serious consideratiooj and as veneical diseases

(introduced, it is claimed, by the Dutch traders

during the Tokugawa era) were spreading very

rapidly at the begimiing of the present era, the desire

to firevent the further spread of such diseases formed

the principal rea-son for the establishment of toe

present license system.

Ill summing up results, however, it will be neces-

sary to go outside of the reasons given by the

authorities for original establishment. It veiy often

happens that unexpected, ' or unforeseen, results

vitiate a system, even though the puipose foi which

it was established may have been attained.

So in the summary that follows, the license system

Avill be considered in every phase In which it affects

the individuals directly concerned as well as society

in general.
.

The order of 1872 was mteiid-

very lieue to stop the sale of girls for

isi- tsse systeis*
ininioral purposes

;
but inas-

mocli as it was not the result of any agitation on
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the part of the people, it is but natural that, although
the

_

terms used were altered, the conduct of the
business should be continued without much cliang-e
As already seen, the attempt to limit the term of
service was made futile because of the transfer of
girls to otlier prefectures. Should a girl refuse to
go, when the keeper desii-es to transfer her, accord-
ing to contract he can immediately seize the property
of parents and sureties for the money due him.
As nearly ail the prefectures soon came under the

license system and as keepers passed girls from one
piefectuie to another, at three years in each prefect-
ure, it would require over loo jmars for a girl to
secure her freedom by time limit. Thus gradually
the so-called contract under the present system^ be-
came as binding as the bill of sale under the old
system that prevailed before 1872.
1 he ternis used by both keepers and inmates

when speaking of the present system remain the same
as formerly A keeper “ buys ” and the parents
seU. ilie difference between the old system and

the present is that previous to 1872 the keeper could
demand any price he wished when a girl was to be
redeemed, or refuse to allow redemption altogether.Now he can demand only the amount of debt as
shown by the books—kept by himself

;

and whereas
formerly when the law allowed the sale of girls
outright, keepers could not sue parents for money
due from girls who ran away,--now they can.
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SALE OF G1RI.S

All examination of the different prefectural brothel

rules shows that every consideration is given the

keepers. The inmates are ex[)ected to immolate
themselves entirely. This means that law and custom
have recognized the right of a certain class of people

to deprive another class of all semblance of liberty

by the poiver of money, and for immoral purposes.

In accepting licensed prostitution the necessity and
propriety of a most demoralizing form of slaveiy has

been admitted also.

This does not mean that the authorities have been
at fault in the conduct of the S3^stem, rather it shows
the inevitable result of a system founded as this

was, and inheriting the practice that prevailed under

the old regime.

It may be asked wliy girls never

Ty's.^-vree’' service.

In ail investigation covering a period

of ten years I have known of only three such cases.

In one case it was a matter of policy on the part of

the keeper to release the girl and I am not sure but

policy played some part in the other two also.

To be able to point to a girl who has “ worked
out” her debt, very naturally assists the keepers

in detaining dissatisfied girls and persuading them
to do likewise. Hence occasionally a keeper may
let off a girl who has served a long time, simply

as a matter of policy.

It is a very common thing to hear a girl say,

“ My debt has decreased a little and I will be

faithful, contract no unnecessary expenses and work
out my freedom or reduce my debt to such a small
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sum that it Avili be easy to borrow money enough

to pay the remainder 1 never knew of a “ faith-

ful girl getting her freedom that way„ A keeper

has use for a faithful, obedient giri^ The kind of

people who become brothel keepers are fully

capable of looking out for their own interests, and

it is never to their ii^erest to let off popular girls.

Tills explains why it is a rare thing for a girl

to secure her freedom by her labor. .

The authoritites do not like the

part
]
3layed by the so-called

contracts but object to calling

the present system a species of

iiioiK'.V

a hoiKsvo-
lexice ”

slavery, apologizing for the questionable features

on the grouad that matters would be worse under

prohibition. Officials often speak of the money

received by the girls’ parents as a kind of benevo-

lence. It is claimed that the majority of licensed

women could not support their parents in any other

way
;
that the poverty of those concerned is really

responsible for this condition of affairs ^and that

were there no public prostitution many, if not all,

of the women who become licensed prostiKites

would be sold as secret prostitutes and for much less

money. . .

Only a cursory glance at the real situation wiU

suffice to exihode tlie theory of benevolence. Until

recently kecpeis ran no more risk in buying girls

than was assumed by slave dealers when slavery

was legal They were sure of the girls as long as

their service was profitable. Should the gids be

transferred elsewhere the keepers were sure not

only of the money they had advanced but of as

much additioiial debt as^ their ingenuity could

create while the girls were still in seivice.
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Even now the keeper is sure of the total amount

of the debt as soon as a girl ceases her trade without

his consent, provided the sureties have propeity

sufficient to pay it. io loan a girl 150 use

her four or five years, and then transfer her else-

where for 250 or 300 or demand that amount

should she cease her trade, does not constitute a

benevolent transaction.

Of the advance money, very

often only a small part really

reaches the hands of the parents-

It is but natural for the people

who make it a business to secure

Money ucuisilly
by

p:tr' BilH less

lliun expocted

girls for brothels to be people who have no con-

scientious scruples about charging big commissions

and running up a long list of “ expenses. It is

common to hear parents say that they were deceived

as to the amount of money they expected to

receive. Out of many cases taken off hand the

following will illustrate this point. A father near

Nagoya sold his daughter for 80 yen^ receiving 50

y€ft in cash. After several months of service the

girl quit without the keeper’s permission, and the

property of the father and sureties was levied on

for the “debt” which had increased to 130 yen.

Another girl, sold originally for 400 yen^ served

twelve years and then owed the keeper joo yen.

when she secured her release under the “ Free

Cessation ” rules of 1900.

Another girl sold originally for 180 yen tians-

ferred four times, in an attempt to find a place where

she would be able to pay back her debt lapidly, and

after four years of service owed 5*^^ yen. T. he

worst case 1 have met was that of a giil who sold

herself, that is, entered a life of shame of her own
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accord, for 600 She received 25 yen down with

the promise of 50 yen more later on. As she quit

within two weeks under free cessation ” rule there

was not time for her master to increase her debt

any.*
As to girls who become prostitutes, being sold as

unlicensed woman were there no legal prostitution^ it

must not be forgotten that a legal debt and an illegal

debt are very different things. Moreover girls cannot

be detained by unlicensed keepers, consequently

tile sum paid for such women is not sufficiently

large to be niiicli of a temptation to parents.

For the most part girls who are sold

by parents as prostitutes are of quite

a different class socially, from those

who carry on an illicit traffic,

] 3ut for licensed prostitution a large

proportion of licensed women would have remained

innocent. By legalizing the debts-—or sale~of girls

the Government makes It possible for the keeper to

put a great temptation in the way of poor parents

and ignorant girls. Moreover to claim that women
would be sold secretly were there no public pro-

stitution is a poor way of excusing the GoveriimeiiBs

part ill the sale of young girls to a life of legalized

shame. A thing done according to law is very

different in its effects on society from a thing done

or

* This means that the girl and her sureties signed a contract

by the terms of which the girl was to return to the keeper 7©©

yef? by serving as a prostitute. She, however, only received 25

of the 700 yspi. Of the remainder the keeper held back pari and
part was spent in commissions and “expenses.” When the

girl left the brothel the keeper claimed the whole &00, the face

of the note, and distrained" on the property of the sureties.

The courts almost invariably act on the face of the contract,

refusing to go into details.
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contrary to law. The sale of 3701111^ women in

japan for immoral purposes is in actual practice, is an

iiisepaiable part of the present system, and receives

the indirect sanction and support of the law.

The effect of the sale of a ^iii on
tlic parents is thoroughly demor-

©si alizing, though this is a matter

overlooked by those who uphold

the preseiit system. Many a time have 1 heard

parents lament the sale of their girls not from

conscientious scruples, but because the amount

received was so much less than expected, was soon

spent and their obligations made heavier b}^ the

ever-increasing debts of their daughters, in hundreds

of cases coniitig under my notice it would seem as

though the money received for the sale of girls had

a curse upon it, and [ never knew of more tlian one

case where such mone}^ proved of anything more

than a very ternporaiy benefit. That was the case

of a man in Atsuta, Aichi Trefecture, who set up

business as a net maker from the proceeds Oi tne

sale of his daughter and was doing well the last I

heard of him, in most cases girls are sold to pay

already existing debts and the money is gone

almost as soon as received, amounting in reality to

a transfer of debts, as the family can never secure

the return of a daughter without paying more than

was originally received. Many a father has looked

with greedy eyes on what seemed to him an enormous

sum received for the sale of -his innocent daughter,

and has launched into business, only to fail quickly

and soon be minus both money and child, I knew

of one man who sold his daughter to pay a debt

incurred as a rice-broker intending to use what was

left after paying the debt to start over again and
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make money enough to redeem his daughter. As is

usual, iii such cases, he was soon in debt deeper

than ever. Seeing no way of honestly securing

money sufficient to carry out the contemplated

redcmpLioii of tlie girl who was at that time

developing symptoms of consum[)tion, lie broke into

a godo'.vu, stole a quantity of goods, intending to

sell tlicm to secure the redemption money, was

detected and sent to the penitentiary for five years.

We sc.'cured the freedom of the girl by hiding her

for three niontlis until her permit had become .

invalid^ She met her father in the prison several

times, but the n;other, weak and sulfering fur the M

necessities of life sickened, and after niat^y months

of illness, died without meeting her husband. The

girl with her mother dead, her father in jail, herself

showing plainly the progress of consumption, came

to our home a few times and then disappeared, inis

is a sample of the way in which tiie selling of girls

helps t > relieve the pinch of poverty.

Inas nuch as, in the majority of cases the money

received for girls is used to pay debts, it is not so

much the pinch of poverty that sends girls into a life

of shame as the demands of creditors—generally the

usurers, or “high rate money lenders,” as such

persoiis are kiiown in Japan. Wiieii a man with a

daughter of saleable age gets into tne hands of the

usurer there is very little hope for the girl, at present.

The rates charged b}^ usurers are from 20 to 50

compounded inojithly. in some cases the lates lun

up 1-0 sever I hundred per cent. Poverty alone is

seldom respe nsibie, for the sale of a giil- -it takes

poverty and c "pravity combiiied—thougii the latter

^This was previc ' to free cessation#
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only is quite sufficient and must bear the major
portion of the blame.

^

There are sections of the country where it is con-
sidered perfectly proper to sell girls to a life of
shame. Two prefectures Aichi and Niigata, formerly
furnished probably one liaif of all the prostitutes and
geisha for the empire and still furnish a much larger
number of such women than other prefectures.
these two prefectures cases are not rare where two
and three and even four sisters have been sold off in
succession, the family living off the proceeds of one
until the next reached a saleable age, and then when
there are no more girls left in the home, the parents
often require the girls they have sold to borrow
money from the keepers, thus increasing their debts
and making redemption all the more difficult
Whatever may have been the case formerly, these
two prefectures are not now and have not been for
many years in any sejise poverty stricken—poverty
alone is not responsible for this traffic. In sections
where it is a custom to deal in girls for immoral
purposes little girls are adopted with the deliberate
purpose of selling them into a life of shame as soon
as the}'" bccoiiie of saleable age. In those sections
it is a very common thing to hear persons console a
friend or neighbor who has met with any kind of
misfortune or who is in need of mone3g by saying
that the daughter will soon be large enough to sell.

Parents wlio have pretty and robust girls are often
congratulated on the prospect of a good income from
the sale of them.

It is not claimed that the license

system alone has created this

slate of affairs, but it cannot be
demed that it has 'the of perpetuating and

Itesiiotisibiliiy
or licesise
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strenr^thcnin^ the traffic in Immaii flesli and s,rreatly
hiiidcis <ill cffoits at rcforni. T.o be, in a measure,
responsible for the idea that to become a licensed

^ *'<

prostitute does not constitute a serious moral offence
is bad enougjli —but to perpetuate the inhuman idea
that parents liave the moral right to dispose of their
daughters for immoral purposes constitutes the
greatest possible condemnation of the whole license
system. In view of this the sponsors of the system
certainl)^ assume a fearful responsibility.

I he features noted are integral parts of the
present .system and cannot be ignored when the
results of license are under consideration.

/

KFFECr ON PERSONS CONNECTED WITH
THE SYSTEM

The moral effect on those who have any relation
to the brothel system in an official capacity must also
be coiisi.ierecl. It cannot be expected that the class
of people who become brothel keepers should pay
much attention to the principles of commercial
morality that prevail in business circles. It is

generally understood that in securing permission for
a licensed quarter

;
locating the site; erecting bro- /'

thels, and securing pennissioii to open business,
./

bribes are freely used. It is generally acknowledged k

that no police official can long retain his position Vv

where he proves offensive to the brothel Iceepers
under liis jurisdiction. Brothel guilds nominate and
elect city aldermen and representatives of the Fre-
fectural Assemblies, cither from among themselves,
or from among those known to be subservient to the
interests of the brothel business. It is not necessary
to dilate upon the influence such representatives
exert over the bodies of which they are members.
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Prefectiiral brothel reg-iilations are framed so as to

favor keepers as much as possible, and they have
become accustomed to regard all persons coimccted
ill any way with the system as under obligation to

protect and forward the interests of the brotheh

business, while tlie officials directly conconiod know
that any favor will meet with a liberal reward, and
in many cases act accordingly. I'he authorities are,

of course, well aware liow girls arc secured
;
how

they are held against their wills, and as a conse-

quence finally grow to lose all sympathy with tiieni,

regarding tlieni merei)^ as necessary sacrifices for the

welfare of society, in other words, not only do the

officials concerned approve of public prostitution but

they must also approve of the sale of unwilling

girls and their forded continuation in a life of shame.
When an official is fully in line with the actual

practice of the present system he has really lost his

character as a niijn^ and is ready to commit almost

any crime against society that will be to his personal

benefit. From the governor who signs the permit

for a brothel quarter, to the policeman’s dog ”

whose business it is to look out for suspicious

characters among visitors to brothels, every man
concerned in any way, suffers a fearful contamination

and lowering of character.

From its conception in the early years of this era

to the present time the brothel S3estem has been a

leprous stream defiling and cursing everything that it

has touched. The number of disgraced and ruined

ex-officials in Japan who can trace their downfall to

some kind of connection with the“ brothel system is

not smaiL
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LICENSE AND PHOCUKEHS

Another i)roniinent feature of the system is the
l^rcMvtli, or creation, of a class of people who make
it a business to secure girls for tlie brotlicls. The
procurer in Japan must secure a permit to cany on
his business—probably true of no otlier country on
earth, in mt)st cases procurers conduct a regular
licensed employment bureau, or intelligence office,

and secure positions for house servants, hotel maids,
“ ladle women and getska as well as prostitutes.
All transactions have to be reported to the police
and any infraction of tlie rules governing employ-
ment agencies is punished with a light fine, a jail

sentence of a few da\^s, or some times, with forfeiture

ol the permit. A procurer of Aichi iprefecture who
was found guilty of alluring young girls to Manchu-
ria for immoral purposes was punished by having his

license rcvolvcfl !

IVocurers ai'e not permitted to kee[) applicants in

their liomes over night without jx>liee permission,
tliough it is seal cel V necessary to say tliat the kind
of peo]:)le who become procurers arc not lilcely to
liesitate long about violating regulations when it is

to tlieir interest to do so.

1 lie methods pursued by procurers
or • ' \ c •

"^1

proctirof.M securing girls for immoral purposes
deserv'es far more attention than has

been given to this [ihase of the matter so far.

l^'ormeriy it was not difficult to buy girls direct

from their liomes, but now when so maii)^ trades are
open tt) young \\a^men by which they can make
a living it has become necessary to devise other
means of securing the kind of girls who bring the
best ])rices as prostitutes and geisha.
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Moreover the free cessation movement has made
' it possible for dissatisfied girls to leave their business
at any time. This makes it necessary that new girls

shall have some knowledge of the kind of life they
will be required to live after becoming prostituteSj

so that they will not be likely to cause loss to
the keepers by ceasing their trade without permis-
sion.

With these things in mind the procurer selects

from the young girls who appl}’’ for positions those
whom he thinks will bring the best price as prostitutes

or geisha. If he finds that money is badly needed
at home he la3's sti’ess on the comparatively large
cash sum of money to be obtained, the opportunity
oi being redeemed by some wealtliy man, and the
certainty ” of paying back the loan \viLhin a few

years. Thus he skilfulh'" leads the girls to choose
the life of a prostitute or geisha in preference to that
of a servant. Wliere he finds tliat it would not be
safe or possible to induce girls to become women of
ill fame at once, he selects places for them ss servants
where they will very likely be subject to immoral
infiuences, and by becoming accustomed to licentious

actions have their moral restraint broken down,
making it easy for him to carry out his plan later.

It is the custom of employment agencies to keep
track of those for whom they secure positions and,

as far as possible, induce them to change positions at

the end of every term of service in order to increase

the fees of the agency.^ This malces it easy for

them to keep in touch with a girl without arousing
suspicion as to their ultimate object.

\

Domestic servants, hotel maids, and eic. are generally

engaged for a term of six moiulis.
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“i.ovei's’'«nd
cases the procurer arranges

s«rvjs.Bis;4 witii sonic yoLisig man well exper-
ieiiced in “ nsaking friends with

servant girls and brings about the seduction of the
giii tliiougli him. Often the yoiu^g and inex-
perienced girl from the country, not only becomes
intimate with these lovers *’ but is also led into
burrowing money, often from the eniploynieiit
agency, or from a usurer introduced by the agency,
in order to pay the lover’s beer bills. As the wages
received by servants is ridicidously small ajid interest
on money borrowed from the usurer very high, it

means that the girl gets into debt with no hope of
paying up by her labor as a servant. It is then that
the procurer steps in and makes a very plausible
“ disiiiterested offer to get a nice place for her
as a licensed woman, or geisha. Ridiculous as it

may sou.id, it is nevertheless true that liotel and
restauiaiiL nnaids often become licensed women in
order to get money to give to their lovers and get
rid of them. It is a common custom for men
of dissolute habits to demand money from girls after
having seduced them, and if they do not give it, it is

impassible for the girls to free themselves of the
attciition of these men.
Of course tlie consent of the parents must be

secured, even after the girl has consented to become
^ prostitute- But this is easil}'' managed

;
for unless

the parents are ready to pay the debts contracted by
the girl there is nothing to do but consent. After
the girls debts and expenses are ail paid, there is

generally quite a sum left for the parents, which is

after ail tiie greatest inducement possible to the kind
of people who sell their daughters for immoral
purposes.
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LICENSE AND EXFORI'ATION OF YOUNG WOMEN

Again the brothel S3/stcrn plays an important part

ill the ever increasing traffic in girls who are sent

to foreign countries fur inmiorai purposes. In all

the ports of the far East, in the cities of the western

coast of the U. S., in Korea, Manchuria and Siberia,

Japanese imbatfu^ or secret prostitutes, can be
counted by the hundreds and in some places, by
the thousands. They are sent out of Japan under

false iiames—using old passports — sometimes as

wives or si>ters of the men engaged in this traffic,

sonietioies being secreted on board freiglit and
passenger steamers—often hidden in boxes marked
as freight. Korea and Manchuria are quite eas}^ of

access, passports for those places not being required

since the close of the war with Russia.

The Salvation Arni}^ has a rescue home for girls

at Dalny, but in the many other places wlicre Japan-

ese girls are found there is no avenue of escape

whatever open to them. The majority are induced

to leave home under the idea that good positions

can be secured as hotel maids, servants in private

homes or as clerks. When tiiey discover that they

are expected to live lives of shame, it is too late.

The revised criminal code provides tliat persons

guilty of alluring girls out of the country shall be

punished with imprisonment for not less than two
years. Persons who sell girls for shipment to for-

eign countries are liable to the same punisliment, but

since it is necessary for girls so allured to return to

Japan for evidence, the value of this law as a deter-

rent to such traffic is exceedingly doubtful.
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To illustrate, in September 1906, a man
Seai.tio named Hattori was arrested iu Nagoya^

fQj- enticing women to America, It was
found oil examination tliat he had been

using the passports of women who had gone to

America several 3^ears ago and who were falsely-

reported as having returned to Japan. By having
young women impersonate the persons to wliom the

passports were originally issued and using the

passports over and over again he liad scat a large

number of women to America, In most cases it

seems that the women were deceived as to the kind

of work they were expected to do after reaching

America. Hattori's brother^ Masutaro, lives in Seat-

tle and takes charge of the women as soon as they

land, disposing of some by selling them and keeping
others for his own establishment.

During the past hve years the oian in Seattle has
sent to the mao arrested 5,000 in paymeiit for girls

sent to him. The Nagoya man has a large dairy

farm near the city. When arrested he had on his

person a letter from Ills Seattle brother of which the

fcdlowing is a translation :

—

As far as possible send poor girls from the

country who have never had anything to do with

men. The last lot is giving me much trouble and I

am afraid that I shall not even get the bargain

money out of them. They ai'e too common. 1 in-

tend to work them a while and then cast them off.

You must not be too strict on girls en route If after

landing they should run away to some distant interim

or place it would be difficult to catch them again.

Of the lot before the last Koto has a good face, is

strong and takes well with white men—Americans.

She has already caught several lovers and is having
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a jolly time- Shizn, of the same lot, is weak and is

in the hospital at present- It may be necessary to

give her some 7'Oitgh treatment^ and settle her case-

It is best to make Seattle or Victoria, the place of

landing- Vancouver is no good. Tacorna is alright

but as far as possible please land them at Seattle or

Victoria.”

After serving a sentence of 20 days in jail for

violating passport regulations Mattori was released

and is pmbably plying his trade again. Ibis took

place before the revision of the criminal code, which

provides a heavy penalty for enticing girls awa}''

from home. But even under the new law—which

at this writing, Aug. 1907, has not gone into effect-

conviction in such cases will be very difficult as the

women who have been allured are in America diixct

evidence is hard to secure.

A man arrested in Nagasaki in 1906 for nnirdcr-

ihg a young woman while srnngglip.g a coni})any of

women t(.i Cliina, confessed to having enticed i8oo

womcii afid girls to leave the country during the

preceding 13 years, all of them for immoral pur-

poses- i-Ie had in his employ a large number of

men and women wlio were continually engaged iii

securing young women, mostly from the country,

and cofiecting them at the p{>its from whence tliey

were smuggled to hn'eign countries. I he young

woman he murdered had refused to 3'ieid to his

advances and he killed her, partly in anger, partly

to intimidate the other women of the compan}u

I'hat the presence in foreign

niajisry countries of so many Japanese

^vomeii engaged in secret prost-

* Kill iier.
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itutioii greatly injures tlie prestige of all Japanese
goes without saying. This question has played a
very important j3art in the recent anti-Japanese move-
ments in America, Korea and Mancluiria. Not that
the persons directly responsible for the recent agita-
tion^ directed against the Japanese on the Ameiicaii
laciiic coast care anything about how many vile
women there are among the Japanese, or any other
nationality, for that matter, but the fact that in m my
places one half of all the Japanese women become
piostitutes gieatly embarrasses those who feel in-
clined to take the part of the Japanese and repells
the better class of people almost entirely. The
coadhioii would be very little altered were it known
that in most cases the women are forced into a life
of shame by their employers and sc^calied liiisbands,
for then the resentment against the Japanese men
would be even greater than the disgust at the lives
of the women.
When this question is brought to the attention of

leading Japanese and officiais, their attitude tends to
convey the idea that they do not care so much about
the facts in the case as the unsavory reputation these
facts have given the Japanese. That is, having
made room in their moral code for the brothel
system, wiih all of its accessories^ in Japan, they are
not in a position to exercise much moral sentiment
in legaid to the matter of women being sold to lives
of shame in foreign countries—they only regret the
resulting disgrace.

in the case of girls who register as pro™
Japan and later are sent out

country, slioiiid they escape by
any means and return, they and their

sureties are liable for ail the debts incurred. This
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means that even if there were opportunities for
securing freedom, very few would avail themselves
of it.

In the case of girls who are deceived and are
forced into a life of shame after reaching tlieir desti-

nation in some foreign land, escape and return to the
home land is almost impossible. Even should one
succeed in returning, unless she could ])rove actual
abduction-—^something A'-ery difficult—the courts
would hold her responsible for the debts due who-
ever holds her note for the original sum paid to her
or her lAarents. In nearly all cases ^vhere girls

are clandestinely sent out of the country whether
they know they are intended for immoral purposes or
not, a lump sum of mone}^-" a loan ’'-being used to

secure them in the first place, they all feel equally
bound b\^ this so-called debt, and practically all of
them are required to continue a life of sliame under
conditions far worse than those to be found in the
lowest and vilest brothels in japan. For the Japanese
women who are victims of greed in tlieir own
country and the victims of lust in foreign lands

death, /m/ always be fiatiiral vieans^^' affords the
only release^

The connection of the brothel

system witii this traffic of Japaii-
of tise hk’&Uuel women in foreign countries is

both natural and unavoidable. If

it is right to become a prostitute in Japan, what is

there wrong about becoming one in a foreign

country where money can be made more rapidly ?

Men who make it a business to deal in women for

immoral purposes can not be expected to hesitate

* See the Seattle letter.
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about securing womeii for foreign countries when
more can be gained financialh^ by that means. The
numerous employment offices for prostitutes and

geisha are simply centres from which girls are
^

distributed wherever there is tlie greatest demand

for them, both in tlie country and out of it. Loans

of money, \)resents, jiromises of an easy living and

great gains, and ev^'ery other Idnd of <lece[jtiou

known to humanity are employed to secure

strong, 3/0U ng, good-looking girls—espcciall}'’ for

foreign cou.itiics, as will be seen from the Icttei

already quoted.

The attitude of the courts regarding financial

obligations, no matter whit the creditor’s motive

may be, a.dds the fiiiishing' touches to the situation,

and malces it comparative!}'' safe to risk money in

this ti'aflic.

It is useless to hope for any decrease in the num-

ber of women wlio go out of the country for immoral

pur[ioses while the system in Japan remains as it is.

Tile foreign traffic is but a result of the coiuUtious in

the countiy itself, and is a reiljction of the moral

status of Japanese suciet)^, for which the brothel

system must bear a large res[)onsibility.

LICENSE AND Ci.IMhS AGMNSl' WOMEN

That the brothel system should have a close

relation to cri cs against women is but natural.

According to the tlicor}'' on wliich the biothel S}-steni

is founded, st^aluctions, outrages anti like ci lines

s/io?//d i^row less. It is very unfortunate that no

statistics covering the number of outrages arc ob-

tainable. 1 lE.-re is litde doubt however about a

great increase in crimes of this cla.ss. jvspecially

has there been an increase in the number of instances
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where 3-oungr girls liave been raped b}'- bands of
young- men in turn. Only recentl}^ two instances
came to tlie notice of the writer where a girl

was raped b)'- twenty men in succession. Mad
not s\q:)lilis been conveyed to one of these girls

by the men lier case would never have come
to the knowledge of the police. Even then the
girl declined to prosecute her offenders. Very few
of sucl'i crimes are ever reported, as tlie average
Jaiianese woman much prefers to bear her sliame
in silence I'ither than liave it made public in tlie

pajiers. As a imle, prosecution for rape generally
comes from some member of the family and
not from the victim''* The police [my very little

attention to attem[)ts at seduction, outrages and
insults to women on the streets, or in their own
houn;s. 1 his is another ^vay of sa^a'ng that such
things are so crimmon as to cause little comment.
This disrespect for the virtue of women is, of course,
no new thing. 1 he religious and moral teachings
prevalent in all the East tends to j)lace women
on a vei'}'' low level. The consequence is that tlie

the sanctit}' of her person is luit regarded in the
same liglit that it is in so-called Christian countries.

That the presence of the brothel, with all that
goes along with it, should tend to emphasize the
low view of women is but natural. Instead of
tending to reduce crimes against women, man}^ facts

indicate that the reverse is true. It is impossible to

ignore the part the license system pla^^s iit this

matter.

Persons guilty of connniu ing rnpc on women over tli irl een
years of nine nre liable to imjtrisonmenl for at least two ytars

—

the same for l hose under thirteen. The “ age of consent ” in

Japan is thirteen.
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main reasons for license

We now take u[) the three main reasons for
tiie estaolishmetit and continuance of the present
brothel system namely : i segre,^ation of houses
of ill^ fame, 2 : —reduction of unlicensed or illeo-al
prostitutes, 3 :—prevention of the spread of vile
diseases. As to se^^reo-ation, no doubt the author-
ities ori-inally intmded all brothels to be located
either on the outskirts of tovviis or entirely outside
of them. Generally speaking, that is still the theory
held by tlui cential authoriti^-'s, but in jiractice,
only a small proportion of the places that have
licensed brotliels have them located outs clc of the
city. Kvery attempt to remove the present c|uarters
to some more isolated place meets with such strong
opposition from the keepers and othei's iiiterested
that the removal is seldom accomphslied. The
accompanying photograph taken in the centre of a
town of 25,000 inhabitants will illustrate a condition
that can be reduplicated in hundreds of [)laces in

Japan. In the majority of small towns that have
brothels the houses are in all parts of the town,
especially on the main streets^ often in close
proximity - to schools. The children become ac-
customed to seeing and meeting the licensed women
on the streets and the girl pupils imitate their

airs, words and actions in their play. Hanks, Post
Offices, stores, dwellings and brothels in such places
are all lined up together, and the inmates of the
brothels mingle witli the daughters of the town
people in the public baths.

1 lie acompanying maps will illustrate this point

still further. Even in the few cities where the

quarters are located outside of the city limits, the
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extension of street cn.r Hues in many places has
brought them within eas}' reach of evciy part of the
city.

^

In many cases brothels that were outside of
the city wlien originall\- located, arc now well within
the limits because of the growth of population.
Where there are definite brothel quarters, as has

already been said, the immates arc confined to those
quarters. Outside of bath-houses, restaurants and
beer halls, generally no other business is allowed
within the licensed quarters. But complete segre-
gation is carried out only in a niinorit}^ of the
places

;
and tliere is very little likelihood of any

change being made in the near future. In other
uoids, generally speaking, the location of brothels
outside of the city limits in out of the way places is

still in the theoretical stage and will remain tliere.

IJCENSK AND ILT.ICIT TRAFFIC

111 dealing with the question of the relation of
the legal brothel system to legal prostitution,
unfortunately the material at liand will not permit
as exact an analysis as we would desire.

It is generally asserted that where public prosti-
tution does not exist, there is considerable more
illicit intercourse than in places where the evil is

licensed
;
but there is no evidence to support this

statenient. True it is veiy difficult to disprove but
the burden of proof must rest with the sponsors of
the present system. Aside from the opinions of
police officials there is no proof. An examination
of the statistical table^' will show how little there
is to rely on for argument either way, on this

question. The only way the presence of unlicensed

In the back of tliis work.
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ivonicn can be determined for certainty is by the
arrests of such women t!ie police, but as will be
seen frotii tlie meagre reports furnished by the
prefectures these arrests vary so niiicli from year
to year that the statistics covering such arrests
aie praclicaily useless for deteniiioiog the total
Htiniber of unlicensed women. As the police are
active, or lax, arrests will be many or few. As
fai as the wiitci lias been able to observe, the
existence of licensed brothels has very little to do
with the unlicensed traffic, dhere are sections of
the c^.)untry where illicit traffic flourishes side by
side witii the brothel

; in other sections there is
reason to believe that there is more illicit traffic
where there are brothels than in some other places
whcie there arc no brotiiels. The claiin that the
biothel will gradually draw all licentiousness to
itseii and cause a cessation of the social evil
outside its

^

own precints, may be offset by the
counter claim that the brothel has a tendency to
foster the evil it is intended to destroy. Ail licensed
cluarters are surrounded by blocks of houses that
cater to brothel patrons and it is not to be expected
that a very high moral tone should be found in any
of them. Young men from the country districts

where there arc no brothels become familiar with
them first on visiting the cities, and carry back to
their homes a demand for sexual indulgence, and a
demand, the world over, lias a tendency to create a
supply. In many no brothel towns geisha Ilduses
have been opened largely as a result of the habits
formed by men in places where brothels are open.

It may he said that the number of women in

Japan who act as illicit prostitutes of their own ac-
cord for thetr daily livings is very small, probably
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smaller tliau can be found in the majority of nations.
Ill the case of the geisha^ tea house women, women
in restaurants and in some hotels, all of whom are
regarded as immoral, a lump sum of money is paid
in advance to parents or gaurdans and the women
are, to a great extent, under the power of their
masters.

That is, these women are primarily employed serv-
ants and police surveillance is very difficult.'*' As
already stated the number of women who depend on
illicit prostitution alone for a living, is comparatively
small. Consequently wc must take into account the
increase, or decrease, of geisha^ hotel and restaurant
servants to get an approximate idea of the condition
of the illicit traffic.

The statistical table shows that in

year of ATeiji, 1887, the total

wosneM number of prostitutes was 27,559, and
the total number ofgeisha 10,336. By

1899 the total number of prostitutes liad increased
to 52,410, and the geisha to 29,000. Now if public
prostitution tends to decrease the illicit traffic, how
shall wc account for an increase of nearly 3009^
ill geisha ivitliin twelve years, notwithstanding the
fact that the regular licensed women increased 92
per cent during the same time ?

Of other women who are regarded as immoral, no
one doubts the increase in their numbers. The
brothel system may not be at all responsible for

this increase
;
but certainly there is no room to

claim that it has caused a decrease or has the power
to prevent the increase of the illicit traffic. The

* In Japan the people depend on the police to enforce laws.
Charges are seldom ever entered by jjrivate individuals for
offences against society.
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increase in geisha forms one of the most serious

problems tliat Japanese society has to face
;
but to

use the public brothel to bring about a decrease m
their numbers is like fighting fire by starting another

in a fresh place. Nothing but improving the

moral tone of society will ever settle the getsha

question permanently, and to improve the mora

tone of society while the brothel system, with all

the evils that go with it, is allowed full sway, is an

impossible task. Every traveller in Japan who has

spent many nights in native hotels has had the

experience of having his slumbers disturbed during

the greater part of the night by the twang of the

samisetK- in the hands of a geisha and the drunken

songs of her guests. Many hotel keepers do not

allow geisha to bring savnsen with them, as it

disturbs other guests and attracts the attention of the

nolice. But almoslt anywhere m Japan a inan may

take a geisha, or anj' other ivoman, to a hotel anc

be given a room with her. In most cases they

register in their own names, and not as man and

wife as it is an offense in Japan to make a false

regi-stry at a hotel- If they are given separate beds

even though in the same room, the police aie no

supposed to take much notice of it. Hotel keepeis

must report to the nearest police station the nam ,

™e,, bmi,.ess and direction of travel of all guests

by nine A.M. every day
;
but by that time it is too

lie to make investigation, even though the police

siLcct em tain persons as guilty of illicit mtercoui^e

A hotel in a town of 25,000 inhabitants in which the

writer spent a few days has a brothel on one side o

- one in the rear
;
but this did not pi event a

* A kintl of banjo.
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man and a woman being given a room, adjoinin- tiie

that they were not man and wife. According to the

prefertiires
bi'otliel system is founded,

p electiues having no licensed women should havemore ggtska and other secret prostitutes that those

&afet‘crfo7 W But thestatist.cs foi Wakayama- and Gumma prefectures

It iilTr
»ot support this theory.

’

It will be no iced that the statistical table indicatesa continual and marked decrease for the past five or

tiise Two
tr f

prefectures, while the exact contrary istiue of neaily all of the other prefectures.

Mst.r against the
tveate Illicit

onceiitioii that public brotliels ha\-e
any tendency whatever to reduce the

T,, ^
number of unlicensed women.

_

That diere inay be a temporary decrease in theimmediate vicinity of the licensed quarters when si ch

tact that all large licensed quarters are now sur-

brothds mid hf" b-om
Diotliels and m many cases even worse than thebrothels theniselves, certainly gives color to the

ttian to lemedy secret prostitution. It is butnatiiml, as already stated, that young men from

and
visit licensed cities and towns

create TT the brothels, should
leate a demand for unlicensed traffic in theirhome villages where the brothel is unknown. Ton^et this demand it would but be logical for

W.-ik.yama until
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the authorities to permit the establishment of

licensed houses in every village and town in the

empire, a proceeding -which,, in view of the fact that

it would require hundreds of thousands of licensed

women and a heavy increase in the police force, even
the most ardent advocate of state regulation would
hesitate to sanction. If it is not desirable to liaise

licensed brothels in every village and town in the

empire, then there is no way to meet the demand for

immoral women caused by the licensed brothel

except the increase of unlicensed women,—and
an increase in unlicensed women is the very thing

the brothel is supposed to prevent. The claim that

the licensed brothel really increases the illicit inter-

course by increasing the demand for immoral women
is not without strong foimdatioii and constitutes a

phase of the social evil question entirely ignored by
those responsible for the maintenance of the present

system.
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RELATION OF LICENSE TO
VENEREAL COMFLyVIN TS

Wc now take up the question of tlie relation of the
brothel system to venereal diseases. E’rom the
standpoint of the government the increase, or
decrease, of venereal diseases is a very much more
serious question than the question of unlicensed
women, that is, to a lar^e extent hcaltli is placed
before morals, but is it not the case with the govern-
ments of most nations ?

Apart from the schools, the Japanese government
seems to take little interest in questions which con-
cern sexual moralit^^ There are various reasons for
this, but probably the greatest is the custom of lead-
ing officials and many politicians of keeping con-
cubines. Personall}’- officialdom observes well the
proverb Those who live in glass houses should
not throw stones.”

^ . Japan has been under the nccessitv
JLilCOllSO vs. f 1

•

soKUers laying great stress on military
matters ever since her introduction

to civilized nations. Her statesmen soon found that
the most efficient way of securing respect and proper
treatment was to have a strong army and navy,
neither of which is possible with diseased soldiers.

Hie spread of venereal complaints means a great
reduction in the fighting power of a nation. There-
fore in the early years of the present era it was
argued that, inasmuch as the passions of prospective
soldiers could not be eliminated, or controlled, by
the authorities, the uiil}^ thing to do was to make
the gratification of passion as liarmlcss as possible.

The belief that tlie licensed brothel, owing to

V
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the strict examination of inmates by government
pitysicians, afford a comparatively safe place for

youn^ soldiers to visit, is stilt really at the basis of

officiall}^ recui^nized vice. About the only item the

authorities rely upon for their belief in this matter

is the results of the ph3''sical exaoiination of military

conscripts, livery }^oung" man must pass an ex-

amination for either the army or the navy at the age
of twenty,* and it is argued that this examination

should show definitely tlic physical condition of the

youth of the country. It is impossible to obtain

full statistics covering this examination as none
whatever are published and only a portion of the

results of the examination are allowed to pass out

of the liands of the War Department for any purpose.

All I could obtain are printed on a later page.

These were obtained for me a member of the Diet

from the War Depariment, through the aid of an
oOlcial in the Dcjiartinent of Home Affairs. The fact

that the complete statistics covering the number of

cases of veiun'eal diseases among conscripts cannot be

secured, greatly detracts from the value of the

statistics <d)taiiied. As will be seen, all that the

War Department allows to be made public gives

only tlie number of conscripts in every 10,000 who
are placed in the third class because of syphilis-

Nothing whatever is said of other venereal diseases.

It is very unsafe to draw any kind of conclusion

from such incomplete reports. However, it will be

seen that while the prefectures rvtiidi have only a

few licensed women formerly furnished the greatest

proportion of cases of syphilis among conscripts, the

\n extension of Lime is granted to students in government
scitools and ])rivate schools recognized as equivalent to govern-

ment schools in equipment and grade.
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rate of decrease of such cases is greater in those

prefectures than in prefectures which have a larg*e

number of prostitutes. The rate of decrease in

Gummaj is very much greater tlian the surrounding

license prefectures^ while every argument the

prO”brotliel people have ever built on this exanii-

iiatioo must go to smithereens when Wakayama is

compared with adjoining license prefectures. The
portion of the statistics which arc kept secret may
tell a different tale but to accept the results of the

examinations of conscripts alone as proving the

efficiency of the brothel system is open to question.

The majorit}^ of visitors to brothels are married men
and men over twenty years of age^ and furthermore,

the large majority of conscripts come from towns
and country districts where the license system is not

in vogue
;
hence an indiscriminate use of the results

of their examination to pass judgment on the

brothel system, one way or the other, is entirely

incorrect. A glance at the table of statistics will

show several large prefectures with only a few
licensed women. For instance, in 1906 Saitama,

just north of Tokyo, with 1,200,000 population, had
only 157 licensed prostitutes; and in Kagoshima in

the far south, with 1,100,000 people there were only

250 prostitutes. To use the results of the exami-

nation of the conscripts from these prefectures to

prove that regulation prevents the spread of venereal

diseases is ridiculous. In the garrison towns, where

there are many prostitutes there are more cases of

venereal diseases among soldiers than in the places

where there are only a lew prostitutes.

The brothel affects the general public, however,

even more than it affects the soldiers, or young men
before they are old enough to become soldiers,
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consequently in passing judgment on the relation of

the brothel to vile diseases, the increase, or decrease,

of such diseases among all classes must be taken into

consideration, and not one class alone.

The Government has no general
“Kxport” statistics bearing on this question.

statements given out by
“ experts ” as to the relation of the license system

to venereal diseases are mere generalizations based

on isolated reports. The statements attributed to

Japanese delegates at International Medical Confer-

ences that syphilitic diseases are decreasing in Japan
and that tlie decrease is being brought about by the

licensed brothel system, are so misleading as to be

equivalent to falsehoods. From all the reports and

facts I am able to secure it appears that strictly pure

syphilis is decreasing
;
but syphilis is onl}'' one form

of venereal complaints, and in a sense the least

dangerous form because the most dreaded. To the

general reader however, syphilitic complaints are

taken in a general sense and are supposed to cover the

entire field of venereal diseases, hence the statement

that syphilitic diseases are on the decrease, generally

conveys the impression tli^ all venereal diseases are

decreasing
;
something that may not be the case at

all,—certainly not the case in Japan at present. As
to the licensed brothel having anything to do with

the decrease of syphilis, or of any kind of disease,

there is not a particle of evidence to substantiate

such a statement. When an expert has facts at his

disposal that the general public is not familiar with,

he can draw conclusions often at variance to

generally accepted theories
;
but when his statements

are supported onl}’’ by his imagination he can claim

no more authorit}^ than an}" other man of ordinary
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common sense. It would seem as thoujrli the
brothel system had been launched out with the idea
that it would drarv ajl licentiousness to itself, and that
the strict examination and segregation of diseased
womeii would gradually eliminate all vile diseases
and, without regard to facts, the system is supposed
to have accomplished those things to a satisfactory
degiee. In dealing with the brotliel question, the
average official has a disregard for facts and a
oi assuming things that is directly contrary to the
careful and exact methods pursued by the Japanese
pvernment in all other matters. In the case of the
Diotliel system alone, theories control. If the facts
do not support the theory, so mucli the worse for
tliefads.

Every effort has been made to

i«co„.pieL Statistics that bear on
this question, but such as are avail-

able are of little value- Only a few prefectures
collect statistics from physicians covering venereal
diseases, and those that do, in many cases report
only tiue syphilis, making no mention of less
serious venerea! diseases, thus rendering the tables
very unreliable.

A better criterion than the num-
ber of cases of venereal diseases
among conscripts is the number of
cases among prostitutes themselves.
Women of ill-fame do not inoculate

themselves; and when they are sent to the segre-
gated^hospital in large numbers, it means that vene-
real diseases are prevalent among their guests. In
many cases, however, the reports of the number of
cases of venereal diseases among prostitutes cover
oiily the number of cases of true syphilis, but in the

Venerea!
diseases

prostiiutes
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majority of prefectures all venereal diseases are
included, thus forming a fairly good basis from which
to estimate the prevalence of vile diseases among
those who frequent brothels. A close examination
of the statistics covering the number of venereal

cases among licensed women for tlie past nine years
indicates very little cliange.

In some places the number is three times the total

number of licensed women, which means that each
woman was affected on an average three times during

tlie year. In other places the average is much less.

It is a noticeable fact that the prefectures where the

brothel has not been established long, or where there

is a comparatively small number of licensed women,
the number of venereal cases among them is below
the average of the prefectures that have large num-
bers of prostitutes. As has already been said, the

statistics covering the number of cases of venereal

diseases ai'e very imperfect and do not form a safe

basis for exact conclusions. The only way to make
a statistical table of real service would be to require

all physicians to report all cases of venereal diseases

treated among the general public, and to require

the segregated hospitals to include in their reports all

venereal diseases of whatever description. It is not

at all likely, however, that such a system of reports

will ever be inaugurated, and the only thing we can

do is to use, as carefully as possible, the few

scattering statistics obtainable.

Replies from inquiries sent out to

iiospiiai hospitals in widely separated places,

iceporis show that venereal diseases are in-

creasing in some places,—-about the

same in others. Too much reliance cannot be placed

on hospital reports, however, as some hospitals make



a specialty of such diseases while others seldom have
with some other com-

plaint. During the past ten years there has been animmense increase in the number of hospitals and
physicians that make a specialty of treating venereal
complaints and all seem to have a great deal of
business. ^

Ihe eiiotmoiis increase in tlie sale
of paten medicines that are supjiosed

_

to cure vile diseases certainly indicates
an increase in such complaints. Undoubtedly niaiivmen of the lower class who formerly would have
paid very little attention to a mild attack of venereal
diseases, now buy patent medicines and treat them-
selves, but still the increase in the sale of a certain
class of drugs indicates an increase in the disease
they are supposed to cure. These drugs are bought
mostly by people above twenty years of age.

,

Inasmuch as the inspection
looms and segregated hospi-

vciieroju dise:»s<>a tals play an important part
in the question of the spread

Of venereal diseases, it will be in order to take
some notice of the workings of these institutions.

In theory every girl infected with any kind of
disease that is in the least degree infectious, or that
iiiterfeses with her reception of guests, should be
sent to the segregated hospital and kept there until
welL In small towns the women are examined
doctors who have charge of the liopitals in which
those who are infected are treated, but in the larger
places the doctors in charge of the Iiospitai have no
connection with the examination, simply receiving
such as aie declared to need treatment by the
regular inspection doctors. It will be seen that
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everything depends on the thoroughness of the work
of the inspection doctors. Their work is not
supervised by any higher official

;
there is no appeal

_ ,

Sion that a ^irl is, or is not, infected.
In ^view of the vile nature of the whole brothel
business, naturally no self-respecting physician cares
to be identified with either the inspection bureau or
the segregated hospital. Inasmuch as girls are
regarded as private property—something to be
returned to their keepers as soon as possible, it is
but^ natural that the class of men who fill the
positions in inspection rooms slioiiid not be above
being influenced by keepers to let off girls who
should go to the hospital for treatment. It often
OCCU3 s that, through illness, death, free cessation or
transfer, a keeper s stock of girls runs low, and
knowing this, the doctors in charge hesitate to further
reduce the number by declaring girls infected.
Keeping iiifected girls at work is very much more
common than is generally supposed. An Osaka
prostitute begging for assistance to secure her free-
dom,^ says that she is “ full of syphilis from head to
feet but that her keeper will not allow her even a
few days rest. How about the efficiency ” of
inspection in this case ? Even when sent to the
hospital the doctor there in charge is .open to the
same influences that the inspection doctor meets.
No hospital chief can expect to retain his place long
if he shows himself lacking in consideration of the
interests of the keepers. Girls pronounced diseased
by the examining doctors are often discharged from
the hospital within two or three days as cured ! A
short time ago a girl who came to us for assistance in
-securing her freedom said that she had been sent to
the segregated hospital once only and then forfour
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dajs. The day she entered and the day she wasdismissed were counted as full days so she realWspent less than three days in the hospital yet wassent back to the keeper cored ”
!!

The idea that venereal diseases of any kind can

all rt“T “ contrary to

for ffot ?
,

O'-ePoricoce. Tl.e segregated doetorsfind that a girl once infected is likely to be infected
often, but after several years of service she becomes
111 a sense immime. How about the effect on theguests taat^ a seriously infected girl receives during
tile short

_

intervals she spends out of the hospital ?% becoming immune it is not meant that ivoiiien
will not carry the nifectioii received from one guest

Iiappeiis. This means
that inspected women are dangerous enough evenwhen inspection is as thorough as it can be madeand when the segregation of infected women ishonestly carried out,—hoiv about the results when
diseased women are let off, or are discharged “cured”
in four or five days ? That inspection "educes thepro rata liability of infection of brothel guests tosome extent may be readily granted

;
but on theo ler hand tne fact that it is generally believed that

the strict examination of women renders the liability
to imectton from them very rare, tends to greatly
increase the number of guests, thus increasing thenumber of persons exposed to infection. In other
words, inspection defeats its own purpose.

The belief in the efficiency of the
examination is very strong and
when vile diseases become prevalent
in any particular section, it is taken
foi granted that unlicensed women

only are responsible for it and the police become

UsalieeiisecI

woiKiesK and
veiierfftl

east^s
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very strict in eiiforcing tlie law against them.
Doling the Japaii-Russiaa war all employees of
hotels, tea liouses, restaurants and places of amuse-
ment in Hiroshima, ivhere great numbers of soldiers
were quartered, were subjected to regular, examina-
tions and a strict lookout was kept for unlicensed
women by the police, yet when the troops were
finally ready to embark for Manchuria, it was found
that nearly ten per cent were suffering from venereal
diseases. It seems it did not occur to m\y one that
closing the brothels would have reduced the number
of soldiers suffering from such complaints. The
brothel keepers claimed that they had received a
communication from an officer in the Navy stating
that the number of licensed women Avas entirely
inadequate and a large supply of young, uncon-
taminated country women M^as necessary. When
the soldiers were returning from the war, however,
they were rushed tlirough from the front to their

home garrisons and not allowed to visit any
questionable places whatever. This caused great
disappointment and loss to the men who had
opened illicit houses at various places in Manchuria,
and the brothels that had increased their supply of
girls in Japan failed to reap the harvest they were
expecting.

Proliihiiiosi
prefec Hires
iiiid vener-
eal diseases

If it is true that public prosti-

tution reduces venereal diseases, the

prefectures having no licensed broth-

els should show a great increase

ill such diseases when compared
witli prefectures that are under license.

,
The official

reports do not bear out this theory, however, as will

be seen by comparing Gumma and Wakayama Avith

the adjoining prefectures. Gumma, after making
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allowance in difference in popnlatioii, shows about

the same number as Tocliigi, less than Ibaragi, and

more than Saitama»

It is hardly correct^ however, to consider Saitauia

a license prefecture as there arc only prostitutes

to a population of 1,700,000. Gumma indicates a

steady decrease in the number of venereal diseases.

Wakayama, with about the same population as Yania-

guclii, shows a smaller number of cases of venereal

diseases, while Nara, the adjoining prefecture, with

less population, has more than twice as many.
In the majority of places, es-

pecially in large cities, the se-

gregated hospital is regarded by
the girls as a prison, which in

fact it really is, and they resort

to all sorts of schemes to keep from being sent there.

Not only is the fare and discipline suggestive of

prison life, but every entrance to a hospital or a

rest from business means an increase in debt and

abuse from the keeper. So inmates are urged to

use means to prevent infection—somethiiig they are

generally quite willing to do,—otherwise the number

of women affected would be very much larger.

While it would be impossible to go into details

without verging on the obscene, suffice it to say

that though the measures resorted to often prevent

infection on the part of the girls, these measures are

not of a nature to insure one guest against infection

by another.

Those engaged in rescue w^ork often find that

girls, apparently in good health when leaving the

brothels, become sick and weak in a few days and

regain strength very slowly, some ne\^er recovering

at all.

ProsHisiles
take

preweist ive
sneasureei
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1 he reason is to be found in the drugs used to
keep in check diseases

;
cutting off the drugs result-

ing in a development of the complaint. One only
needs to visit the segregated hospital and see the
women in their natural condition,—minus fine
chesses, paint and pow'dcr,—to get an idea of their
real physical condition.

In advocating the license system
' iiepTriuiiifK- men invariably skip over the treat-

oirect women. Especially do
€Mntninnih,u ignore entirely all details.

R^noro«i But it is queer logic that leaves
out the principal factors in a case.

.'Vb/ only must the zvomen be considered, but they must
be given the most prominent place when the brothel
system is under discussion. To leave them out either
betrays lack of knowledge of what a brothel system
means, or indicates a lop-sided, perverted judgment.
Any man who refuses to become definitely informed
as to the treatment of licciised women under a license
system,-—its effect in detail—is in no position to pass
judgment on the matter at all. Certainly his ad-
vocacy of license should carry no weight. Never-
theless, of the men who advocate the license system
in Japan not one in ten thousand has even a limited
knowledge of what the treatment of licensed pros-
titutes means to the women themselves,—excepting
of course the keepers, and others interested, or
immediately concerned.

This does not mean that a more humane method
of treatment is possible, or even advisable, under
the present system,—it simply means that the
brutalizing effect of the treatment of licensed girls
is a part, and an unavoidable part, of the license
system.
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It IS not intended to suggest that brothels could,
or should be licensed without any system of ex-
arninations and detention of diseased women in
segregated Iiospitals= A system of license without
inspection would be farcical, for if it is proper for a
goveinmeut to allow the conduct of a questionable
business at all certainly it is incumbent that every
measure should be taken to eliminate, as far as
possible, the evils resulting from such business. If
decreasing the pro rata liability of infection of guests
and prolonging^ the life and service of the women
can be said to

^

justify the existence of examination
then the examination of prostitiies in Japan is justifi-
able, But is it to the interest of society that the
induigeiice in licentious acts should be made safe/'
or that the lives and period of service of prostitutes
should be prolonged ? 1 he inspection system
violates every instinct of the human heart and no
man can be connected with it in any capacity and
retain those virtues and principles that are necessary
to a true man

;
yet whatever is charged against

inspection must stand against the brothel system hi
its entirety, for inspection is an integral part of the
system. Were there no increase of the men who
associate with immoral women under license and
were inspection all that is claimed for it, it would
still^ be objectionable enough, but to subject un-
willing^ women to such degrading treatment and then
have licentious habits, and vile diseases increased
by them constitutes one of the most serious charges
that can be laid against the whole system.

What has been said may seem to

defense of the unlicensed

uxUicejEised Women, but that is not intended,
woitieii They have been referred to only
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wlicn iieccssaiy for coinparison. Omitting the

geisha and ladle women, the unlicensed seller of

virtue in Japan scarcely constitutes a serious prob-

lem, except in those places where there is a large

teniporar}^, or floating population.

Being under the necessity of plying their trade in

secret and also being regarded as unsafe from the

standpoint of health, unlicensed women have fewer

guests per capita than the licensed women, and
hence are not so liable to spread infectious diseases.

Where a licensed woman averages from two to four

guests per night, the unlicensed women, even

including the geisha^ will probably average less

than one. As has been already said, there is no

evidence whatever to show that the absence of

licensed women has any tendency to permanently

increase the number of guests of unlicensed women.
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THE BROTHEL
So far we have been considering the things con-

nected with the brothels— let us now give some
attention to the brothels themselves. Where brothels

. are segregated they are invariably the best buiidiners
111 the city. There are generally back, or secret,
entrances that are kept locked, or closely guarded,
in order that the iiiniatcs may not escape.' These
entrances are used by the police when they wi.sh to
steal up on a suspicious guest, in case of fire, or other
emergency, and, to even things up, by “ wanted ”

employees and guests who desire a convenient way
of making their exit when the police come in at the
front.

Generally on one side, sometimes on all sides of
the quarters, are to be found laj'ge sections wliere
all sorts of questionable trades 'are carried on
conducted by people wiio cater to the desires of the
people who visit brothels. In a great number of places
in Japan one of the entrances to brothel quarters,
generally the main one, is through or near a large
Buddhist temple, JTIie Kivanjion temple is es[)eciaily
conspicuous in this respect.*

The police often have more trouble with the people
ill the immediate vicinity of licensed quarters than
with the quarters themselves, and it has been found
that after the removal of a quarter to some other
section the demoralizing influeficcs remain. Some
police claim that for a great number of years after a
brothel quarter has been removed, the old site can
be distinctly traced by the amount of wickedness
still carried on.

* Kwitnnmt ss the go«Wes.s of morc)^.
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Fortunately the licensed brothel in

Japan is by no means general. There

<-®uetai ^ great number of towns and same
cities that have no licensed quarters and

very few geisha, even though the prefectures in

which they are located are known as license prefec-

tiu"es. In 26 of the prefectures, including the three

Fu and Hokkaidd, with a population, in round

numbers, of 29,500,000, there are 40,400 prostitutes,

leaving the other 21 prefectures with a population of

about 19,000,000 with only 4,142 licensed prostitutes.

Had the rate of decrease that followed the free ces-

sation moveiiicnt continued there would be some

hope of the final disappearance of the licensed brothel

altogether
;
but as will be seen from the table of

statistics, since 1902 there has been a marked and

gradual increase,—an increase shared by practically

all the prefectures. This means not only an increase

In the number of licensed women in the quarters that

were already established when tlie free cessation

movement began but indicates an increase in the

number of licensed quarters a,lso.

From Kyushu in the south to
rro-Braiitei

p|ok]^aido ill the iioitli there are
Ulovi^mciiU ^ 4.^

numerous movements on liana to

establish quarters where they have never existed,

and to re-establish brothels where they have been

abolished. All these movements come from persons

interested in the brothel business solely the

financial standpoint, and in granting permission the

authorities, both local and central, make no attempt

to ascertain the desires of the public. It is with

difficulty that the opposition can get a proper hearing

at all.

Tlsis is perfectl}' natural, since the authorities are
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committed to license and believe tliat the licensed

brothel is the lesser of two evils. Unfortunately in

the majority of places, especiall}^ where Cliristiau

influence is weak, or abserit, there is no one to crys-

tallize the opposition of the middle classes to the

brothel, while those in favor are always well organ-

ized and are prepared to spend time and money in

order to carry their point. It is the writer’s belief

that were the sentiment against public prostitution

properly developed and led, it would be a very

difficult matter for new licensed quarters to be estab-

lished anj'-where in the empire ;—witness the recent

failure to re-establish the institution in Gumma,
where only a few people with no political influence

whatever thwarted the pro-brothel movement.
But how about the brothel

where it is already established,—

is it possible to secure its aboli-

tion ? And if abolished, would not greater evils

follow than those produced by the brothel itself ?

At present there are very few places in Japan where

the brothel has been established for any number of

years in which a movement for abolition would be

likely to succeed. Having accepted the brothel,

with all the evils that accompany it, there seems to be

very little attention paid to the matter at al!= Even

movements for removal from the centre of the city

to some more isolated spot seldom meet with

success. But suppose the authorities were to change

their attitude and abolish all licensed quarters, would

there be any opposition on the part of the people to

such a measure ? I do not think so. Certainly not

as much as there is against the recent reform

taxation scheme of the government. The people as

a whole, or in any large ninubers, have never asked
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for, or desired, the public brothel. It was made
possible by government regulations, and the brothel
keepers have been responsible for all petitions to
establish it tliat have come from the people.”
As to the evils that would follow abolition, where
there are large quarters and a great number of
women, very likely secret prostitution would increase
for a fevv years, especially in the neighborhood of
the former quarters. But this state of affairs would
pass away as rapidly as the former keepers secured
other means of making a living or died. Public
prostitution was abolished in Gumma prefecture in

1892 and arrests for secret prostitution and cases
of venereal diseases show a steady decrease.

In this connection it is very interesting to note
that during the first two or three years after free

cessation began, there was an actual decrease in both
geisha and arrests for secret prostitution, notwith-
standing the fact that the number of licensed women
dropped from 52,410 in 1899, to 36,676 in 1902.
If a reduction of licensed women does not increase

illicit prostitution and attendant evils, the abolition

of the system ought not to make such a great change
for the worse.
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THE GEISHA

As stated before the geisha constitute a very
serious problem, for while an order from the Home
Department would suffice to abolish the licensed
traffic altogether at any time no order could do
moie than take away the geishas' permits, and re-
lease them from paying taxes. It would be quite
impossible to prohibit the present keepers cK geisha
from

_

collecting young women for the purpose of
teaching them the samisen and other accomplish-
ments and “ allowing ” them to go out to hotels and
homes to entertain guests. In many cases girls live
in dieir own homes and go out at the call of guests.
It is very common for some old played out geisha
to make a geisha of her illegitimate daughter, or
adopt some poor child of good appearance, and
live off the proceeds of her shame. The autiiori-
ties could prohibit young women from visiting
hotels ana public j^laces with the smnisen^ but the
samtsen is not at all a necessary equipment of a
geisha at the present time, Tlie geisha declare that
it is impossible to keep up expenses by simply
entertaining guests^by playing and singing for them.
As a rule the geisha are attractive, quite bright,
intelligent and expert entertainers. They combine
a cheery vivacity with the natural modesty of Japan-
ese women in a way that makes them far superior to
the ordinary Japanese woman as free companions.
T. hey ase not limited to any section or quarters,
though in some places they are not allowed in hotels
after 120 clock at nighty—unless registered as guests.
Restaurants in Japan cannot entertain quests over
night.

^
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Many more geisha are redeemed than prostitutes-
The wives of many prominent men were formerly
geisha. Numbers of them become concubines.

It is not rare for the same woman to be registered
as a geisha, be arrested for secret prostitution and
become a concubine in the same year, thus making
statistics covering these matters to a certain extent
inexact*

The end of the geisha is more bitter and sad than
that of the ordinary prostitute. Accustomed to a
mode of living far more luxurious than the prostitute,

they find it hard to accept the position of poverty,
disappointment and want that is sure to come to them
generally long before middle life has been reached.
And of course a home is impossible with an
Q^-geisha as mother, or wife.

The geisha wife is generally barren, but this can
scarcely be considered a misfortune as children of
geisha invariably are almost deficient in moral char-
acter. As already stated, the majority of illicit, or

unlicensed, prostitutes are either
Hotel sinitis geisha, or employees in tea houses

and restaurants and low class hotels

or lodging houses. The ordinary
hotel maids are not often guilty of secret prostitution.

They have their lovers in many cases, and are
accustomed to improper advances on the part of
guests, but in the majority of cases they will compare
favorably with young working women of any class

anywhere.
The punishment for illicit pro-

Fines for stitutioii IS ridiculouslv small, a
Illicit act. ^

^ k
ProstUiitioii ten

days in jail. Generally it is

about fifty sen, or two or three days in the

Not Secret
Prosiifiiles*
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lock-up.* It is generally taken for granted that
there is a go-between and the heaviest part of the
sentence falls on him, or her, for in the case of a
genuine secret prostitute some old woman generally
procures the guest for the girl, or brings the girl

to the guest.

If the police suspect that a woman arrested for

secret prostitution is diseased, they have the power
to compel examination, and if she is found suffering
from contagious diseases, they may order her to the
segregated hospital. The women in Japan who
become secret prostitutes of their own accord and
rely on that for a livelihood are far inferior to the
regular licensed prostitute in every respect.

* The woman only is punished, but in giving accounts of the
arrest of women for secret prostitution the newspapers puhlish
the name and address of the man also.
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CONCUBINAGE
Owing to the nature of this ivork, only a very brief

notice of the concubinage question need be given.
According to custom, while the payment of a definitesum of money for each visit of a guest to a secret
prostitute would subject the woman* to a fine or
imprisonment, where a woman agrees to receive no
other guests, any sum may be agreed upon, and thewoman is regarded as the man’s concubine and not
subject to puiiishnient. This arrangement does not
prevent tlie breaking of the compact at any time on
the part of either of the parties, and the woman is
then free to make another such alliance. Between
concubinage as practiced in high life, and the brothel
and illicit prostitute question in the lower strata,
there is, of course no difference from a moral stand-
point. But the only legislation affecting the con-
cubinage system^is the provisoii of the new civil code
that prevents children of concubines from inheriting
the_ family name or property, where there are
legitimate children. The old custom of adding the
concubine to the ^family circle and bringing up the
children of the wife and concubine together has been
discontinued. Barrenness is very common among
the legitimate wives of nobles and of other persons
assessing high titles, nearly a third of the male
heirs being children of concubines. Where there is
likelihood of the son of a concubine being made

* In law a ni.arriecl man is guilty of adultery only when his
companion in enme is a married woman. la the case of marriedwonmn the law is the same as in other civilized countries that
IS, she IS guilty of adultery no matter whether the man is
married or not.
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tlie head of a faniil}^, because of iack of legitimate
issue, there is nothing to prevent the concubine from
presenting to her master a son of whom he is not ike
father. Such attempts have occasionally been
discovered and frustrated, but how often successfully
carried out no one knows. The schemes of con-
cubines and their secret paramours have been, and
are still, a fruitful source of all sorts of trouble and
scandals.
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SECRET WIVES

Closely allied to the concubinage system is the
secret or unregistered wives of single men. In many
cases, especially among the poorer classes, it simply
means neglect, as the marriage rites and ceremonies
in Japan are not recognized at ail by law. The
report of marriage, signed by the proper persons and
presented to the city office constitutes marriage, and
children born previous to the presentation of this
report must be registered as iiiegitimates and are
either adopted by the father later on, or take the
name of the mother. In newly settled districts this
often happens, so that the large number of illegiti-

mates in such sections does not necessarily mean
that there is a great deal of illicit intercourse.

In many cases, however/ young men form these
secret alliances with women who would not be con-
sidered acceptable as wives and continue them after

marriage. Ordinarily very few concubines and
secret wives give birth to offspring at the present
time,—for the same reason that small families are
the rule in certain other countries.
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THE FREE CESSATION MOVEMENT
The attention of the writer was first called to the

brothel system by the reports of ruii-a-way prostitutes

given in the locals of newspapers. Girls who run
away were not only searched for very diligently by
the police, but when found, were punished and turned
over to their keepers. I could very well understand
how a law could punish a licensed woman for plying
her trade outside oi the licensed quarters, but why
the police should be so diligent in looking up run-a-

ways and compel them to return to their business,

irrespective of their desires in the case, I could not
understand. It required months of inquiry before I

found that the prefectural regulations were respon-

sible for this state of affairs. The officials were not

any too anxious about explaining matters to me, and
none seemed to think any change necessary or

desirable. At first I tried to persuade some police

officials with whom I was acquainted to use their

influence to secure some charge in the prefecture in

which I lived, Aichi, and one police sergeant agreed
that something should be done in the way of grant-

ing girls more liberty, but chaimed that his superiors

were all opposed. I then tried to induce the crown
procurator to take the part of those women who
showed their desire to get away from a life of shame
by running away, but he declined to interfere though
he admitted the illegal nature of the method in Avhich

prostitutes wer.e governed.

It then occurred to me that a

test case might assist very material-

ly in correcting matters. At that

time I had in mind a case to test the legality of

“ Tost ” Case
impossible
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ceitain sections of the perfectural regulations, after
the manner in which state laws are tested in the U.
S, of America, but was very much disappointed to
find that such a case could not be instituted in Japan,
All police rules are issued by the executive, receiving
the sanction of the Home Department, and the only
way to secure the repeal of an obnoxious regulation
Is to petition the Department that issues it. Regula-
tions and rules issued by the executive cannot be
questioned by the courts, and the attitude of the ex-
ecutive officials gave no hope whatever of any
satisfactory solution of the matter by petition.

While still looking into the
New €ivi! CQd© question my attention was ac-

cidentally called to section three
of the new Civil Code that went into effect on July
1 6, 1898. By this section persons become adults
on reaching twenty years of age. Until that time
there was no such thing as becoming of age in law.

Only persons who were heads of families enjoyed
entire liberty of person, unless the people having
authority over one's person were all dead. It

occurred to me that minors, though bound by the
terms of debentures and contracts made by their

parents, or guardians, as long as they were under
twenty, could on becoming of age, renounce these

contracts. In doing this they would of course
become liable to suits for damages, nevertheless, in

view of the order of 1872, I thought it possible that

the courts would probably refuse to uphold damage
suits. At any rate it seemed to me .that girls could
assert their freedom as soon as they became adults.

Section 90 of the Code proved to be even more
useful to us than No. 3. This section provides

that ** All juristic acts which are contrary to the
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public welfare and good customs arc null and void.

A contract being a “ juristic act ” and tlie binding

of women to lives of shame against tlieir will being

undoubtedly contrary to “ good customs, it

seemed to me that if we could get a case before the

Supreme Court, we could secure a decision that

would annul the contracts, or at least that pait of

the contract that compelled women to pay bacR

“ loans ” by prostituting themselves.

Armed with the foregoing sections

,».o of the Civil Code and relying to

some extent on the ordei of 1072, I

arranped with a lawyer to^ enter suit in the Nagoya

Locaf Court against the keeper of the Matsuzaka

ro asking the court to compel to sign the

report of cessation of business of Soino Imdc, a

prostitute then
_

in the keeper’s employ but who

wished to cease her business.
. , t / u

It was a difficult matter to find a girl that we felt

we could trust, and on the part of the girls it was

difficult for them to understand how a few Uiiistians

should be willing to spend large sums of money

simply to secure their freedom. Kindness without

an ulterior motive was something to which they

were strangers. I finally selected a gir
,
wi^iou

meeting her, and sent for her father to explain to

Wm ou?motiVes and plans. At first he refused to have

anything to do with the matter ;
but on finding that

a “ Yaso-man Jesus man—was at the bottom of

the affair he entered heartily into tlie case and piove

indispensable to us. None of us could meet the ir

and without the old man it would have been impos-

sible to establish, or keep up, communications u it

her. He still believes that I brought
_

the law on

which we were relying from America with me.
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After the girl had been selected, 1 louiid that the
lawyer wanted to argue the case from an illegal

extension of the contract. In the case of the
girl we selected, however, there was no time limit,

the contract having been drawn so as to be effective

as long as there was any money due the keeper.
Consequently the idea of illegal extension had to be
dropped. lie then wished to make it appear to the
court that the girl was physically weak, or that her
services were needed at home. The girl, however,
was quite strong, from all that we could learn, and
while the father had rheumatism, I declined to let

that fact be mentioned in our plea, as there were
thousands of girls whose fathers did not have
rheumatism, or any other ailment, and to win on
such a plea Avould not constitute a precedent. I

found that the lawyer attached but little importance
to what I deemed the strongest part of our case,

namely, the section of the Code that fixes twenty
years as adult age. Custom is so strong that very
often an adult in law is in reality still a minor so far

as freedom of person is concerned. The basis of our

plea as finally fixed on was the following : i—The
contracts that bind prostitutes against their will must
be declared null and void, because of the immoral
purpose involved

;
2—Even though the financial part

of the contract be considered as binding on the

plaintiff, still a person cannot be deprived of liberty

because of debt, for that would constitute slavery
;

3—The plaintiff having attained adult age, could not

be bound by a contract made by her father while

she was a minor, especially when such a contract

had the effect of depriving her of her liberty.

Before instituting the suit I had several conferences

with the chief of police tliat had control of the
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lel quaitcis and secured his ijromise not tohro>v anything i„ the way of ,l,o cL
; bSt it Ishe case was entered he was transferred to another

oivi i '"y “''fortunate but

Sttaie IfTI
in tire long run, as the

betSin th
P'-ecipitated the conflictbetween the executive and the judiciary, thus has-tening the final solution of the question.

From tlie first the girl was
very uneasy as she had learned
by bitter experience that the law,

help but rather inndered when prostitutes wanted toreform and leave their debasing trade. For thisreason we felt it necessary to get the girl out of thequaiters by some means. After much thought anddLscassion rve concluded to ask the court to frant aninjunction, or temporary release, for the ghd that

comt. The court hesitated, but as it was vervevident that .she could not appeal to law with anysense of security while in the power of the keenefthe court finally granted the injunction, ordering the

be settled. As a preliminary step the girl signeda report and sent it to the police, stating that shewould cease her trade on a certain date. As thisreport was not m order, the keeper’s signature notbeing affixed to it, the police refused to receive it.
1 requested that the police give the girl reasons

n writing, for not receiving the report, but this they

conflict with the police which still hampers us inour rescue work.
^

I then asked that they call the girl and explain
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to her why t!iey would not accept her report of
cessation of business and give her an opportunity of

openly declaring her intention, thus giving her more
reason to appeal to court. At first they also refused

to do this but after a long parley in which the

lawyer and I figured on the plaiitiffs side, the

police promised to call out the girl if I would send
ill the report by mail. This I did, but as the

report fell into the hands of a sergeant who did

not sympathize witli our purpose, he refused to

recognize it as coming from the girl and sent it

back to me. Then there w^as another long parley,

somewhat stormy, but it resulted in the calling out

of the girl. A man representing the lawyer was
allowed to be present when she was called out to

hear what she had to say and to caution her to keep

up her courage as we were expecting to secure her

liberty within a few days by power of an injunction.

All this time the keeper knew nothing of what w^as

going on. The father took the power-of-attoniey

from the girl to the lawyer and the case was entered

at the Nagoya Local Court Oct. 23, 1899.

Inasmuch as the prefectural regulations could not

be questioned openly in court, the case had to be

entered as a suit against the keeper asking that the

court compel him to sign the plaintiff^s report of

cessation of business, a very round-about way of

getting at what we wished, but the court refused to-

accept the case in any other way.
The injunction also was a very

Tiifi lujunciioii difficult thing to get straight,

the girl was the thing upon wffiich

the injunction was to rest, and the court hardly knew

how to get at it. The idea of an injunction in a civil

suit is to prevent either party from injuring some
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article over which there is a dispute, the i ule of the

court being to seal the same and practically take

charge until the case can be settled. Security money

is necessary to secure the defendant against damage or

loss should the case be decided in his favor. In this

case the girl was asking that she be placed tempoiaii

ly under the power of the court, and be freed from the

power of the keeper. The court demanded 100 yen

as surety but finally cut this sum in half. This I

deposited, and the injunction was granted. We
breathed easier now as we were expecting the girl

to come out on the morrow after the injunction

was granted; but we calculated all too soon.

When the lawyer s assistant

fouce o,. to inform the keeper of the
iiijitiicitoii

come to take out

the plaintiff according to court order, the keepei

declared that to follow the order would be a terrible

blow to his business, and not only to his, but to all

in like business, consequently he would uot allow the

girl to go out. The assistant went immediately to

the police and reported tlie keeper s action, but they

refused to hear anything until a copy of the ordei,

or injunction, was produced. After this was done

the police called out the keeper and advised him to

obey the order. The keeper refused and called

attention to the prefectural rule which required girls

to secure their keeper’s consent before they could

leave their place of business. On this the police

declared that they had no power to. enforce the

order. We knew that the police had made a

mistake and I anticipated with some pleasure the

discomfiture they were sure to experience when the

prefectural Chief of Police became aware of the

attitude of his subordinates. Imagine our chagrin
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did not tliiiik that there was any more hope as
the girl, by her own statement, had not only
killed the injunction, but had conipromised the
whole case. Shortly after this the girl sent me
a note saying she did not wish the case dropped
and that she had never said siie did not
wish to leave the brotheL Some kind of a-

representation from a member of the Court of
Appeals of Nagoya, and that of a member of the
Prefectural Assembly finally convinced the lawyer
that he could not afford to be identified with the
case any longer- He seemed to feel that, while the
girl was quite sure of winning, yet the result would
be disastrous to one of the legal trades of Japan, and
that it was not good policy for a lawyer of standing
to be in alliance with a foreign missionary to upset
century old customs in any such a mamien He
seemed to feel it very commendable to save pros-
titutes from their degradation yet claimed that justice
demanded that the keepers be re-irabursed to some
extent for the heavy loss they would surely sustain
should the case be carried any farther- As our
plans did not provide for aiiy re-imbursement to
the keepers, he tooic up with tlie proposal of the
other side that the matter be arbitrated by paying
down about one-haif of the girls indebtedness,
about 150 yen. In case we refused to agree to
this he declared he would thrown up the case.
We declined to compromise and secured another
lawyer. Our first lawyer was very earnest at first

and much credit is due him for the efficient way in

which he assisted in the most difficult part of this

most complicated case, but his weakening just a few
days before the hearing came off cannot be excused.
His fee had been paid and he did not return it
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„ _ ,
The second law\^er was a

Tiiirci i.siwyer ^^s°5g‘ht mail, but liad been ap-
pointed as procurator to a court

in Gifu prefecture and was keeping himself drunk in
commemoration of the event. He finally asked the
privilege of turning over the case to another lawyer
on the morning of the day of the trial

;
and though

swapping horses in midstream is never safe, there
was nothing else to be done. So the third lawyer
was engaged just about two hours before the case
was called. During all this time the girl was simply
waiting and suffering mental agony siifficieiit to
make even a strong man yield, ilie father was in-

valuable, as the keeper was compelled by law to
allow him to meet Iiis daughter. Through him we
kept up communication rvith the girl. The keeper
would not let the girl have clothing sufficient to
appear on the street and we sent her food from the
outside.

Opposiiioit
keeper called to his aid large

numbers of soski* thugs, gamblers
and ex-convicts who began to make

life miserable for nearly everybody concerned on
the girl’s side. They did not trouble me, though
the fear of them undoubtedly influenced the first

lawyer to throw up the case. They started all

sorts of falsehoods and every few days devised new
ways of frightening the girl. A newspaper in

Nagoya printed what was claimed to to be a copy of
a contract that I had made with the parents in

which it was provided that the girl should become
my concubine immediately after securing her

A class of men composed of fairly well educated young
renegades—hooligan'.
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freedom. This report was industriousl}^ circulated
by the keepers and it was many years before I

heard the last of it. This angered me somewhat
and I requested a lawyer to enter suit for me against
the paper. Instead he went to one of our leading
Christians and asked him to induce me to let the
matter go, as a victory would bring me no honor.
I accepted the proffered advice and the lawcr charg-
ed me ten yen for his services !

Just before the case came up,

Aitempi frantic efforts were made by the
3%t coiiaproiiii.se defendant to settle the matter

out of court. Of course they
could have settled it at any time by simply
granting the plea of the plaintiff and sending
her away; but to do this would be to yield to

the court and acknowledge the justice of our de-
mand. They therefore made the father understand
that if lie would consent to drop the case, the girl

would be given her freedom for a few yen later on.

This was a powerful temptation to the poor old

farmer
;
but instead of accepting their offer he came

to us with the whole story and took our advice to

pay no attention to any offer that might be made
to him.

The day of the hearing, Nov. 13,

cuso Heard 1 899, was ail excitiiig day for all

of us. The Court was crowded with

keepers and others interested in the brothel busi-

ness. A police guard was sent to protect me
and others who were interested on the girks side.

Neither the girl nor her father was in court. It is

probable that the keeper would not have allowed

the girl to go to the court even though the court

had summoned her. The hearing did not consume
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more than twenty minutes. Our law}'er made a
very short, clear statement of what was at stake,
dwelling a little on the fact that sliould the
court consider a person bound by a civil contract
to labor at a certain defiiiite work for life,

the principle of liunian slavery would liavc to be
acknowledged. It was explained to the court that

the girl had made every effort to comply with the
law and had reported cessation of business, and
the fact that the keeper refused to countersign her
report was in no way her fault.

It will be remembered that our first intention was
to prove that adult licensed prostitutes had the right

to cease their trade at will. We did not expect to

secure a judgment that would reach minors also.

It was intended to institute another case for minors
after the first case had been disposed of, provided
we won the first case.

At the close of the hearing the crown procurator
who attended the trial, probably because of tlie

attention the case had already attracted, summed up
the case for the judges, and espoused the cause of

the plaintiff in full. His remarks were so sharp that

one of the lawyers of the other side tried to make
some reply after the judges had closed the case.

The same day the injunction

was served again, or the bailiff
served tried from 2 to 7 p. to serve

it, but was finally compelled to

leave the brothel alone. During these five hours

one of our pastors went backwards and forwards
between the place and the police statioii and the

bailiffs office all to no purpose. A great, half-

drunken crowd already maddened by the trend of

the case in court, collected outside the brothel and
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threatened to kill the old father, girl, pastor, bailiff

and all, should the girl try to get out. Finally,
seeing that he had thitigs his own way, the keeper
said that the girl might go. In spite of the dangers
that she knew awaited her, the girl determined to
try to accompany the bailiff out of the brothel.

Before starting she was stripped naked by the keeper,
who claimed her clothing for the debts due him.

Slipping on one of her father’s

voiico arroHt kivtoflo slic got as far as the door
sriri where three policemen who had

witnessed the whole affair, stopped

her and took her back on the ground that she was
a prostitute tiying to leave the brothel without
police permission. That is, the police, acting on
the orders of their chief, arrested the girl for

obeying the order of the court ! To hunt up run-a-

ways and compel them to return to their keepers
seemed bad enough

;
but to arrest a girl for

exercising a privilege granted to her by the court

seemed thoroughly anarchistic. The bailiff and
pastor were chased out of the quarters, and although

the bailiff reported the matter to the court, nothing

could be done as long as the officials chose to act

as assistants of the brothel keepers.

We went to the governor and asked him to do
something

;
but he sided entirely with the police.

This left the girl absolutely in the hands of

the keeper and she gave up all hope. The old

father also gave up hope and went off some-
where and did not put in appearance again for

several weeks. This deprived us of all means of

communicating with the girl. The police ordered

that all messages be delivered to her, which was
done only a part of the time. She was not allowed
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to receive or send out letters that the keeper did not
examine. The court gave judgment on Nov. 17th,
granting the plea of the plaintiff in full, and the
keeper was ordered by the court to affix his
signature to the girl*s report of cessation of business
in order that the police could legaity accept it.

The keeper appealed immediately and we under-
stood that a statement had been prepared that it

was intended to compel the girl to sign, claimisig
that she desired the matter dropped.
When it became evident that unless something

was done immediately the case would be lost^ wc
called on the Governor the second time and asked
him if he supported the Chief of Police in his state-

ment that lie would not enforce any order of the
Court that contravened the local regulations. His
reply was that he fully supported the Chiefs and fur-

thermore 110 matter how often the Court should send
down orders, the prefecturai regulations would not
be interfered ivith.

We now saw that nothing but
to action on the part of the Central

Ooveri&eseiit Government could save the situation.

So we carefully prepared our case and
three of us went to Tokyo to lay the matter before

the central authorities.

The Minister of Justice expressed his surprise at

the unlawful attitude of the local officials and,

promising an immediate examination, gave us hope
that the Court would take things in hand and if

necessay call out the militia to execute the Court's

orders. We used very plain language to the

Minister of Home Affairs, but he seemed very slow

to grasp the situation, and when it was finally made
clear, he said the Governor must have some reason
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for refusing to have the orders ofthe court enforced.
Being a personal friend he was sure that such a
well iiiformed^ mail would not take such a position
without sufficient reason. We explained that the
Governor considered the brothel regulations of more
force than the orders of the court The Minister
looked rather perplexed and dismssied us with the
promise to make an investigation at once. We urged
the necessity of immediate action as we knew of the
statement that the girl had been induced to sign and
we were sure that as soon as the appeal was accepted
this statement would go in and the case be lost

RTuch to our surprise after returning
Ko iihtHU home we found that a recently appointed

attorney general, or crown procurator,
liad reported to the Department of Justice that there
had been no clash between the executive and the
court but that some police official had made a
mistake and the Governor, not understanding the
situation, had supported him ! The Governor seems
to have made an honest report of the matter to his
superior, the Minister of Home Affairs. In a private
consultation the governor told me he thought the
result would be the erasure of the regulations, which
would mean the prohibition of public prositutioii for
the time at least, and if the business were renewed,
the conduct of it would be changad. That is,

should the traffic be renewed, the principle of
depriving girls of their liberty and compelling them
to remain in the business after they wished to quit,
would to be done away.

We hoped for something from the
csise Central Government, but nothing

came of it. The statement that the
girl wished the case dropped was put in as soon
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as Appeal Court had accepted the appeal, and the
case was lost. As a reward for saving the keeper
and his gang much trouble the girl got her debt
reduced to lOO yen and was sold off to another
place. A few months afterward she ran away and
her keeper, fearing trouble, made no attempt to
search for her, and she became free through expira-
tion of her permit.

The crown.procurator decliaied to retract his false

report that there had been no clash between the
judiciary and the executive, and suggested to us that
we cease our agitation, as serious trouble would be
inevitable were we to continue. The court also

gave out a statement that no clash had occurred.

This was done probably that the court might escape
blame for not enforcing its orders by the power of
the militia,— the courts having the power to call out

troops to enforce their orders if necessary. If

we had had a strong lawyer the probability is that

this demand would have been made, and then we
would have had the interesting spectacle of the

police opposing the militia in the interests of the

brothels. I found also that some members of the

court did not wish for any more “ cases The
prefectural chief of police got very angry at us for

persisting in our endeavor to release girls without

their keepers' permission, and used very abusive

language about the illegal and immoral action of

tlie girls who tried to evade their obligations by
appealing to court

;
intimating at the same time that

he had his opinion of those who were engaged in

assisting them and of the judges who had no better

sense than to entertain such suits ! !
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We felt that a great injustice had
We vioiuio been done to us and tO' the case by
Press I.IIW iijQ which facts, had been

smothered. So after carefully collect-
ing ail the facts bearing on the conduct of the case
from its inception^ we printed about forty copies on
a mimeograph and sent them to persons who had
had some kind of connection with the matter. The
purpose was to prove that the officials misrepresent-
ed things when they claimed there had been no
clash and also to show the illogical and illegal atti-

tude of the police authorities. About a month after

the article had been printed^ I was called out to the

police station and the local chief of police asked me
if I could get him a copy. I hunted up one and
sent it to him, hoping he would take some kind of
action against us because of the severe manner in

wdiich the police official were arraigned^ as being
somewhat exasperated at the turn of affairs^ the sub-
ject matter of the article was very strongly put and
the language used not of the most pleasant. I was
called out three times about the article and finally

discovered that the crown procurator^ "who had
received a copy, was trying to scrape up a charge
against us, not about the subject matter, but for

violating the Press Law for not reporting the article

as a publication ! 1 ! The idea of forty or fifty

copies of an article of five pages, printed on a
mimeograph, being called a publication and the

issuers being sued for distributing it to a few people,

all of whom had some kind of connection with the

case, seemed too ridiculous to deserve attention.

After a long delay four pastors and* myself were

arraigned for violation of the press law. 15ut instead

of assuming an apologetic attitude before the court,
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as IS generally the case of accused persons in lapanwe scored the prosecuting attorney—procurator-and
everybody who had anything to do with franiing-
the chaiges against us, claiming that the whole casewas simply an uiiderlianded attempt to shame usbefore tlie^ world for making known the damnging
facts contained in the article, and not for the manner
of issuing _it. Decisoii_ was given in our favor andhe judge incorporated into the judgment statements
rom our article that showed that he also considered
tnat that ^which hurt the executive was the contents
ot the article—the manner of issuing it having noth-
Hig to do with the charge.
Much to our surprise the procurator appealed the

case. _Two similar cases that had been tried a
short time previous to ours had been decided in favor
of the defendants, the court holding that such articles
should be considered as letters or reports, and being
imited in number it ivas not a violation of tlie press
iaw to distribute them Avitliout first reporting them to
the authorities. * In one of the cases some politicians
had distributed about i,ooo copies of a printed article
concenimg some harbor works

;
in the other, some

liuddhist priests had distributed about 1,500 copies
of an article on tiie proposed law for the governing
of religious bodies. The procurator did not appeal
these two cases, and the reason for appealing ours
was because he and the executive authorities could
not afford to allow the judgment in our case to
stand, as it included such incriminating statements

' All newspapers and magazines must secure permission before
beginning publication, and copies of each issue must be sent to
the authorities. All books must bear the name of publisher
printer, and date, and copies must be sent to the local and the
central authorities before issuing.
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against the executive. On the second trial one of

the accused men absented himself without reason,

and the judges ran through the case very hurriedly,

refusing me even the privilege of questioning the

procurator, who talked long and har.shly, accusing

me and tlie absent man of lying, winding up with

the request that we be given the lightest fine possi-

ble,—in other words anything to get that lower

court judgment out of the way. The chief judge

spoke to me as he would to a common criminal and

the case was decided at once against us, each of us

being fined five the minimum. We immediate-

ly appealed, but were not allowed a copy of our

sentence before the expiration of the time limit for

filing reasons, a fact which greatly weakened our

api)eal. The Court of Appeals sustained the deci-

sion of the local court. As this case had been

instituted in the district court we could go no fur-

ther, three courts being as far as a case can be

carried in Japan.

The law in lapan provides that persons who have

been finetl or imprisoned for any offense shall report

the same whenever a report or request of any kind

is sent in to the government. Ihc same rule applies

in regard to organizations that require a history of

the applicants who desire to become connected with

them.
On a close examination of the

I’ower of i»o!iee prefectural
to Itoturn - - ^

to Itcoporw

reg

the police in compelling a run-

a-way prostitute to return to her

keeper. A chief of local police in my presence tried

to find the section that gives the police that power

and was very much chagrined to find it did not
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exist. Such had been tlio custom for so long a time
that he actually thought that it was the law, and
probably the majority of the i)eople tliink so
yet. A great deal of ctjnfusion was caused by our
first case, especially in Nagoya

;
the police them-

selves not at all being agreed as to wliethcr the\'

should pay attention to the attitude of the court or

not. Finally the [)olice department of the i)refec-

tural office decided that the ])refectural regulations
were made for the [)urposc of dcjiriving girls of

their libert}'' as long as the}’ were [irostitutes
;
and

that it was the intention of the rules that girls should
be regarded as prostitutes as long as tli^y had any
debt,—the keeper’s statement t(^ be taken in regard
to the debt. This statement has been verified so

often that I suppose it would be quite imj)ossible to

find a chief of police or governor wlio differs at all,

and even if in w<)rd some official should differ, the

practical working of the rules amounted to just tliat

and nothing less. On one point only were the

police not clear, anrl that was whether they could use

force in getting a girl back to her master. Some
claimed that the}^ could, others that they could not,

but could contiiiue to fine or imprison a girl until

she returned.

While we were disputing with

xaru the policc department about the

autliority of the police to compel
I'un-a-way girls to return to their

keepers, a girl ran away from a brothel in Nara
and came to the home of one of the pastors in

Nagoya. Inasmuch as we had lost our first case,

we immediately arranged to have a lawyer in Nara
take her case to court. While waiting for tlie trial

the men wlio a.ssistcd the girl to get awny came to

I
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meet her, and although the girl expressed a desire
to be kept away from them, in our simplicity, we
told her to meet them, as they had been kind to
her. So it was arranged that the meeting should oc-
cur in my house on a certain afternoon. I left her
to talk witli tile men and went up stairs.

One of the men went out but immediately came
back with a crowed of roughs who slipped in, grab-
bed the girl and snatched her out of the house
before one knew what was going on. By the
time I found out what was being clone, the girl was
on tlie street in tlie charge of several men who forced
her into a rickshaw^ and with one man pulling and
turn pushing she was almost out of sight by the time
I got to the street. I ran back and jumping on my
bicycle gave chase. On coming up with them I

asked the girl if she was going of her own accord.

She said no, that she had been pulled out of the
house by the men. I jumped off the wheel and
stopped the rickshaw, but being alone with eight or
ten men against me, I was finally compelled to let

them go on. But I still followed and as the

rickshaw finally got well in advance of the remain-
der of the party, I again stopped them in front of a

police box

;

but there w'as no policeman in and after

several minutes wait and continued attempts to get

away, they finally succeeded, starting off for the rail-

way station. I pulled loose from the rowdies that

tried to keep me from mounting my wheel, ran

ahead of the rickshaiv, the pullers of which were
getting tired, and finally meeting a policeman I

stopped them again. The whole gang was taken

to the police station where I laid a ciiarge against

the leader for invasion of domicile. He was taken

in charge and the girl given over to us, since the
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police^ having no papers on which to act, could not
detain her. 'Ihe idea of being captured by the
representative of the keef)cr, taken to the police
station and then getting free again was something
beyond the comprehension of the poor girl and she
bioke down and cried for an h(jur or two after wc
got home. 1 he plan of hiring men to capture riui-
a-way girls wherever they may be found has been
in ^practice so long that any idea that thes'e is any-
thing wrong with such a plan it seems has never
occurred to any one*s mind until recently.
The sentence of the leader of the crowd \vliu

took the girl out of our house, to a month in jail
had a very salutary effect and made searchers for
run-a-way prostitutes in Nagoj^a and its vicinity
very carefuL

The Nara keeper, finding that his messenger w'as
ill jail and despairing of securisig possession of the
girl by any kind of trick, laid charges against lier
for iiniiiing away and tiie police sentenced her to
ten days in jail. This was the limit of the law for
such offences and in view of the fact that the girl
had already appealed to court, simply shows the
sympathy of the police with the keep'ers. The
sentence was served in my house by arrangement
with a sympathetic policeman, and on appeal to tiie

magistrate's court, v/as reduced to one fen fine.

About the same time the keeper, seeing that things
were going against him let the girl off, thus settling
the case.

About this time a man came
Oita CxeisSsa fi'om Osaka and asked us to assist

Case securing the return of his

daughter whom he had sold a
month or two previously to a geisha house in Oita
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Keii, Kyushu. He said his daughter had always
liked to practice get ,—hand dancing, singing etc,

—

and when she signed papers for a term of forty

months for five hundred he and she both under-

stood that she was being employed because she was
skillful in the performance of get and neither of

them had any idea that she was to be required to act

the part of a prostitute. But after a few weeks she

was compelled to receive guests for immoral pur-

poses, and fiaiding that this was expected of her as

long as she stayed, she implored her father to secure

her release. There is a general belief that in olden

umes geisha were not always immoral, but it seems

strange that even an old man should be so deceived

as to the business of the geisha at the present time.

Geisha are not licensed to commit prostitution

therefore any contract that provides that they shall

receive guests for immoral purposes is not according

to law and when they are cooipelled to do that which

is not provided for in the contract, the contract should

be invalidated, i explained this to the old man and

told him tiiat it seemed a very easy case as all he

had to do was to go and get his daughter, and if the

keeper wished to sue for damages he could do so

;

but that there was no necessity of fearing the con-

sequences of such a suit. The old man belongs to

an age that has now about passed by and did not feel

equal to the occasion, as he has never had any ex-

perience ill the affairs of the world, having formerly

belonged to the samurai class —than whom there arc

no more helpless people when if comes to dealing

with the sharps and flats of the world. We sent a

mail with him and the girl^s geisha peimst was

taken by tlie father to the police and a report of her

discontinuation of business tendered at the same
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time, but the police refused to accept either without
the consent of the procurer.

The father offered to give the names o( several
men whom the girl had been compelled to receive as
guests, still the police refused to interfere and would
not permit the girl to leave. Of course she ought
to have left without asking for police permission

;

but neither the girl nor her father thought that could
be done since the town is several miles from the
station and they were sure that they would be caught
as the police would give no protection. So our man
had to return without the girl, but first met the

prefcctural Chief of Tolice and laid tlie matter before

him, making it clear that the girl was being forc^ J

to submit her body for immoral purjjoscs against

both her will and the law. and should tliis continue
the responsibility must be laid to the charge of the

police. IMothing whatever was done, and owing
to the distance from Nagoya and the cost connected
with sending men to look after the matter, the girl

had to continue a life of shame.
We made no effort to create a

AtHeufio newspaper agitation
;

but as the
i>resN nature of our work became known

the press began to take notice of it

and it was very gi'atif3dug to find that almost without

exception every important paper mentioning the

work at all gave us most heart}^ s^mipathy.

The magazines and periodicals under Ikiddhist

influence, however violently opposed us. Tlie fact

that nearly all brothel keepers are devout Buddhists

undoubtedly accounts for this. The inmates of

brothels are urged to perform their devotions befure

the Biitsudan ^—Buddhist shrine, —and endeavors

are made by keepers and priests to give a religious
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lain
assured the parents that the
^^^eper could be paid back

witlnii a short time and the girl could then returnhome, or may be her life of shame would become
the medium of securing her introduction into somewealthy femily as the wife of some fast young man.
,I hese inducements helped the old people to smother

eii ove oi then daughter and the contract wasmade.

A¥»|9licasi<.
hy C3«>iMrael

In taking up this case we
required both the girl and hcr
father to sign a contract which

_ P* ovidcd that the whole matter
ot ceasing her trade should be entrusted to us

;
that

npther should under any circumstances agree to any
kind of a conqu-omise

;
and that after securing her

freedom, the girl should not engage in any kind of
dislionorable or immoral work. With this contractwe could hold the case in our own hands, and should
ei lei t ie giil oi Iiei father violate the agreementwe could sue them for securing money under false
pretenses, as only on the basis of this agreement
would we take up the case. On our part we agreed
to bear all the expenses*
A laxvyer in Shizuoka city kindly offered to take

the case to court without any fee for his labor. We
were expecting to spring a surprise on the Iceepers
who apparently thought that things were calniino-
down

; but greatly to our disappointment the lawye^r
became frightpied because of the prefectural rcf^-ula-
tion which limited the term of service of ^ach
prostitute to five years that is, no prostitute could
serve more than five years in Shizuoka prefecture
The police interpreted this to mean that a girl could
not ceasg her trade until five years had expired from
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ttie granting of lier permit, unless her keeper agreed.On the face of it the regulation was plainly permis-
sive a gni was allozved to serve five years and no
longei but the police made it compulsory ;—a girl
must serve five years and no less. As tlie lawyer did
not wish to get into a confiict with the police, we
spent no time arguing with him but dropped him
and concluded to try another plan.

«iri
While we were planning our next

ten Step, the father came to my liou.se
rest with the girl, having “ borrowed ”

her from the keeper for ten days.
She had been nursing the precious thought that the
day of her freedom ivas drawing near, and when she
heard that the lawyer wished to drop the ca.se, she
was so downcast that her father made up some
kind of a story about the girl being needed at iiome
for a^few days. Tlie keeper agreed to let her go on
condition that she return promptly at the expiration
of the ten days, of course being ignorant of the
intention of the girl to secure her freedom. The
poHce signed her permit for a ten days’ rest, and
this permit she brought with her.

The first copy of the family register than the old
father brought us showed the girl to be a little under
twenty years of age

;
but after the girl’s return to

her home the father, who all the time declared the
girl to be twenty one, went again to the registry
office and got another copy of the family register
which proved his claim to be correct, the first copy
having been wrong by a }^ear. This made the giri

her own agent, as being of adult age she could act
for herself.

It was very fortunate that the case did not get in

court with her father as her representative for on
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hes exact age becoming known the case would
have been dropped and a re-instatement would
have been necessary in the girls own name. The
agreement to return the girl within ten days having
been made by the father under the impression that
she was under age, was not binding on tlie girl now
that it was proven that she was an adult. Her
father could not compel her to return to the brothel
even had he wished. The girl finding that before
the law she was her own agent lost no time in

declining to return, and wrote a letter to that effect
to her keeper, saying that she declined to recogni;^e
any contract made by her father while she was j^et

a minor.

At the same time the old man wrote to the keeper
asking for a correct statement of the girFs debt,
promising to repay what was really due a little at a
time. No reply came to either of the letters. Then
the girl wrote to the police inclosing a report of
cessation of business, requesting tlie police to receive

Sign it. The police returned this report. It was
sent back with another letter written with the in-

of drawing out some written statement from
police that could be used as evidence, should
police return the report again.

The report was returned with a
riie statement on the back of it that it

or exorii(i%’e . . i

appeal accoi'd With a certain

section of the prefectural regulations.

A sogan^ a kind of legal form of appeal,—half suit,

half request,—was then sent in to the governor of

Shizuoka, asking that he order the police to accept
the girl’s report, on the ground that unless the rules

were made for the purpose of preventing prostitutes
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to Home
llepsirtwieiif

determined, by the police officials of each prefecture,

under the direct authority of the governor, and can

be amended or erased at aii}^ time by the governor’s

order.

This rejected sogan was carefully

revised and sent to the Minister oi

Home affairs as an appeal over the

governor’s decision. The reply to

this sogan was lected to place the central Govern-

ment on record a. to the validity oi the prcfectuial,

regulations, or rather the correctness oi the inter-

pretation of the regulations by the police.

While this sogan was being considered by the

governor and Minister of Home Affairs, the girl was

staying at her father’s home near Nagoya. She

had left home to become a prostitute a cheeiful,

healthy country lass of eighteen
;

but when she

came to our home with her fatlier, she was a

diseased, broken-spirited ruii-a-way prostitute, foi

inasmuch as she was overstaying lier leave of

absence in violation of police regulation, iii the

eyes of the law she was still a prostitute.

While the above mentioned sogan,

was pending another girl in Nagoya
€iase sent a request to us for assistance in

securing her freedom. We called the

father, secured the necessary papers, and made

preparation to secure an injunction and to enter the

case in court with the intention of conducting it just

as in the first case. We desired to test the attitude

of the police in regard to further orders of the court.

We found that a lawyer could not be secured in

Nagoya unless a heavy price was paid. There was

no ^Christian lawyer in the city at that time. The

lawyer who argued the first case in couit absolutely
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refused to take another at any price, giving as a

reason that he could not visit the brothels without

being subject to great annoyance owing to his con-

nection with the first case ! ! We finally secured

Mr. Iwasaki of Tsu, Ise, a Christian lawyer. We
have worked together for several years and he has

proven most satisfactory. Much of the most difficult

work he has donated to the cause. During the

delay in securing a lawyer, the girl became im-

patient, fearing that her desire to secure freedom '

might become known to the keeper. Assisted by

another girl she ran away from the brothel and

came to my house early one Sunday morning. I

was awakened by some one rapping on the door

and on looking out saw what I took to be two

men
;
but one of them, on pushing back a hood

revealed the face of an inteiligent^iooking young

woman, about twenty two years of age. The other

proved to be her lover who had accompanied her

trom the brothel*
.

1 admiited her, sending the lover . I he next

day we reported to the'' police that Fujiwara Sato

had come to us with the request that we assist her

to gain her freedom
;
that wc had acceded to^ her

request and that whenever they had any business

with her they could meet her at my home. As

soon as the girl came to my house I had her send

in a report of cessation of business by mail, and this

report reached the police before the repoit that she

had run away was sent in by the keeper. The

police saw through our plan, as they knew from

what I had said to them sometime before^ that what

we desired was that they sentence some girl that we

were assisting, or that they to^use force in

taking her away from the piact. in wliich ive were



protecting her. Should they sentence her we intend-

ed to appeal to court in order to question the regula-

tions
;
and the police were not sure that a sentence

passed on a run-a-way girl after they had received

her report of cessation of business, would stand in

the courts. If the police had been anxiou*^ to have

the question settled on its merits they would have

sentenced the girl, thus giving us an opportunity to

test their interpretation of the regulations
;
but should

the court not sustain them, they knew that the

strength of the regulations would be taken away
and the whole brothel business be imperilled„ hor

this r'eason they took no action whatever, more than

to get mgry at the members of our refonn associa-

tion who 'ailed on the local chief to get an expression

of his opinion. The place of the girl's refuge was

known to the keepers
;
but with the experience of

the Nara man still fresh in their minds and the

likelihood that we would not be so unsuspicious

next time, no attempt was made to kidnap her,

though it was reported that the keeper had offered

several roughs filty yen each if they would secure

her, using any means they chose. The keepers were

very much chagrinned they found that the

police absolutely refused either to sentence the girl

or to compel her to return to the brothel, binding

that the police would make no move we entered a

suit against the keeper, demanding the signature of

the keeper be affixed to the girks report of cessation

of business and secured a fine judgment for the girl

in the Nagoya Local Court, as will be seen by the

translation in the back of this work.

This girl was a bright young woman wlio was

sold when seventeen years of age, the father recew-

ing less than !0O fen. After five years of service her



debt had increased to 400 yen. She was a very
popular woman ill the brothel in which she served,
and this explains why her debt was increased so
lapidl}/, the keeper s purpose being to increase the
debt so as to prevent redemption by some lover.

This case, as will be seen, was conducted with the
girl outside of the quarters, and established a prece-
dent for run-a-ways, provided they sent a report as
soon as they left the quarters and appealed to
court.

Ohaslil llisa
CJase

But the iiij unction plan by which
keepers were ordered to release girls

temporarily as yet had not been
given a fair show. So after careful investigation, we
accepted the application of a girl from Gifu, who had
been sold when sixteen years of age. Her father
received fifty five yen at the time of the sale and after

five years of service the girl owed the keeper 250
yen. She had changed places once. She ran away
once but was caught and forcibly taken out of the
j)lace where she was staying.

We worked slowly and finally got the iojimctioii

and went down to get the girl on the

strength of it- Before going however, acting on the

advice of the court, we sounded the police who simply
said, Go and get the girl. The order of the court is

of course stronger than the brothel regulations
;
no

report is needed as this order over-rides everything

else,” Compare this with the attitude of the same
police six mouths previous to this ! 1 The court had
spent nearly a whole day in getting up the injunction,

so as to make it invulnerable and fair, and it was
understood that any attempt to trifle with the iu-

junction this time would result in its enforcement by
the militia.

granted
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an objection a^'ainst the injunction through his

lawyer, hut instead of gaining by the act, under

pressure from our lawyer and the court the defend-

ant’s lawyer practically acknowledged that the girl

was i)cing liidden away by the keeper. Our lawyer

knocked the bottom out of the opposition to the

injunction by saying that the necessity of the in-

junction was easily proven by the fact that even

with it the plaintiff had not gained her freedom and

it was now nccessaiy to enter a criminal charge in

order that the girl should be able to secure the

benefit of the injunction. We had sufficient evidence

to prove that the defendant knew where the girl was

some time after the injunction had been served on

him, and intended to use this evidence to establish a

charge of illegal or forcible detention in the face of

the injunction whicli would secure a good long

period in the penitentiary for the defendant and

possibi}^ for his lawyer as being privy to the matter.

Under threat of criniinai proceedings the girl was

turned over to our lawyer after being illegally

detained in a gambler’s house for 22 days. She

knew nothing of the injunction and supposed that

she had to wait until the case was through court.

When she came to my house I am sure that she

would not have weighed over 70 Itss, a little^ sallow

wafer, but rvith a will not often the inheritance of

Japanese women.
The Court refused to retract the injunction and

the keeper appealed against the court s decision,

talcing it to the Nagoya Appeal Court. The gir!

won on the main issue, the keeper being ordered by

the court to sign her report of cessation of business.

This also v/as appealed by the keeper."^'

The Court of Appeals erased the injunction in this case hot



supplementary to the prcfectiiral regulations and
would not receive the report. We could not sue the
keeper^ because the prefectural regulations did not
sustained the local court^s judgment in the case proper on Oct. 2,
i90o~tbe day on which the new prostitute regulations were is-

sued by the Home Department. These regulations by granting
prostitutes freedom of cessation of business, rendered injunctions
and further suits unnecessary.
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require the keeper's signature. We fuiaii}' started

au appeal to the governor intending that sliould he
refuse to order the police to receive the girl's report,

v'c 'vuuld sue him. The police on seeing what was
coming urged or compelled the keeper to sign the
report and the girl was sent awa}^ one night about
midnight. Siic was taken- to her father's home and
stripped absolutely nakeil at the door. The father

received something less than lOO feu for the girl,

but liad paid back i^o fen in the endeavor to redeem
lier. 'Flic keeper demanded 8o more and
took all of tile girl’s clothing. hi Miye prefecture,

where this occurred, the police make monthly ex-

aminaticins of the accounts kept by the keepers

against the girls. On examination of this girl's ac-

count, as kept by her master and approved by the

police, our iaw3'er found that money was due her

from the keeper, to say nothing of the clothing that

the keeper took from her. Wc intended to entei crim-

irial charges against the Ireeper for illegal detention,

and perhaps against the polices also, as being privy

to the matter, but foiuid that such a charge would
.

probabi)^ not be entertained bi- the crown procurator.

As will be seen, each case fui'nished us a new
[irecedcnt. Wc did not expect to take every case to

c(nirt, as that would be too expensive, but we hoped

to establish a number of precedents sufficient to give

us a solid working basis. The anti-brothel agitation

in Japan until tliat time had been largely of a theo-

retical nature, and at theorizing the pro-brothel party

was, and is still, fully as skilful as their opponents.

In some prefectures if a girl suc-

oiuijijsui t'sise cecds in keeping out of the keeper*s

hands for three months after running

awa)', her permit becomes invalid and the police will
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not interfere. One girl who applied to us, was
released on this basis. She was sold to a brothel in
Okazaki^ a town in Aichi prefecture, that the father
might secure money ^vith which to pay a gambling
debt. She soon contracted venereal diseases which
brought on cojisiuiiption. She was given a short
rest and on getting a little better was ordered back,
but inimediately grew woi se again. A physician who
examined the girl at the request of the father, stated
that any farther attempt to act as a prostitute would
result fatally. This statement was shown to the
police, but it haul no el feet in securing relief. It seems
that the inspection doctor paid no attention to the con-
sumption, simply stating that the girl had recovered
sufficiently from venereal diseases to pl}^ Iier trade.

1 he father had made every effort to redeem his
child, and brought her to us only after every plan
had failed and within a few days of the time Avheii
she must ieturu to the brothel, according to police
ojden^ We sent her off to Sliizuolca where some
Chiistiaos took care of her isntil three inontlis liad
expired from the time she should have returned to
the brothel. As soon as her permit had cx]:»ired, by
the three months limitation, the girl returned to her
home ill Nagoya, in this case we drew up a sogan^
—appealing to the governor over the action of the
Okazaki police, requesting that he order the police
to receive the girl’s report of cessation of business
without the keeper’s signature.

The governor sustained the police, following the
line of argument of the Shizuoka governor. We
intended to carry this case up to the Minister of
Home Affairs to supplement the Ejiri mase, but the
expiration of her permit had tlie effect of freeing the
girl and destroying the fvasis (jf our appeal.
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ilic coiiiiiiittee of seven which
formed in Oct. iSgg, to carry

AHsoeiiViHoii work finally decided that
an organization was necessary

;

and taking the name gi\''en us by the people who
had requested us to assist the Nara girl, an organi-
zation called the Kyofutivai^ Reform Associatioiq
was formed on April 6, 1900. I was not in favor of
organizing then, as I felt that it ^vas yet too early

;

but people in Japan engaged m any kind of special

work seem to feel at a loss unless they are connected
with some kind of an organization that has an office,

lieadquarters and a president, or manager. The
idea of individual effort as a matter of principle is

slill very wealr. I gave awa}" to the opinion of

the majority and assumed the position of one of

the treasurers of the new organization. Funds
were not solicited to any great extent, but

contributions came in spontaneously, mostly from
missionaries.

While waiting for the Home
lUsenvi Work Department to reply to our so^an

ill the Fjiri case, preparations were
bepfun for rescue work. Until that time rescue work
was impossible, and there were no rescue homes for

women who desired to be released from a life of

shame, but as soon as the rescue of girls seemed
likely to become a possibility the W, C. T, U.

Florence Crittenden Home in Tokyo was enlarged

so as to provide for refugees
;
and the Salvation

Army also, ever on the lookout for an opportunity to

lift up the fallen, prepared to receive escaped girls

and to give them an o|)portunity to reform and learn

some useful trade.
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I'he first attempts at rescue were
were not successful^ as the keepers,

.ittnfsRpd fully alarmed at the trend of affairs,

resorted to violence, in which tliey

were generally supported by the police. A pastor
in Shizuoka city rvas attacked, and but for the timely

assistance of a missionar}’, would have been very
seriously injured, if not killed. It was proven later

that the local chief of police was prix’V to the attack.

At another place the ^vriter and a pastor were
attacked by a crowd of soski\ and a girl whom the

police liad reluctantly allowed to go free was taken

away from us. On becoming aware of the disturb-

ance, the police sergeant erased the order of release

and compelled the girl to return to the brothel. In

this instance the prefectural authorities claimed that

while there undoubtedly were girls who should be

allowed their freedom, to allow them to leave the

brothels without the keepers' permission would
result in serious disturbances

;
consequently it w'as

necessary for the police to prevent free cessation, as

a peace measure ! ! This case happened in a towm
called Kambe, Ise.

Ilepiirf or
Ap-

proves

in Jul}% 1900 the Department
of Justice, through the vicc-

iiiiiiistcr, declared that the judg-

ment given by the Nagoya Local

Court in the Ohashi iiisa case

represented the attitude of the Department and was

perfectly correct in principle. This practically

settled the question as far as the judicial'}^ was

concerned.

The Sahatioii Army having made ail preparations

to receive refugees found that they were unable to

let the girls know of the victories gained for them in
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the courts. Many girls were axious to leave the
biothels aiKi the Army was ready to take care of
them, but the way was blocked b}' the keepers and
tiic police.

Acting on the principle that
religious liberty includes the
right of hearing the Gospel on
the part of prostitutes even, the

the halvatioa .\n1i3’ sent a band of men into the
quarters iii p'okyo to sell tracts and hold street
services. They urged girls to leave the brothels
and a>me to tlie headquarters where assistance would
be given them to reform. This was something new
to the l-.cepei s, and becoming thoroughly alarmed
they hired men to treat the Army to a\aste of what
all lescue workers migiit expect. Fortunately none
of the band were seriously injured and they were
all_ out again within a few days. Some of the Tokjm
daily papers took up the (piestioii and sent members
of their staff to rescue women who were desirious of
lca\'ing tlie brothels, and they too were attacked
bv the brothel keepers.'" Ihe press of almost the
entire counti')^ then flamed up and violently attacked
the jjoiice for not piaitecting tho.se who were engaged
in assisting women to do \vhat the courts had declared

* A eirl thirteen yetirs old, sold to a brothel in Tokyo as a
j>rostitutc lEi traijiiiicT, heard of the efforts tlia.?; were being put
fortli foi llie release oS women of illfame, and escaping from
(he Voshiwara ([uariers found her way across the city to the
iMatjtichi news paper off.ce, six: miles away, anfl begged that
she be protected. She said that while she was not yet a
jtrost ilutc, ycl she hope(i it would he possii>le for the paper to
help her, as only a few 3'^cars intervened i>etween her and ruin.
'I’he interest art.used in Ihe girl’s ca.se by the hery appeals of
the editors spread nearly all over the empire^ and in order to
'luietly settle llu; mnlter Ihe hccjier readily agreed to let the
girl go fnj a few vert.
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they nii^Tht do at any time. The brothel keepers
wild with excitement attacked everybody whom
they thought to be in any way coiiiicctcd with a
newspapci

,
oi the Salvation Army.

One newspaper office in
'Tokyo was partially destroyed
i^y employ of tlie

keepers. Many brothel guests
were attacked on the supposition that they were
spies connected with eitlier the Salvation Army or
the pi ess. As a result guests dropped off immensely
and the brothel quarters in Tokyo were almost
deserted, i he police were placed in a very difficult
position^ for it had always been their duty to protect
the keepers and prevent loss to the brothel business
by the escape of girls

; !>ut it now became evident
that something must be done to restrain the brothel
keepers tnemselvcs. It hiialy became necessary
for the police department to enforce the Peace Rerrm
lationSj- a kind of modified martial law.
About the 151^^ of August a representative of

the biothels in lokyo waited on tiie Vice Minister
of Home Affairs and asked Ms opinion about the
recent decisions of the courts which declared the
contracts between the keepers and the girls to be
null and void. The reply was that the Home
department had nothing to do with the contracts

j

but that the keepers must not try to bind down girls
who wished to cease their trade.

^

This statement alarmed the
€ap«sire keepers, and in Shizuoka at a
€?3ri council of the keepers of the

prefecture, it was determined
to secure possession of the girl who had sent in the
appeal to the i lome Minister. The reason was that
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should this appeal not be erased, the Home Hcpart-
nieiit would soon be obliged to give sonie kind of a
reply, and judging from the attitude of the Depart-
ment, as intimated by the Vice Minister, the reply
to the appeal would not be to the benefit of the
keepers.

In accordance with this decision four or five men
went to Nagoya, armed with a letter from the police
in Ejiri, where the girl’s keeper lived^ and in company
with a policemen in citizen’s clothes, sent from the
Biwajinia police station, they took the girl out of
her father’s house by force and carried her back to
Ejiri.

This girl was not really a ruii-a-way, but Avas
out oil a ten days leave, which she was extending at
will, while waiting for the final reply to the appeal
to the Home iJepartnient. The police, under such
circumstances had no legal right to do anything, not
even to express an opinion

;
but in keeping with

what they supposed to be their duty to the brothel
keepers they alh^wed the keepers to use tlie power
of the police to force the girl to return.

I went to Ejiri and met the girl
;
but she was not

allowed to rcp\}r to my questions without the per-
mission of the keepers who surrounded her. Even
at the police station I was not allowed to question
liei

,
and she was allowed to say to me only wiiat

they had taught her to say, which was, that she had
suddenly concluded to return and would not trouble
us any longer. I asked the chief of police to ex^
amine her alone which he pretended to do, but in
obedience to the demand of the keeper that the
chief only hear what the girl had to say, and that
he refrain from asking any questions, nothing result-
ed from the examination.
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Finding that 1 could do nothing, 1 warned the girl
that tile erasure of her power of attorney, by virtue
of which we had sent in the appeal, would be a
violation of the contract entered into by her and her
father with the Reform Association, and we would
sue her if slie violated it. In case it were pre ti\ that
she had been forced to violate the contract and erase
the power of attorne}'', then the punishment would
fall on those who forced her.

The girl fortunately did not remember the name
of the man who held her power-of-attorney

;
she only

knew that it was some member of tlK Reform As-
sociation, and she was afraid to eii ^ it even had
she known who held it. The Iceeper had secured
possession of the girl but the power-of-attorney b}'

virtue of which we had sent in the sogan—appeal

—

was still intact. Very naturally our anxiety at this

juncture was very great; we had lost the Aichi
prefecture sogan because of the expiration o. ' the
girhs permit, as already mentioned, now should we
lose this case great injury would be done our work
and much valuable time be lost.

On the first da}' of September
Home however a great sense of relief

^repiVes caiTse to all who had been watching
sogon and waiting with feverish anxiety

for the answer to our appeal. On
that day the Home Department issued the following

order ;
‘‘ In some places the rules do not require

the keeper’s signature to prostitutes’ report of ces-

sation of business
;
other places which have until

recently required the signature of the keeper or the

brothel association manager, have altered the rules

so as to do away with such requirement
;

while

there are other places where such signature is still
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required when a prostitute wishes to cease her
trade. Whatever the usage may be, the Depart-
ment decides that the keeper’s signature is not
necessary. lu places where the rules require the
'''igiiature of some one beside the girl, the girl may
request that such signature be affixed to her
report

;
in case of refusal, she may send in her

report to the police, accompanied with the reasons
for failure to secure the required signature. The
ke|eper may object to the reception of the report, but
the matter of debt camiot be urged as a reason for

such objection
;
the liberty of the prostitutes cannot

be restrained because of the existence of a debt.”

There is much that is weak in the above order,

but still it will readily be seen that the effect on the
keepers would have been disastrous if the spirit of
the order had been fully carried out by the local

police authorities. The implied idea that there were
])laccs where girls could cease their trade without the

consent of the keeper is directly contrary to facts
;

for no matter whether she prefecturai regulations

required it or not, before this notification there was
not a place in the whole empire where the signature

of the keeper was not iiecessay before the police

would receive the girl’s ix oort of cessation of

!}iisiness. It would have been much better had the

Department simply allowed the girls to send in

their reports at will without consulting the keepers.

As it was the keepers had to be informed of the

girls’ intention and that gave them time to force

them to retract their intention or to spirit them
away, as has been done so often.

However, we had gained our point, and by
securing the support of the Horne Department had
now completed the second stage in our movement.
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io sum up tiic executive had declared that in
Case Jceepers did not sigm the girls' report of
cessation of business, the police must receive said
report over the girls' signature onl}^ The keeper
could not urge debt as a reason for tr3''ing to bind
the gills to their trade, and there was nothing else
they could urge as a reason .except the contracts,
by the terms of which the girls agree not to cease
theii trade until a certain number of years shall
have elapsed or their debts are paid. The courts
however, had alread}^ declared these contracts to
b(l null^and void, because of the immoral intention
on which they are based„ So we had what we
jiad been contending for, on paper at least.

; he fact that certain sections of the civil code
could be used to undermine the brothel s3'Stem
came as a surprise even to legal men. The framers
of the code had no such idea in mind when the code
was promulgated in 1899.

It soon became evident that this

notification was not on!}’’ iuade{|uatc

but was making matters worse.
In most places the prefecturai

authorities paid no attention to iv and tiie police
were left to take whatever attitude they wished.

It was geiicrall3'“ regarded simply as an expression
of opinion on the part of the Home Uepartment,
which it really ^vas, and had not the disturbances
increased in Tokyo, which had now become the
storm centre, 110 farther action on the part of the

Home Office w’ould have occurred. As soon as the

notification appeared, women began to flock out of

the brothels and the police office tliat has charge
^of_ the large yoshhvara in Tokyo found it almost
'ilnpossible to find time to do anything else but
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attend to the numerous applications for release.

As the police interpreted ,ie notification, the girls

had first to consult with their keepers and endeavor

to secure their consent before applying to the police

office for permission to cease business. Where girls

tried this they were forcibly detained in the brothels

by the keepers and subjected to all sorts of abuse

until they promised to continue their trade.

In most cases the women got out of the quarters

secretly and then it was considered neceesay for the

police to call out the keepers and have a consultation

at the police station, with the police as judges. In

the absence of definite instructions the ordinary ^

police sergeant was at a loss as to what to do, as

the prcfcctural regulations were still in existence and

invariably the keepers refused to sign tlie womens*

report of cessation. Where it was possible to

l^atch up a compromise between the girl'' and their

keepers, this was done. Where this could not be

done, in some cases the girls were ordered back to

“think** over the matter,—a proceeding still in

practice, notwithstanding the new Home Depart-

ment Regulations,—with the result that a notice was

almost invariably presented to tlie police station

later saying tliat the girl had repented and would

continue as a prostitute. The police never bothered

about the source of the note. In a great many

cases however, girls eenred tlieir liberty, and this

only made others n determined. Meanwhile

the disorder began to spread to other places, jiyu

haigyo—free cessation—became an obsorbing topic

all over tlu empire and though the keepers tried to

keep all informamtion from the girls, this was

impossible, as brothels cannot be conducted without

guests and the guests carried the information to the
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inmates, lo pi event this, spies were secreted in
the brothels whose business it was to listen outside
the thin paper screens at the talk of guests. Many
a man got himself into serious trouble by simply
mentioning jiyuhtxi^yo to his prostitute companion.
Other women learned something of what was going
on from relatives and from fellow inmates in the
segregated hospitals.

It soon became apparent that
‘’"methiiig nioi'e than the noti-

fioiitT fication was necessary, and on
Oct. 2, 1900, tile Home JJcpart-

ment issued a set of regulations governing— not
piostitution—but prostitutes. The Veasbn for this
distinction was that the central Government did not
wish to take any part in governing legalized
prostitution

;
but as long as the prefectural authori-

ties allowed public prostituion, the authorities felt it

necessary that the treatment of tlie prostitutes
must be regulated. The Mome Department was
concerned with persons, not with a system. I'his
may seem to be a distinction that does not constitute
a difference

;
but inasmuch as tlie matter of legal-

izing brothels is left with the prefectural autliorities,
this difference is quite inqiortant As a matter of
fact neither the notification nor the set of regulations
was issued because the Home Department wished
to do so. The issuance of the notification was
unavoidable, and the notification made the regula-
tions necessary.

Ily the regulations any girl

Provisions of who wislics to cease to be a
ihc Uosriiiafions prostitute must make a report

of cessation of business to the
police station having charge of the brothel quarters,
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and her name will then be taken off tlie brothel

register. 'I'his report may be made orally or in

writing, but must be made in person.

Where tlie police find that a \v ^man cannot

[)resent the rejjort in person, however, an exception

may be made. Persons inteifering with a girl who
desires to secure her freedom are subject to a hue of

25 yen, or 25 days in prison. In the case of minors,

])arents may mala: the report of cessation in the

]hace of the prostitute, and it must be accepted even

though the latter may not desire to cease her trade.

The restrictions placed around the enrollment of

prostitutes are very much more strict than formerly.

In the case of minors, the real parents or grand-

parents, must consent before aii}^ enrollment can

occur. This will have the tendency to reduce the

number of gitl children who are adopted b}'" people

to be reared for sale to the brothels. Prostitutes

arc not to have their liberties abridged in any way,

and must be allowed to meet persons other than

^j-uests and receive literature. This order caused

great consternation among the brothel keepers and

Those financially interested in the business, but it was

soon recognized that open opposition was futile and

things gradually grow quieter. T.he ne^\ set of

regiTlatioiis made it necessary for the various

prefectural regulations to be revised. The chief of

police in Tokyo at first flatly declined to fc low the

order, claiming that it would practically en. ^ty the

brothels
;

but of course this could not continue,

and partly owing to th': agitation then at its

height in Tokyo, the regulations for that city were

revised so as to bring them into harmony -With the

new regulations within a few days after theii

appearance.
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*** some cases maimin<r for
hie, girls who insisted on leaving the brothelson y aggravated the situation, and caused a great
icductioa in guests. Having been accustomed to
lely on the police to assist them in keening ,n,-ls
at work, it was hard for them to accommodate
themselves- to the new order of things. As has
already been said, while there is latent opposition
to the biothcl system, very little had ever been done
in open opposition up to the time of our agitation

.

and It came as a great surprise to both the" keepers
and the police to find that public oiiinion was
becoming decidedly hostile, not only to forcible
detention of girls but to the entire system.

At first the police generally
refused to pay attention to the
applications for release received
fiom girls by letter, and it was
ii custom for tliosc engaged in

rescue work on receiving application for as^sistance,
o go diiect to the quarters and accompany giris
irom the brothel to the police station.

Wl)ile the writer and two Japanese were taking
out two girls who had applied to us for assistance
by letter a mob suddenly assembled and attacked
us with stones, their wooden clogs and anything
else that came to hand. Two policemen were
present but their assistance amounted to veiy little.
None of us were seriously injured, though badly
bruised and cut in several places. jNo arrests were
made as we refused to lay charges, and the police
present failed to get hold of any of the leaders at the

E*oUco act only
«»ii ion

fill por.soii.
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time. Tlie writer was a^aiii attached in Atsuta.
Tliis time the policeman along was overpowered
wliile tlie mob proposed to throw me into the
river, a jnoceeding to which I found it difficult

to agree.

The Salvation Army men were
A Sons attached again in lohyo, and it

became evidejit that the police

could not prevent serious trouble

as lon.g as those engaged in

rescue worlc followed the practice of going into the
brothels to secure girls. i'Icnce it was arranged that

the police should call (.)ut all who applied for

release. This is tlie plan still followed. We soon
found howcv'-cr that where gii'ls were called out to

the police station the keepers would not allow them
to come at once but detained them several hours

in tile endeavor to force or persuade them to

retract their ap[)lications. We failed to secure

several girls for this reason, and finall)^ adopted the

plan of refusing to entertain any applications sent

by letter or proxy. We have found that girls who
really desire to secure their freedom can devise

some means of getting out of the brothels. In doing

this they naturally tell falsehoods by the score, but

that cannot be lielped. At first the police objected to

girls coming to our homes first and going from

tlicre to tlie police station. On this account several

attempts were made to punish girls for leaving the

quarters without police permission, as riui-a-ways,

but in each case the courts refused to entertain such

charges, holding that the girls were simply en route

to the police station, to which they now liav'c the

right to go at any time. The police courts cannot

pmiisli persons who violate the provisions of the



new regulations^

district court.
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all cases niiuV go to the nearest

We havt ^ found tliat very
ciiris s5e<Mi very fow of the k ii'ls rcscued need
little to be scot tJ :hc rcscuc honic,

as one half, oi' more, immedi-
ately marry some lovers and a large pro])ortion of
the remainder go to their homes, llic Salvation
Army has found that even those who are admitted
need not be detained long. As soon as possible
positions are found for them and they are sent out.

Only a few desire to remain in the home very long.
The openisig of the Salvatioio Army rescue work in

Tokyo was very timely and the results have been
most satisfactory. Ikit for the rescue home and the
agitation attending the Army’s attempt to secure
inmates for it, it is not likely that the 1 [ome Depart-
ment would have done more than issue the
NotiBcatioii of September fpoo. Even the Notifica-
tion would probably not have appeared so soon had
not the work of the Salvation Army hcl^jcd to

precipitate matters.

ily comparing the judg-
i^s'asss meats of the Nagoya Local

nsisi cotirfs. Couit and that oftlic Supreme
Court it will be seen that

they differ in the fact that the Nagoya Court
declares the contract to be null and void m toto^

while the Surpreme Court makes a distinction

between the portion of the contract that binds a
prostitute to the biisisiess of prostitution, and the

portion that specifies the amount of money due, or

borrowed,-““declaring the former portion to be in-

valid, while leaving the tatter,—financial obligation

—

! untbuched. From our point of view this division
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that they are committing' an iainiural act in leaving

while they have debts due the keeper. The discus-

sion of this question almost created a reaction against

us, and we found it necessary to shun the matter of

debts as far as possible. Those engaged in rescue

work offer to assist girls who apply, to secure their

freedom,—absolutely refusing to have anything to

do with the debts, Wc generally teli released girls

to pay back what they can conveniently and not

bother about the remainder. One of the first ques-

tions asked us, however, by girls avIio wish to secure

their freedom, is
'' what siiail I do about my debt?"

y\ll sorts of schemes have been resorted to by rvonien

to escape the distraints tliat are sure to follow a free

cesssation, but none have proven satisfactory. I

have already spoken of the plan of secreting ail

available assets, but tins is impossible where any of

the sureties own houses or lands. Besides, secreting

property to avoid a levy is. a criminal offense.'

While secretion is hard prove it constitutes a very

grave danger to those resorting to this method of

escaping the demands of the creditors. In some

cases girls have obligated themselves to pay back a

fixed amount eacJi month, securing worthless sureties,

and then failing to keep the obligation.
^

Keepers

however caught on to this plan, and inasmuch

as women and not the money loaned them is what

they wish, keepers generally refuse any kind of

coinpropiise and distrain even when they know they

will suffer financial loss. To let even one girl off

without distraining the property of sureties ^would

simply encourage others to leave, A distsaint on

personal property is biul enough aiiywheie, even^

when the exemption laws protect the debtor to some'

extent, but in Japan a distraint takes nearly every-
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thinjT, even to the straw mats on the floors and the
doors of the house. Distraints are feared and dreaded
in Japah probably more than in aa\^ other civ*li/,ed

country on earth. In the country district the
common people do not know much about the d
tion between civil and criminal suits and aft

bailiff come the policeman and the jail,—

i

minds. Besides, not to pay a debt, or make .e

arrangement satisfactory to the creditor, carric with
it a disgrace far deeper than that felt in most
nations. To sell every girl child in the family
to a life of sliame is, generally speal'.'ing, regarded
as far less a cause of shame than distraint for

a few yen.

One effect of these distraints has
be$-niiu of been to make it ver\^ difflcult for

procurers, who draw i!p the

contracts, to secure sureties who
have an}^ property worth distraining. This failure

to secure good sureties lias made tlie keepers \'ery

shy of paying; large sums of money for girls unless

they have great reason to believe the girls can be
kept from leaving without ijermissioii. Immediately
after free cessatii)ii became possii)lc there was a

complete cessation in traffic in ncwgii'ls, largely for

this reason, it took several years for the woman
market *' to assume anything like its normal condi-

tion, and even yet the purchase of 3’oung, innocent
countiy girls is far more rare than formerly. As has

been already said, Iceepers now prefer girls who liave

.some knowledge of a vile life, and the iirocurcrs are

catering to this demand by arranging that young
women who ap[)ly to employment Inireaus shall

secure jiositions in places where they will secure the

necessary experience.
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Sec..ri..K several attempts were
asiMifir luijAe made by keepers to secure the

indictment of free cessation girls
by accusing them of securing

money under false pretenses. In some cases there
seems to be room for believing that some at least be-
come j.)rostitutcs. and receive the loaii, with the
intention of ceasing business within a very short time.
The police have entertained many charges for

secui'ing money under false pretenses in such caseSj
but the courts generally decline to convict Those
engaged in rescue work liave been subjected to severe
criticism because of decHning to make a distinction
between girls who have served several years and
those who have served only a short time; The
keepers, of course, and many other people also,
contend that those who have served only a few
months should not be allowed to go free, and
Christians should not be concerned in securing their
freedom, on the ground that such encouragement
amounts to abetting a girl and her parents in deceiv-
ing tlie keeper and securing money under false

pretenses. In dealing with applicants for assistance
al! we require is that the girl promise not to engage
in any Icind of immoral trade after getting free-—the
length of service being entirely ignored. In one
case we assisted a girl who had been sold for looo yen
and had served only two weeks. There was reason
to believe that the girl had been deceived as to the

nature of the work she was bargainingto enter, but in

any case we have never felt under obligation to con-
sider the keeper's interests at ail. The greater the loss

to them the sooner will the brothel business come to

be regarded as an unsafe investment
;
and when the

money power of the present system is broken, or



seriously weakened, abolition will be very much
easier. But it has been a cause of serious embar-
rassment to us tliat even Clu istians have opposed
om work on the ground that the indiscriminate rescue
of girls who liave served only a few weeks practically
amounts to assisting unscrupulous parents and rela-
tives to secure money by falsehood. That the girl
is generally the innocent party and sufferer in the
transaction is overloolced. It is impossible, Iiow-
ever, for such people to form a correct judgment of
the question at all, because they ignore the party
most intimately concerned,—///^ woman.
That the keepers have been imposed upon very

often since free cessation goes witiiout saying, but
in view of the history of the brothel business in
Japan, they ought to be the last people on earth to
enlist the sympathy of sensible people. The fact
that tliey h^ve succeeded, however, in securing the
sympathy of the entire official class and a large
pei cent of the people at large, illustrates to what
extent the virus of prostitution has penetrated society.

In order to prevent girls
o!' “ fiVeo wlio have Committed “free

ciHM.iiioii
cessation" from becoming
prostitutes again the police

keep a record of such and send it to the police
stations that have charge of brothels. Such girls
cannot secure enrollment again unless they return to
the place they left,— ostensibly to pay the old debt.
Keepers often lay charges of theft against girls who
attempt to secure their freedom, and to please the
keepers the police generally detain the girls during
the investigation. Where girls refuse to be frigliten-
ed by this means tlie charges arc withdrawn, but if

they show any signs of weakening they are pushed.
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Another plan is to take all the clothes the ^irl has
on and conipej her to put on old, dirty -arnieats.
bo much cnticism of the pohce has arisea for allow-
ing- this to be done that it has caused a practical ces-
sation of it. The plan oi calling out the keeper and
conipcIHiig the girl to consult whtli him in the poll e
station is still followed to a great cxteist Often a
girl is freed and sent out of the station where a crowd
of ruffians in tne keeper's eniplcjy wait to frighten
her into retraction, sotnetimcs forcibly takiiig her off
again to the brothcL A girl who secures her
freedom by free cessatioii practically never returns
to a life of shame of her own accord. 1 have Iciiown
of numbers of cases where girls iiave beeii maltreat-
ed,—starved and threatened by parents and sureties,

iii order to compel them ttj return to a life of
shame, so that the distraijit that the keepers had
placed on the property miglit be raised. The New
Rcgulatkms provide for the punishment of tliose

wlio coinpci a girl to become a prostitute and for
interfering with those who desire to cease their
busine.ss, but i have never known a single case of
punishment being meted out to the offenders against
this rule, though offenders have been plentjo The
police regard the fact that a girl has been registered
as sufficient evidence that she has agreed

;
and in

cases of interference with those who attempt to get
free, unless bodily injury has been done, the claim of
“ extenuating circumstances " is allowed.

It must be remembered that free cessation was
forced onto the executive authorities, and while rules

can be changed by a few strokes of the pen, it takes

time to change customs and the tiieories that un-

derlie the conduct of a business. Gradually the

younger men on the police force are assuming
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something approaching to aw inipartiai attitude

toward girls who desire freedom and as will be seen
later on, the courts arc beginning to revise their

former estimates of the debt question. The police

were placed in an uneviablc position at the be-
ginning of the free cessation movement and the

attempt to keep tlie good will of the keepers while
also trying to follow tlie New Regulations as far as

possible—s3U'npathizing with one while opposed to

the other-—has resulted in many disgraceful and
embarrassing situations.

At the beginning of free ccs-o o
sation some of the more radical

of the dailies attacked the

police veliemcntl}’^ and made
open charges of bribeiy and

failure to execute the New' Regulations.

The police retorted by filing cliarges of defamation
of officials, a very serious offence in Jajian. The
courts generally sustained the charges, refusing the

defendants the privilege of calling witnesses to prove

the statements made. In Japan the mere public

statement of an incriminating charge renders the

one making the cliarge liable to fine and imprisom
meat, irrespective of the facts in the case, the theory

being that the Government must protect executive

officials while in the discharge of their duties.

There is much to be said In defence of this, but as

long as it is the law of the land the “ prison editor ’

and publisher will continue to be a necessity.

The direct results of free cessa-

KeMiiifs or free tioii will be Seen by a reference
cessation table of statistics. From

1896 to 1899 inclusive the num-
ber of licensed women increased from 39,000 to

Ke\vH|»a]>ers aii<l

(lefaiiiaiBoa (»f

oflieSalM



52,400, an increase of one third. Had Ihe same
rate of increase continued there would have been
between 80,000 and 85,000 at the present time,
1907- No statistics were collected for 1900 but by
1901 the number had fallen to 40,000, and to
38,600 by 1902. This decrease was general, all

over the empire, as will be seen by a glance at the
reports from the various prefectures.

The decrease in those prefectures where free ces-
sation has never occurred to any extent is accounted
for by the great decrease in the supply of new girls.

Geisha and “ ladle women ”—restaurant maids

—

were drawn on to keep up the supply. This will

account in some measure for the decrease in geisha
and arrests for secret prostitution. It was to b'

expected that there would be some increase during
the war, but the fact that there is now a gradual in-

crease all over the empire, would seem to indicate

that free cessation is inadequate to keep down the

numbers any longer, that is, free cessation with the

debts collectable by law.

Before free cessation the average expenditure per

guest was about one yen per visit, but immediately
following flee cessation, not only did the number of

guests fall off greatly, but the amount of money
spent per person showed a great reduction also.

This would indicate that the character of the

visitors to the brothel quarters had undergone a

change, or that there had been a great decrease in

guests of the better classes. The police report that

the character of the prostitutes has changed greatly,

the women coming in now being of a much lower

class than formerly, much harder to manage and

hence much less likely to attract paying guests.

From our point of view this is a desirable result, but
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flora the standpoint of the police and keepers
something to regretted. Before free cessation be-an
the income of each prostitute, taking the country
ovei and speaking roughly, was about 50 ye7t per
month. By multiplying the number of licensed
'uramen by 50 the total expenditure by visitors could
be obtained. The average income now is less thanmat— probably about 40 yen per month, but it is
increasing; again.

Tlie revenue the prefectural offices now received
roin the brothels is a very insignificant sum, after
the total expenses of the regulation of the institution
are paid. While suicides in brothels dropped off
01 a few years after free cessation began, double
suicides skznfu—are now probably more common
then ever, the brothels furnishing considerably over
one half of the total number and not a small propor-
tion of the murders.

It is seldom however that one guest murders
another. Generally disturbances are confined to
those connected in some way with the brothels.

It is a very common occurrence for some dis-
sipated young man who has about reached the end
of his rope to go to a brothel and Ivill a prostitute and
commit suicide. The idea is that even an unwilling
companion to keep one company to tlie world of
spirits is far better than goinsr alone.

The Japanese call this “ muri shinjTC “ unreason-
able double suicide/* and formerl}'" wlien the woman
died and the man recovered he was charged with
manslaughter only and the sentence was very light.
Now however the man is liable to the charge of
murder, though the punishment is lighter than for
ordinar}' murder cases.
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Tronfiiirnl of
prostiliilos iiiKlor
“ JFi'ce co.ssalioii ”

Since free cessation began
the treatment of licensed
women lias been changed very
little and transferring from

one house to another is more common. As soon as
a keeper suspects a girl of harboring desires of
freedom, he arranges to send her off to some other
place. For some reason Osaka has had but few
cases of free cessation, and dangerous ” girls are
packed off to that city—a veritable “ ^-’ead sea ” in
brothcldom. Probably the reason there have not
been many cases of free cessation in Osaica has been
because no one tliere has made any special effort at
rescue work. 1 he life of the licensed woman is so
unnatural and degrading that any attempt at a
description would be useless. They become prosti-

tutes with the intention of surrendering everything
to the keeper and it is only wlieu life becomes ab-
solutely luibcarabie, or some lover makes an offer

of a marriage and a home that they “ trample ” on
the duty they feel they owe the Iceeper and ask for

freedom. It is not rare for a girl to receive guests
to within a few days of death from exhaustion and
disease, and cases of girls actually dying in bed
with guests are not rare. The writer knew of one
case where a girl was fatally stabbed while asleep

with a guest, but was so exhausted from weakness
that she did not Icnow when she was hurt, nor when
the guest left. She became aware that something was
wrong next morning when she fell in the hallway
after having come down stairs. She died shortly

afterward. Where prostitutes become pregnant, the

inspection doctors allow them to serve until within

two or three months of the time of the birth of the

child and order them back when the child is three
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months old, or even less. Of course sucli wotiien
are not allowed to have their children with them.*

DKUTS TESrrj) AGAIN

Ever since we lost our debt test case I have
been waiting for a good opportunity to renew
the endeavor to oveithn>w the validity of the
financial obligations of licensed women, and was
greatly rejoiced in May 1905, on reading of a case
in the Osaka Local Court where an objection to a
distiaint, filed b}' the surety of a geisha, had been
decided in favor of the surety, on the ground that all
contracts and agreements between geisha and prosti-
tutes and their keepers are invalid. 1 he reasons of
the Court were that while the law alloivs geisha and
prostitutes, yet it docs not .specif}^ that keepers shall
make advances ot money or bind girls by contracts
and debts, and that the immond nature of the
business carried on by these two classes ol women
being well known, no kind of agreement that has a
tendenc}- to bind them to tlieir trades can be en-
forced by law. Tlie judgment came as a surprise
to all concerned and was favorably commented on
at the time by the Osaka press. 1 arranged to come
in touch with the surety, but as he is a keeper of a
restaurant, with “ ladle women in his employ and
fairl}^ well to do, it was not

,
necessary that any

assistance be given him financially. The attorney
for the keeper, a Christian, on finding out the nature
of the case, (it .seems that he accepted it at first

under the impression that it was an ordinary suit
to recover money due) refused to cany it any
farther. The keeper appealed, but the Appeal

* lr\ Japan a married woman cannot become a prostitute but
tins does not ap[)ly to unregistcied or secret wives.
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Court affirmed the judgment of the lower Court.
The keei)er thcii api}ealed to the Supreme Court
which erased the Appeal Court’s judgment, without
giving reasons, and sent the case back for re-trial
Ihe A[)peal Court was given to understand, how-
ever, that the ^ Jgnient was too broad, that it had
passed on questions not necessarily essential to the
case.

1 he Appeal Court held the case a long t'me after

arguments were finished on the second hearing,
and finally handed down a judgment from which
all mention of the nature of the contract was elim-
inated, but gave the surety the case again for special

reasons. 1 he keeper again appealed over this

judgment but the Supreme Court sustained tlie

Appeal Court. After the judgment had been so

emasculated, at the suggestion of the Supreme Court,

as to be of no use as a precedent, we had no further

interest in it. Soon after the appearance of the

decisions in the geisha debt case, the local courts of

Osaka and Kobe rendered several similar decisions

in tlic case of prostitutes and it seemed for awhile

tliat we arc wore about to attain our object.

I arranged to assist one of the prostitute cases and
it was ably fought out in the Appeal Court, but

the adverse decision in the Supreme Court in the

geisha rase headed us off and the case was lost.

In order to find out the real position of the

Department of Justice in regard to this debt ques-

tion, a consultation was had with the chief of the

department of Civil and Criminal law, and I find

that very little attention has been paid to the matter

at all

In other words there has been no public demand
for the abrogation of the so-called debts, or at least
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no wave of public sentiment regarding the matter
has reached the ears of the Supreme Court judges
and the officials of the Depaitinent of Justice. Some
of the officials of the Department, however, believe

tiiat a mistake was made when the Supreme Court
divided the contract at the first, making the labor

portion invalid while upholding the financial part.

A close official investigation is now proceeding and
it is to be hoped that by the time we get another

case up to the Supreme Court, the judges will feel

free to annul these financial obligations in ioto.

Even with the debts invalidated, the keepers will be

able to restrain girls to a great extent, but were the

girls not made to feel that they are committing a

crime by leaving with debts unpaid, the hold the

Iceepers now have on them would be very nearly

broken, or so weakened as to render rescue work
very much more easy than now. As has been

already stated, the keepers seldom ever collect the

amount they claim by distraints,— usually distraints

entail a still greater financial loss on them. The
sole purpose of distraints and suits for debts is to

intimidate released girls and their parents.
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PRESENT STATUS.

Salviilion Army
Kcf^Cite llomos

At present besides the Rescue
Home conducted by the W. C.

T. U.—foreign auxiliary— the

Salvation Army has two Rescue

Homes in Japan, one in Tokyo, and one in Hakodate,

and also one in Dalny. The one in Dalny receives

numbers of girls who have been allured to Manchuria

under false pretenses. Most of them are immediately

passed out to positions in reliable homes. The
Salvation Army is the only mission organization in

Japan that has added rescue work to its regular duties.

In many places the brothel keepers* name for

Christianity is Kyuseignn ,—the Japanese name of the

Salvation Army. The Salvation Army, to them, is

tlie only Christian organization that deseiwes atten-

tion. In is not too much to say that the great prom-

inence now enjoyed by the Army’s work in Japan

has been caused largely by the prominent part it has

played in rescue work.
Under the New Regulations it has

\isitinK;
bcconie possible for committees of

hospitnu women to visit the segregated hospi-

tals and distribute tracts and give

short talks to the inmates. At first the hospital

officials, supported by the department of the prefect-

ural office having control of the brothels, bitterly

opposed these visits, but as the New Regulations

provide for the right of prostitutes to receive^ visits

from persons other than guests, and the right to

receive literature, permission can be secured now by

Christian workers any where, to do this kind of work.

That such work has been undertaken in only few
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places is to be regretted, as not only would the visits

of Christian women encourage free cessation, but

under the influence of the instruction received, girls

who secure their release would be very much more
easy to lead to permanent reform and conversion.

In some places the Buddhist priests hold regular

preaching services in the segregated hospitals. The
limit of such preaching is to urge girls to be faithful

;

to economize and pay back the debts due as rapidl}^

as possible and get free,—the kind of preaching that

pleases the keepers. All any girl needs to do, to

please h^r keeper, is to be “ faithful and make all

the money possible—-the keeper will attend to her

accounts.

Faithful girls never hear of any reduction in their

debts,—until they become too old to be of any fartlier

value.

It is not intended to convey the

idea that free cessation has spent

its force entirely. Only a few

persons, here and there, have

force uot
spent;

paid any attention to rescue work, or to assisting

girls after they have secured their freedom. Free

cessation has been left largely to work its own way,

and the results have not been small. Wherever

there are brothels some one should be ready to

' assist girls at any time not only to secure freedom,

but to enter some honorable trade afterwards. No
form of benevolent work in Japan offers such

large returns. It is often necessary to protect girls

from angry relatives who are sureties, for a short

tiEne after getting free. While there are some

sureties who are willing to bear the loss and

shame occasioned by a levy on all they have, the

•-^ majority think only of their earthly belongings and
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insist thnt freed girls shall return, in order that they

may escape the loss and “ disgrace ” caused by dis-

traints on their property. It is scarcely necessary

to sa\'' that rescue ^vork docs not include much

sympathy for the sureties of prostitutes and geisha.

The more there are of such people who are made to

suffer, the more difficult will it be for procurers to

secure sureties
;
and without sureties keepers^ will

not loan much money, and, to continue the hoe of

reasoning, without a large lump, sum paid down

very few parents will now .sell their daughters.

Already in some places from which a large number

o! licensed women and geisha were formerly sent

out, the number has been greati}^ reduced owing to

the fear caused by the distraints. In places

distraints have occurred, it is almost impossible to

o-et a man who has property and a small store ot

common sense, to sign a girl’s papers. Parents need

not to be taken into consideration by rescue workers.

Nothinp- will reduce the sale of girls more than the

probability that the.giiis will leave without consult-

ing their parents, the result being a diswaint and a

forced sale of all property. •

We should have more literature deai-

iim with this question. At presnt_ there

is practically none. A general agitation

is necessary if any farther progress is to

DO Even though the system be continued, the

people must know just what is meant by. and

clM in, the brothel system as now ^
is not likely that even the Supreme Court yiU be

moved from its present position unlep

kind of expression of public opmioimn regaid to th

matter of debts, and their effect on die girls.

Stress should be laid on preventative woik. fhe

be made.
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best feature of free cessation has been the reduction

in the sale innocent girls.

Probably the police will soon allow persons

specially interested in rescue work to have the names
of applicants as soon as received, thus giving

opportunity to induce the parents and girls to with-

draw the application and make a living in some other

way. As soon as this kind of work is taken up, we
will run against the high rate usurer”—that whom
the earth cannot produce a more inluiman character.

That the social evil is growing the world over aiid

that .no effective method of regulation has so far

been devised is beyond dispute- Only a few persons

are interested in anything more than a halt-hearted

way,—those excepted wlio gain by the business.

To push this question aside as too vile to touch may
show a personas dislilce of vile things, but at the

same time shows a lack of good judgment. Tlierc

are too many reformers, too many good peo[)le in

the world to-day, who insist on dealing with “clean”

things only. They deal only with things “ pure and

undefiled ”\'!eavinp; the defiled and unfortunate to

/

become still more so, and spread contagion to all

brandies of the social body. The increased cost in

living, the craving for what once were regarded as

luxuries, is tending, the world over, to reduce the

number of people who marry and also to reduce the

size of the families of those who do many, thus

creating a condition extremely favorable to the

spread of the social evil in some of its many forms.

Nothing could be more conducive to the growth and

progress of the social evil than for the bettei classes

of people to decline to be directly concerned in

reducing it and in devising means for its removal

altogether.
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111 wliat I have written I have
KfiicKciicy ©r endeavored to be as impartial as

jitgmiiese systeiai possible* I do iiot belive that I

.have overstated the evils arising

from the public brothel system in Japan, or under-

stated the reasons advanced by these who uphold

the present system. It is beyond dispute that Japan

has the most perfect and the most successful license

system on earth. The theories of liberty, the

disposition of the women, the lack of respect for law,

and the existence of what is known as Christian

morality, would not permit the establishment, in any

so-called Christian nation, of a brothel system like

the one in Japan. To attempt anything less than

Japan lias, as a system, is simply to establish

institutions similar to those wliicli exist in countries

that give a semi-official sanction to the evil,—“and

a more abominable failure than a semi-official brothel

system can scarcely be conceived.

The two most prominent results of the brothel

system in Japan are the increase in the sale of young

women for immoral purposes and the increase in the

number of visitors to brothels- That is, the veiy

** efficiency of the system includes that which

constitutes its greatest condemnation. If license

brothels arc a necessity, or if they solve the social

evil question, then it must be right to depiive piosti-

tutes of their liberty and compel^ those who once

enter a life of prostitution to remain in it as long as

they can possibly receive guests. If h is wrong for

a nation to treat a portion of its citizens in that

manner, then the brothel must go.



CLOSING REMARKS.

Is it not a fact however that the whole brothel

system wherever found, really exists because im-

moral men wish a safe ” and convenient place to

gratify their lusts, and because other ininioral men
are willing to cater to this demand for the sake of

gain ? But is it necessary that a nation attempt to

make it safe, or convenient, for men to commit the

greatest crime known to man-—excepting murder ? Is

it not clear that such attempts only increase the

number of those who commit such crimes ? /

la the moral degradation of nations, families, and

individuals in the past, the social evil, is some form,

has had a very much more promineiit place than

generally supposed, and the social evil is just as dan-

gerous to-day as ever. The fatal weakness of all

the systems and attempts to regulate the social evil

so far, have been that those in charge have regarded

prostitution in some form as unavoidable. Other

evils statesmen try to eliminate entirely, either at

once or by degrees
;
but in the case of the brothel

and the saloon—the two greatest evils that threaten

society to-day,—it is not expected that they will

ever be eliminated. According to your faith be it

unto you/' applies with equal force to matters of

state as to religion. People who believe that an es-

sentially evil thing should be given a place in society

are certainly not the people to do anything toward

settling the brothel question. The reason why this

question has never been settled in civilized nations is

that it is left almost entirely to those who have no

moral sentiment worth considering, or to those who

have a ver}^ deficient knowledge of what prostitution
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really is and what necessarily accompanies it. The
only way to settle the brothel question is to have no
brothel, ehher licensed or secret. It is absurd to claim
that this is impossible in any well governed nation.
The power of-

“

Thus saith the^law ** in Japan 'is

far greater than in any other civilized nation, and the
mere fact that the law declares a thing to be wrong
is something that reformers in Japan can rely upon to
a greater extent than the reformers of other nations.
Of course it is difficult to prevent women in their own
homes from selling their virtue, but the law. can
provide such severe penalties for any kind of public
exposure of the prostitute business, and for illicit

intercourse—the punishment to be visited on the
woman only as at present~as to render the business
too risky to be profitable

;
and when the profit is

gone the prostitution question will have been settled.

The plan of punishing the persons who act as go-
between for unlicensed women is a very excellent
one, but tiie penalties are entirely too light at pres-
ent. While it is not at all likely that the central

Government will ever abolish the license system, an
amendment to the new Criminal Code, providing the
same punisliment for employing women for immoral
purposes as that provided for abduction,^ would
settle the whole question so far as public prostitution

in Japan is concerned, aiid go a long way toward
settling the illicit trade also.

Ill Japan have two problems instead of one,

namely, public prostitution and secret prostitution
;

and they act and react on each other to such an
extent as to become absolutely inseparable. No
one can really tell ndiat would happen were

* Not less limn three years in the penitentiary.
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public prostitution abolished until a fair tiiai has
been made, though the condition of those places that

have no licensed women, or only a few, certainly

indicates that the problem is made all the more
complex and difficult by having public prostitution

attached to the already existing illicit traffic. With
the prohibition of licenses to either geisha^ or prosti-

tutes, the work of the procurer in securingthe seduct-

ion of girls, with the purpose of selling them into

lives of shame later on, would be greatly curtailed.

Whether license is continued or not, it should be

made a severe penalty for employinent agencies to

secure positions for geisha and prostitutes.

It should not be forgotten that any attempt to

to solve social problems by any standard other than

the highest known to mankind simply invites failure.

When society or law puts the stamp of approval, or

even of toleration, on anything that degrades the

individual, it is an invariable law that the degradation

passes on to the social body. Individuals can reform

their ways—the prodigal may become a useful

citizen—but history fails to show an instance where

a nation, once having lost its moral conscience

through defilement of its social fabric, ever becoming

purified again, or even prolonging its existence to

any considerable length of time. A nation can

stand having a great deal of wickedness in it, con-

trary to ail nations have their black spots

—

but what a nation cannot stand is to have its sense

of justice and purity so dulled as to accept as a

matter of fact, or as irremediable, an evil that is

essentially vile and degrading in its influence and

effects. This last consideration is what makes the

brothel so dangerous to Japan. In accepting the

brothel system as. a correct solution of the social
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evil, Japanese society has made room for the great-
est horde of evils that ever attended any system of
any kind in the history of modern times.
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IRANSLATION OF JUDGMENTS.
Supreme Court, Feb. igoo.

is
iMl Tamjuli* seichi, brotliel Iceeper, clefendnut.

The above suit entered against the defendant by
the plamtiff to secure defendant’s signature to plaint-m s imigyo iodoke, (report of cessation of business)
as a public prostitute, is appealed to this court from
the Cdurt of Appeals at Hakodate by the appellant
who prays that the decision of the Court of Appeals
be quashed.

JUDGMENT.

The judgment of the Hakodate Appeal Court is
quashed and the case sent back for retrial.

REASONS.

In legal d to contracts between prostitutes and
brothel keepers it is the opinion of this court that
the agreement to act as a prostitute and the agree-
ment concerning the debt should be considered inde-
pendent of each other. That contracts which unduly
interfere with personal liberty are not permissible in
law, isclearly recognized both by the spirit of the order
295,^hifth year of Meiji, {1872), and former decisions
of this court. The contract between the parties at suit
was made before the abolition of the above order,
that is in Nov., which time in consideration
of money borrowed from appellee the appellant
agreed to engage in the business of prostitution in
the service of the appellee for the period of 30
months, but if because of this contract the appellant
suffers undue restriction of her liberty, then said
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cants act is isivalid in law.. No mattes* what the
financial^ obligations may be, contracts which have
the binding of one's body as an object are null.

In regard to the necessity of the appellee's sigiia-
tuie to the appellasit's haigyo todoke^ as required by
local regulation, if such signature is necessary, the
demand of the appellant must be complied with.
The Couit of Appeals however in citing reasons

for rejecting the demand of the appeilr? . for
the appellee's signature says : Inasmuch as prosti-
tution is a publicly recognized business in this
country there is nothing whatever in its nature con-
trary to law. Moreover there is no law prohibiting
a joint agreement which may have the effect of
restricting personal liberty. The plaintilTs contract
provides that unless the debt is paid she will not
change her place of business or cease her trade
during the time specified in the contract, and if in the
discharge of her obligations, as per agreement, she
should be deprived of her liberty still the contract
cannot be considered void/' thus determining the
contract in dispute to be of the same nature as
ordinary contracts between employer and employee
and rejecting the plea of the appellant-

This judgment shows a misapplication of law and
is illegal, and for this reason -said judgment is

quashed, and the case sent back for retrial.

Nagoya Local Courts May 21, igoo.

FUjlWAKA SATO, VS. KONDO TEL

Civil siaifc III wlsicli tlics plalMtiff prays tliafe tlae court
order Use defendant So afllx lier seal I© tiae plaasSJfF’s
haigyo iodolse.



lUDGMENT.

The defendant must affix her seal to the plaintiffs

\aigyo iodoke
;
the cost of th case to be borne by

the defendant.

KELSONS.
*

In arriving at a conclusion in the present case it

is first necessary to decide whether the contract be-

tween the parties at suit is valid or not, and to decide

the above it is necessary to determine whether public

prostitution is a business contrary to good customs

or not. Even previous to the enforcement of the

new civil code, the fact that all juristic acts which

have for their purpose that which is contrary to

good customs have always been considered null and

void, being beyond dispute, such acts should not

receive the protection of the state. It is the opinion

of this court that the commission of licentious acts

for gain, {bat Is beyond all question contiary to

good customs, irrespective of the attending circum-

stances, hence inasmuch as public prostitution is the

commission of lewd acts for gain, that such business

is contrary to good customs admits of nu doubt. ^The

defendant claims that public prostitution is a business

recognized by law, hence not immoral, but still,

though the province of religion and morals diffeis

from that of law, it cannot be claimed that all law

is ill accord with good customs. Moreover by

virtue of order 295, 1872, we are able to form

definite idea of what is interdicted, but for certain

reasons the various local police authorities have

permitted prostitution to continue, yet this permit

goes no further than to exempt the prostitutes

receiving said perrnission from the general law
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prohibiting secret prostitution. Such permission
can never have the effect of changing the nature of
that which is naturally lewd so as to make it accord
with

^

good customs. Viewed in this light, public
prostitution is the same as any other licentious act and
can not be otherwise than contrary to public morals
and good customs. Hence the contract between
the parties at suit, having prostitution as its object, is
null and void from the beginning and no validity
can be produced therefrom. At most the permit
isssued to prostitutes by the police department can
only grant permission to those holding it to play
their trade in certain quarters : said permit can by
no means be made to infringe on natural rights (by
compelling the recipients to surrender their liberty.)
At present prostitutes are confined to their rooms

and can only go in and out at the will of the keeper.
Even at the death of parents it is with difficulty that
they can get av/ay. That there is scarcely no differ-
ence ^between their treatment and that accorded to
convicts is easily proven by the regulations govern-
ing the brothels issued six years ago (in Aichi
prefecture.) Now any contract that forcibly sinks
any girl into such a condition places an extreme
restraint on personal liberty, causes the loss of in-

dependence and is directly antagonistic to good
customs. Viewed from this point the contract
cannot escape negation.
The contract being absolutely invalid the plaintiff

should not be bound by its terms and is under no
obligation whatever to coiitiiioe to prostitute herself
according to the provisions contained therein. The
matter of the defendant not being able to interfere

with the cessation of business on the part of the
plaintiff is a natural result of the contract being
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invalid. Botii parties are agreed that in tlie event
of cessation of business on the part of the plaintiff
the signature of the defendant is necessary to the

iodoke of the plaintiff, in accordance with
local regulations, and hence the refusal of the
defendant to sign such report is, in effect, preventing
the cessation <

f business on the part of the plaintiff
and making v\ lid the terms of a contract that is
naturally invalid, something the defendant cannot
do. As already stated the contract being invalid,
tne defendant must affix her seal to the plaintiff’s
report of cessation of business.

'

I*', ccordance with the foregoing the court decides
the plea of the plaintiff is just and renders iudg-

2i. .ot accordingly.

Yamada ToyosakUj Chief Judge.
IiDA Heisuke, Associate Judge.
Kobayasiu Akira, Associate Judge.

Niwa Itaku, Clerk of Court.

Nagoya I'^cai Courts Civil Section^ June igoo.

€ase ©f ©iir.slii lllsa vs. Scizfilci Sciifur©, brothel
keeper, coneeritl*^—

• cessation ©f business
fis a prostitute.

JUDGMENT.

The demurrer of the defendant is overruled and he
is ordered to affix liis seal to plaintiffs haigyo iodoke.
Costs are assessed to defendant.

REASONS.

In the presrat case, in March 1895 the plaintiff, in
connection with her father, borrowed sixty five yen
from a brothel keeper in Nagoya in consideration of
which the plaintiff contracted to act as a prostitute
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ill the employ of said keeper luitil tlic debt was
returned, l^ut after nearly five years of service
finding' that the debt had increased to two hundred
and fifty yen, the plaintiff determined to change
places of business and borrowed the above sum from
the present defendant and entered into a contract to
serve in his employ as a prostitute for the term of
five years, promising not to marry or cease business,
etc., until the expiration of the specified time.
Now, after a few months of labor only, the plaintiff

wishes to cease her labor, although the debt has noi
been returned. To this the defendant refuses to
agree.

The contention of the attorney for the plaintiff

is that the contract between the parties, having
fornication for its object is not in accord with good
customs, and hence is null. 'For this reason the
defendant cannot use this contract as a reason for

interfering with the cessation of business on the part

of the plaintiff.

The attorney for the defendant has entered a
demurrer on the ground that the Court lacks

jurisdiction in the case, the reasons assigned being
that the matter of brothel keepers* signatures to Ehe

Haigyo todoke of prostitutes being necessary, and
the justice or injustice of said reports, are matters

entirely under the control of the executive and
cannot be brought under the jurisdiction of the court.

He further claims that contracts which have the

commission of prostitution as an object are not

contrary to good customs
;
that the restraint placed

upon the liberty of the plaintiff is not a result of the

contract, but of the police rules, and that inasmuch
as the plaintiff has agreed to abide by the terms of

the contract in dispute, it is not void, and until the
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specified time has been served out the plaintiff is
under obligation to continue her trade under the
siipervisiou of the defendant.

KKASONS.

Idist, in regard to the claim of non-jurisdiction^
the courts are empowered by law to judge all civil
and criminal suits. As the present case has to do
with the personal rights of the parties at suit, it is

clear that the contention comes under the head of
civil suits and the court has full jurisdiction. The
matter this court is required to decide is, whether
the defendant is under the necessity of affixing Ills

signature to the plaiiUiff s report of cessation of
business, whezi the plaintiff prays to be freed from
the terms of a certain contract in order that she
may cease to be a prostitute.

This is clearly a civil suit and as a consequence a
matter that the courts are entitled to pass upon.
For the foregoing reasons the claim of lack of juris-
diction is decided to be without reason.

Passing now to the main case, that
public prostitution differs not in the least in nature
from prostitution of any other kind, is a matter of
public knowledge, and that it is entirely opposed to
ail good customs is a matter beyond dispute.
However, because of the recognition given public
prostitution by the various prefectural regulations
there are those who have doubts on this point, but
certainly this fact alone (recognition by local regula-
tions), is not sufficient to prove that prostitution is

in accord with good customs
;
on the contrary it

proves just the opposite. For instance, the brothel
rules provide that only the extremely poor may be
allowed to become prostitutes, that the traffic be
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ccnfiocd to certain places, that attempts to inducepersons to enter the brothels as guests be forbiddenthat prostitutes be kept from view, that therbeloued to go out only o„ exceptional occasions,

wid’i afh
to be classed

\\ith othei tiadcs, IS not considered a proper business
for women of good families, and by the fact that
it IS restricted it is clear that it is not considered
in accord with good customs, but quite the
contrary, ^

Gi antingJiowevcr, for the sake of argument, that
the recognition given public prostitution by the
prefectural regulation has nothing to do with the
nature of the business, but that it is simply recog-

the same plane v/itii other trades,
still the nature of prostitution, which is essentially
contrary to aU good customs, cannot be changed by
these regulations. In deciding whether an act is
contrary to

^

good customs or not, in the absence of
legal definitions, cither definite or implied, we must
depend on the nature of the act. Now prostitution
is by nature opposed to good customs, hence the
contract between the parties at suit is null and. void
because it has the commission of prostitution as the
object. ....Divorce and illicit sexual intercourse,
—between persons above twelve years of age,—are
not contrary to law, but are assuredly contrary
to good customs and any contract having the com-
mission of these acts as aii object would of course
be null It is adniitttcd that a debtor iiiust often
suffer more or less abridgment of liberty, but this

restriction is confined to certain acts; the • debtor
cannot he deprived of all bodily liberty because of
debt. It is generally agreed that contracts that
place an undue restriction oii the debtor's liberty
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and destroy personal independence are invalid. In

proof that prostitutes are practically deprived of all

liberty and are on the same basis as convicts it is

only necessary that we cite certain sections of the
' I'Othel regulations, so that a contract that compels
prostitutes to continue their trade, causes an undue

restriction of personal liberty and destroys personal

independence, hence although the prostitutes agree

to this contract, anticipating loss of independence,

still that would not produce any validity in the

contract, just as the consent of a slave to the sale of

his body would not make the terms of the sale valid

in law.

Viewed from this point the contract is null and

the plaintiff is under no obligation to abide by its

terms. In the event of the plaintiff desiring to cease

her trade, tlie defendant cannot offer any resistance

because of the natural effect of the invalidity of the '

,
agreement. Inasmuch as both parties an; agreed

that the signature of the defendant is necessary to

the plaintiffs haigyo todoke before the plaintilf can

cease business, if the defendant refuses to affix his

signature, it is equivalent to preventing the cessation

of business on the part of the plaintiff and is also

making effective a contract that is by nature void,

something the plaintiff cannot do. Ihe contract

being invalid, tlic dcfoiulant must affix his signature

to the plaintiffs report of cessation of business.

Yamada h m'OSAKU, Chief Judge.

iioA HeisuiCE, Associate Judge.

Onv SiiKiEMA, Associate Judge.

NnvA I rAKii, Clerk of Court,
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riJCA.

1 he appeUant begs that the decision of the

go\eriior of Shizuoka Prefecture be annulled and
that the police at Pljiri be ordered to receive the

appellant’s JIaigyo todoke with the single signature

of the appellant.

FACTS,

The appellant began work as a prostitute in June

1897 in the brothel owned by Miura P'usa, with a

debt of 1507^;^ hoping soon to pay back the money
from the proceeds of her work. But she has found

it im[)os.siblc to pay back anything, the debt increasing

instead. Moreover she feels that she cannot continue

ail}' longer in a business that degrades her below the

average of mankind. Being only a girl, incapable

of judging for herself when she began work, the

appellant did not know tlie nature of the trade in

whicli she was to engage and did not know that it

was right to go contrary to her parents’ will when
asked to do an unrighteous thing. She now sincere-

ly regrets ever having entered such a trade and

wishes to leave and enter some honest business.

She has requested her employer to sign her report

of cessation of business but be refuses, claiming that

tiie appellant must continue until the debt is paid.

There being no other way, the appellant sent in her

haigyo todoke to the police without her keeper’s

signature, but the police refused to accept the

report in that shape. The appellant then appealed

to the governor, requesting that the police be

ordered to accept the report, but the governor reject-

ed the ap[)ellant’s plea and supported the police.
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Being detcnnincd to quit her tlebasing trade, the
.appellant now reejuests that your excellciicv hear

plea.

REASONS IN SUPROKT 01 APPICAL.

The most degrading and offensive of all trades on
earth is that of selling one’s virtue for gain. By a
proclamation issued in 1872 both prostitutes and
geisha were set at liberty

;
a fact wliich shows the

attitude of our Central Government tfjward such
trades. At the same time a notification from the
Department of Justice jirovided that, just as the
owner of cattle and horses could not demand dam-
ages from them, so no demand for return of money
could be entertained against the girls set free. This
proves that it is not neccssaiy to discharge a debt
before liberty of person can be obtained. The de-
mand of the keeper that the debt be paid [irevious

to cessation of business is not honest, as it is a

custom with the brothel Icecpcrs to increase the debt
so as to make it impossible for pivistitutes to meet
their obligations, thus binding tlieir bodies because
of the debt, and making then slaves. Inasmuch as

slavery is prohibited by the Central Government, the

contention that the debt must be jKiid previous to

resignation is untenable.

As the rules of Shizuoka prefecture were evidently

formulated for the purpose of preserving order within

brothels, regulating them so as to protect prostitutes

from being treated as in olden times, with the pur-

pose also that tliey soon meet their obligations and
cease their trade for a better, one of the regulations

specifies that in the case of cessation of business the

prostitute must send in her haigyo todoke to the

police witli the signature of tlie keeper affixed. In
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this case, as usual, the kee[)er has refused to sign

the appellant's haigyo toiloke and endeavors to;

distrain her for debt. 'Fhe police should therefore

receive the report over the single signature of the

appellant, even though it be contrary to the face oi

tlie regulations. Is it ]>ossible to bind unwilling

prostitutes to their trade because of this regulation?

Certainly that was not the original intention of

the regulation, and if given that meaning now, it

will be equivalent to turning that which was intend-

ed to save into an instrument for Icilling.

Misunderstanding the spirit of the regulations, the

go\'crnor of Shizuoka refused the petition of the girl

altliouoh there were man's’ reasons why he should

have granted it.

Recent decisions of the courts have prov^en that it

is unlawful for the keeper to refuse to sign the report

of prostitutes who are desirous of ceasing their trade,

hence to allow a girl to be l-cept b}^ said keepers on

any such ground is an improper action of the police.

The decision of the governor of Shizuoka is unjust

and the appellant begs that )’our excellency reverse

said decision and grant the plea herein contained.*

Matsumoto Gen, Appellant.

Koba Rikiyo, Appellant’s Representative.

*'nie notiiicalion issued by ibc Uoine UeparLnient on Sept. I,

igoo was of the nature I’f a reply to this Appeal.
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Dopy of ois^ of l«te«>rs r4?e<»ivefl l».y tlie Tokyo
J^’irhi dully, during? Ike si$;Uution fhuf led uj» ‘io

free ceKSUtfon.

To the Mai j¥ic/n\ Tokyt>.

Dear Sirs

:

McUiy thanks foi 3'uur kind endeavors to secus'c
freedom for such as L i regard you as a god to us.
I read in your paper of )'our efforts in our behalf
and worship your paper as a inamori (chaniij or
protector.) In order to help my father wlio was
burdened with his familyj I borrowed some money
a few years ago and sunk myself into this slough of
despond. Since then I have earned ten times the
amount I borrowed, all of which has gone to enrich
my employer while my debt has steadily increased.
We wonder why the police protect such evil men
and treat weak, helpless women as convicts.

Since your appeal for our salvation has been made
known throughout the country it would be expected
that the Government would abolisl. such slavery.
Before I entered the. “dead sea*’ of Osaka, from
wbicii there is no outlet, I could go about alone,

—

now I am a prisoner under tlie scourge. Wliy must
I stay in such a dreadful world ? Knowing that our
Government listens to the advice of foreign ministers,
I thought that I would write to the U. S. Minister
and ask him to advise our government as to what it

would be best to do, but as such would perhaps be a
shame to our country, (for the state of affairs to be-
come known.) I leave it witli you to^ ippeal to our
Central Government, Some people think that it is

not just for us to quit our trade as long as we have
a debt, lest we bankrupt our employers; but good
thinking people will readily sec that shoultl they

/
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become bankrupt it will but be the fruits of their

own unrighteousness.

I would have tried to stop work accordinj^ to your
appeal but for fear of being' oppressed, and also be-
cause of dread of the display in the newspapers,
after which it is very hard to get along in the world
in an honest manner because of the publicity given
one's name. So I am waiting for an order of

emancipation from the Government. Please continue

your endeavors in our behalf,

An Osaka Courtesan.
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STATISTICAL TABLE.

'I'he statistics of the population for 1897 were
copied from the Statistical Report of the Cabinet.

Those for 1906 were furnished by the Secretary of

the Statistical Bureau of the Cabinet. In the totals

those for 1887 were copied from the Statistical

Report.

The statistics for prostitutes, geisha, women
arrested for illicit prostitution, and cases of venereal

diseases were obtained directly from the different

Prefectural Offices; with the exception of the number
of prostitutes for 1887 and 1896 and the number
of geisha for 1887, which were obtained from the

Home Department.

The sign'^ indicates that the statistics are not

official. The signt occurring in the column of cases

of venereal diseases indicates that the statistics cover

the general public,—all others, prostitutes only.

Statistics were first collected by me in 1899.

Since then I have collected them four times. There

are always a few prefectures that refuse to furnish

the statistics, but this year all except one replied

either directly or indirectly to my request
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Year Tokyo Osaka • Kyoto

Population 1897 M88
,7o9 1,295,878 923*307

1906 2,525,000 ijSoSjOOO 1*052,000

1896 5,641 4,664 1,641

1897 6,393 5,908 1,763
1898 6,509 6^028 2,025

Prostitutes
1899 6,871 6,275 2,179
1901 5,158 5*253 1,990
igo2 5 *53 ^ 3*772 1.83s
1904 4,669 6,158 2*993

1906 6.379 5,003 ^*9^3

1897 2,500 1*727 1,059
'

1898 2.843 1,761 2*147
'

1899 3,120 1,709 1,200
Geisha.. 190X 3*274 2,000 1,260

1902 3,041 1,996 940

1904 2,729 2*353 1,006

1906 3,526 2*573 1,214
'

1897 — 1,069 98

1898 — 1,042 tij

Women Arrested 1899 366 532 99
'

for illicit prosti- 1901 28S
tution

1902 463 S8i

1904 903 — —
1906 ^*035 1,107 118

1897 —

.

2,466 2,624

1898 5,029 3,607

Cases of Venereal
1899 — 3.836

Diseases ... ,,, 1901 — —

—

1902

—

—
1904 17,031 S.4I7 4,026

1906 — — ‘

—



Hokkaido Kanagawa Ilyogo Nagasaki Niigata

559.985 766,211 1,638,507 808,439 1,806,388

1,167^000 1,058,000 2 ,830,000 2,034,000 1,750,000

1,636 2,243 1,639 3,637 2.393

2.152 2,303 1,786 1,859 i, 7 i «5

2.495 2,659 1,760 1,869 2,720

2,322 2,659 2,812 2,311 1.67s
1,867 1,879 I,2II 2,222 1,398

^.737 2,993 1,261 1,965 1,362

1,684 1.983 I.4S4 2,000 1.479

2,134 2,308 1,592 2,342 1.244

I5O19 450 2,221 259 1,496

1.31S 490 J.274 i,6ii

s.233 729 1,456 246 1.530

2,287 636 ^*335 467 1,679

1,180 591 1,296 449 1,76s

i,s 79 702 1,67s 1,805

1^373 904 1
.5^7 477 1,882

777 — 30S 309

2,041 — — 314 321

817 383 867 183 538

3^9 361 361 236 372

457 257 197 280 66

702 422^ 7sS 222 176

2,066 — ^
\ 5*229 — 192

1,859 — \ 5,785 — 312

— __ * * 2,540
.

1.521 1

1,836 4,623 — 2,256
t

3.E83 — — —
2,766 — * 8,i8s — —

— * 7,891 479 * 7,583
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I

Year Saitama
j

Gumma
j

Chiba

Population. 1897 1,163,610 762,296 1,259,006

- -
1906

1

1*233,000 902,000 1,307,000

1896 2?3

1897 267
33^

1898 288
455

Prostitutes 3899 280
54^

1901 204
1

367
1902 190

324
3904 ^75 —

288
1906 ^57

265

t 1897 234
j

573
j

3^4

Cieisha..

3598

3599

240

205

1 641

576

422

320
1901 196 636 323
1902 ^93 617 234
1904 ^33 533 192
1906 352 424 275

1897 —
739 44

3898
940 45Women Arrested 1899 16

ioT illicit prosti-
tution

1901 33 66
49

64
1902 48 9 ^ ^57
1904

1906 69 61

1897 218 * 5.219 779
J898 — "" 4*574

Cases of Venereal 1899 * 3,268 * 3,891 151
Diseases _ 1 1901 — ^ 6,098 448

1902

3904 54 * 3,440 ,

1
1906

j 42
1

* 4,101 24
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PopulatloHo

Prostitutes

Geisha...

Vv omen Arrested
for illicit prosti-
tiUion

1

Year Aomori

1

1897 603,203
j

1
1906 678,000

j

1S96 402

1897 4S3
1898 533
1899 659
2901 t 521

1902 t 510

1904 569
j

1906 646

1897 09
1898 288

1899 229

1901 t 230

1902 t 215

1904 250

1906 3©S
j

1897 233
j

j
1898 m
1899 86

190J:

1902 —
1904

1906 lor

Yamagata Akita

B20jI22

893,000

7^3

840

930

977

900

866

9II

791

339

397

430

409

37^

29©

326

41

37

73 ’

29

89

766,046

SS4»ooo

172

27©

292

270

242

273

27S

242

237
260

362

263

-S3

196

25©

546

S42

292

158

JS 3

200

1897 —
: 3©9 1 S9

1898 —
1 297 208

1899 369 * 6,723 —

•

1901
j

292. 3©S
1902 — — —
1904 149 * 5.567

631

Cases of Venereal
Diseases
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Inikua
j

Ishiknvva I'oyama Totlori
1

Shimane

631,056

629,000

733,400

754,000

787,109

765,000

416,886

432.000
7 sS,i 75

725,000

390

416

4 a 6

4*6

489

59 ’

686

S32

92S

98

99

loo

105

143

202
453 609 972 74 220
460 500 659 44 204
49 ^

47^

1 544

5C0

600

780
70

91

70

47
4 ’ i 487 998 71 49

55 2 921 400 127 296
573 90 i 453 321
61 j. 99 E 559 233 330

t 62-; 2,c 00 779 171 356'

579 974 453 192 355
590 t i,oco 408 116 306
63 >

994 44S 242 276

76 172 166 84
37 143 125 89 _
42 •2 ^2 138 126 -— — 132 91 -

39 186 240 5 S 122

41 72 124 59 101

S 624 229 515 2S5
— 465 280 --

498 236 . 636 2C0
— — 338 128 220

- — — 313 20S
281 * 3 ,f.i 7 * 3.735 200 444

I'

»

r

'

'i.
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• Year Okayama 1Hiroshima Yamaguchi

Population
1897 3

,220,555 1,420,711 978.297

1906 1,176,000 1,494,000 1,008,000

3896 437 2.179 711

1897 44 K >,364 825

2898 480 1,500 935

Prostitutes ...

1899 434 1,600 936

1901 33^3 t 1,300 699

3902 346 t 1,250 65©

1904 206 2,436 681

3606 218 2,654 739

SS97 3^5 781 689

1898 43^ S2I 697

1899 332 84© 659

Geisha.. S901 37 ^ t 880 601

1902 372 t 850 563

1904 108 866 559

1906 381 866 640

1897 104 26© 56

1898 IS 7 73

Woman Arrested 1899 108 —

*

80

for illicit prosti- 1901 84 — 54

tiition 3902 63

—

54

1904 — '

—

1906 — 25

1897 S 7 S 3,038 445

1898 427
— 495

Cases of Venereal
1899 426

•

—

* 7,283

Diseases ...
3901 —

* 7,5241902 — —
2904 231 — ^ 9,996

1906 260 — —
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Year Fukuoka Oita Saga

Population...
1897 1,3.5,214 831,OOE ,609,292
1906 2,588 000 S43 ,000 657,000

1896 737 1E4 245
1S97 900 334 3*7
SS98 1,056 262 379

Prostitutes
1S99 1,04s 270 360
1901 958 t 235 263
1902 ^^o79 2 J 9 238

2(;04 664 221E 227

2906 3,042 ^75 225

1897 7S5 350 E40
1898 800 381 290
2899 729 390 196

Geisha... I9OJ 72 i t 400 159
2902 68 2 362 165
1904 411 286 ^35
3 ( 06 892 344 J42

2897 ^59 47
1898 33

Women Arrested 1899 “
46

for illicit prosli- 2901 — — 68
liition

1902 _ 22 '53
1904 — — .

—

2906 1S2 27 21

1897 927 92 —
1898 876 73 —

Cases of Venereal
2899 1,600 — * 19,194

Diseases 1902 1,222 — 28s

2902 — — —
190 j 956 * 5,805 149

1906 2,842 74 75
.
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Eunm-
uioto

Miyazaki Kajifi-

shiiiia
Okinawa Year

"1887

i iSc>7

1

190G

1S87

1396
'

1897

\ 1898

\
1S99

j

1901

I50>

1004

1906

Total for

Kiniiiio

Wo. Pro-
frctuvcs
tcportigg

X,I2;,ooo

1,197,000

447.

515,000

1,097,499

1,21 1,000
1

^47.978

482,000

S56

965

1,080

913

832

705

837

3',069,69r
1

43 , ‘88,863

48,5 ?3,ooo

9*4

1,024

1.094

898

95 i

975

1,105

63

65

95

92

65

60

5 '

59

1 88

257

326

298

203

210

217

250

27.559

39.06S

>17.055

50,553

52,41^’

40,195

38,676

42,502

44,542

130

150

i86

146

138

86

121

214

2:>i

23S

200

357

188

159

^57

219

224

230

178

J 77

201

24

23

40

34

66

72

69

18S7

1896
1897

1 1898

1899
1 1901

1902
lUO^

1906

10,326

26,532

27.386

29.129

30,019

28.130
26,226

29,552

—

— — 147 — 1897 6,836 32

— 152 — i8g8 6,720 33

472 15 125 — 1899 8, '39 33

6i 24 — 29 1901 3,430 33

49 37 98 41 1902 4,755 41

— — — — 1904 1,049 2

23 39 102 66 1906 7,200 45

613 — 503 — 1897 28,048 30

624 — 728 — 1898 28,718 29
» 29,283 — 692 * 12,518 1S99 25,568 23

^350 — — 74 1901 21,076 26

— — — — 1902 — —
— — * 1,230 * 8,964 1904 37,611 20

— — *11,974 19061 6,690 *5
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Number of conscripts—for every 10,000 examined
—who are placed in 3rd class because of syphilis.

This mark * indicates prefectures that have 600
prostitutes or more-

Hokkaido
1S99

57

1900

63

1901

58

1902

50

1903

34
Tokyo 7 10 27 19 37
Kyoto ... 72 56 53 29 35
Osaka ... 33 57 42 24 68
Kanagawa 25 30 38 59 45
Hyogo ... 24 35 31 12 12

Nagasaki 17 1 18 196 78 84
Niigata ... 33 28 3^ 15 26
Saitama ... 1

1

33 67 12 29
Gumma ... 25 186 182 31 17

Chiba 59 38 18 83 17

Ibaraki ... 56 40 42 17 20

Tochigi ... 14 84 39 31 12

Nara 27 160 83 <s 5 51

Miye 29 59 24 28 14

Aichi 14 6 22 lO 35

Shizuoka 36 54 28 15 5

Yamanashi 8 6 30 23 35

Shiga 42 10 3 2 32

Gifu 73 57 13 31 12

Nagano ... 17 46 105 54 19

Miyagi ... 5 52 16 53 41

Fukushima 10 26 21 21 33

Iwate i 55 1

1

37 18

Aomori ... 3 24 iS 12 67

Yamagata 25 lO 16 23 104:
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1899 1900 1901 1902 1903

Akita ... ... 32 56 82 38 28

Fukui ... . .

.

61 63 59 55 *4

Ishikawa « .

.

96 51 30 12 34
* Toyama... ... 49 71 61 7 39

Tottori ... ... 23 14 44 1

1

9
Shimane... ... 52 143 78 5 32

Okayama . •

.

*5 15 II 27 10

* Hiroshima 29 23 18 1

1

24
* Yamaguchi 35 32 61 78 33
Wakayama 2 27 32 18 7

Tokushima 1

1

! I 26 39 2

Kagawa... 8 28 27 10 28

Ehime ... ... 6 35 64 45 7
Kochi 19 68 72 21 76

Fukuoka . . 39 1

1

70 42 43
Oita ... 1195 274 95 70 113

Saga ... 36 65 65 39 113

* Kumamoto 88 72 247 53 57

Miyazaki « • • 5 128 25 25 5 »

Kagoshima • .

.

29 46 28 14 99
* Okinawa • •• 55 97 78 95 146

Average
the Empire

for
51 51 33 35

I

I

h
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. REGULATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF
TROSTITUTES.

Hofne Department Order No. 44, Issued

Oct. 2^ jgoo.

1 . Women under eighteen years of age shall not

be allowed to become prostitutes.

IL Oiily those registered as prostitutes shall be

allowed to carry on the business of prostitution.

Prostitutes' registers shall be kept in the police

stations that have charge of the districts in which

prostitutes reside. Those registered shall be subject

to police supervision.

III. Those who wish to become prostitutes shall

make application in person to the police station

and present the following items in writing :
—

I Reasons for becoming a prostitute. 2 Age.

3 Written consent of nearest relative in applicant's

home. Where there is no near relative, consent of

the head of the family in which the applicant is

domiciled
;
where there is no one to give consent,

explain reason. 4 In the case of minors, in addition

to the foregoing, written consent of real father
;

where there is no father, consent of mother
;
where

there is neither father nor mother, consent of real

grandfather
;
where there is no grandfather, consent

of real grandmother. 5 Place of business. 6 Domi-

cile after being registered. 7 Present trade. In

case of being supported by others, give particulars.

8 Whether applicaiit has ever served as prostitute

before
;
if so, give date of beginning and cessatioii

of business
;
place of domicile while a prostitute and

' reason for cessation of business. 9 In addition to
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foregoing, give all particulars required by prefectural
regulations. Application must be accompanied by
a copy of the family registry, and attested consent
of persons mentioned in 3 and 4.

All applicants must pass a physical examination
before being enrolled.

IV. Prostitutes who have been ordered to cease
business shall be dropped from the prostitutes’

register. Jii all other cases erasure from the official

register shall take place only upon the application
of prostitutes in person

;
provided that, ia the case

of minors the persons named in Section. Ill Articles

3 and 4 may make the application for erasure.

V. Requests for erasure from the prostitutes’

register may be either written' or oral. Such
requests shall not be entertained by the police un-
less made in person at the police station

;
exceptions

shall be made however in the case of requests sent
by mail or messengers where the police believe
there are reasons that the applicant cannot appear in

person. As soon as requests for erasure have been
accepted by the police the name of the prosti-

tute making the request must be stricken from the
register.

VI. No person whatsoever shall be allowed to

interfere with a request for erasure from the official

register.

VIL Prostitutes shall not reside outside of the
clistricts determined by the prefectual regulations.

They shall not go out of the brothels except by
police permission, unless it be in obedience to official

order, or to visit the police station
;
provided, how-

ever, exceptions shall be made where prefectural

regulations specify certain limits within which they
may go out.
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VliL Prostitution shall be carried on only in
brothels which have official permits.

IX.
^

1 rostitutes shall submit to the physical
inspection provided for by the prefectural regu-
lations.

X.^ When the physicians or hospital authorities
appointed by the police decide that a prostitute is
suffering from contagious diseases or from any
complaint that renders her unfit to receive guests,
she^ shall not be permitted to resume her business
until she has recovered and has passed a physical
examination.

XL The police authorities may refuse to regis-
tei applicants for prostitution. The prefectural
authorities may suspend or prohibit prostitutes^
business.

XII. No person whatsoever shall obstruct the
liberty of prostitutes in regard to correspondence,
privilege of meeting people, reading literature,
purchase and possession of necessary articles, or
in any way interfere with their liberties.

XIII. Persons committing the following named
offences shall be liable to a fine of 25 yeu or im-
prisonment for 25 days:

i Making false statements to secure the registry
of prostitutes.

2 Violating Sections VI, VJI, IX, and XII.
' 3 Violating Section VIII and causing prostitutes

ply their trade outside of licensed brothels.

^ Violating Section X and conij^eUing diseased
tyM&^ptostitutes to resume work before passing official

5 ylolatuig suspension order of Section XI and

-

: . ft ..

.

prostitutes who have had their busitiess

f^8uspcp^.l» ply thdr trader

5 »- .
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6 Causing the registry, or erasure of registry, of

prostitutes against their will.

XIV. In addition to tliese regulations, such
other matters as may be deemed necessary shall be
determined by prefectural regulations.

XV. Prostitutes who are already serving when
these regulations go into effect shall be regarded as

having been officially enrolled.
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